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Abstract: This Special Issue collects innovative contributions in the field of wind turbine optimization
technology. The general motivation of the present Special Issue is given by the fact that there
has recently been a considerable boost of the quest for wind turbine efficiency optimization
in the academia and in the wind energy practitioners communities. The optimization can be
focused on technology and operation of single turbine or a group of machines within a wind farm.
This perspective is evidently multi-faced and the seven papers composing this Special Issue provide
a representative picture of the most ground-breaking state of the art about the subject. Wind turbine
power optimization means scientific research about the design of innovative aerodynamic solutions
for wind turbine blades and of wind turbine single or collective control, especially for increasing rotor
size and exploitation in offshore environment. It should be noticed that some recently developed
aerodynamic and control solutions have become available in the industry practice and therefore an
interesting line of development is the assessment of the actual impact of optimization technology
for wind turbines operating in field: this calls for non-trivial data analysis and statistical methods.
The optimization approach must be 360 degrees; for this reason also offshore resource should be
addressed with the most up to date technologies such as floating wind turbines, in particular as
regards support structures and platforms to be employed in ocean environment. Finally, wind turbine
power optimization means as well improving wind farm efficiency through innovative uses of
pre-existent control techniques: this is employed, for example, for active control of wake interactions
in order to maximize the energy yield and minimize the fatigue loads.

Keywords: wind energy; wind turbines; control and optimization; aerodynamics; structures

Wind turbines are widely recognized as one of the most efficient technologies for electrical energy
production from a renewable source and the expectation is that the efficiency is going to further grow,
primarily because of the increasing rotor size and secondarily because of the technology optimization.

Wind turbine technology optimization has therefore become in the latest years a core topic in
wind energy research. The purpose of this Special Issue is collecting innovative contributions to the
multi-faced issue of wind turbine power optimization technology.

The power output of a wind turbine has a complex dependence on ambient conditions and
operation parameters; nevertheless it can fairly be stated that the most important aspect for power
extraction optimization is the aerodynamic efficiency. For this reason, a remarkable line of research
deals with optimization of wind turbine blades technology. For wind farms already operating, a typical
intervention is blades retrofitting through the installation of active (like Air Jet Vortex Generators)
or passive (Vortex Generators, Gurney Flaps and so on) flow control devices. For new installations,
in the context of wind turbine design, it is important to optimize the blade design and the flow control

Energies 2020, 13, 1796; doi:10.3390/en13071796 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies1
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devices for increasing rotor size and efficiency also in particular in the context of floating wind turbines,
whose technology should be appropriate for exploitation in ocean environment.

Two contributions about the above aspects are featured in the present Special Issue.
The study in [1] is devoted to the optimization of the Gurney Flaps for a DU91W(2)250 airfoil:
Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes simulations are performed with Gurney Flaps from 0.25% to 3%
of the chord length at angles of attack from −6◦ to 8◦, assuming a Reynolds number Re = 2 × 106.
The highest increase of lift-to-drag ratio is obtained when the Gurney Flaps length is 0.5% of the chord
length and the angle of attack is 2◦; the influence of the Gurney Flaps is shown to decrease when the
angle of attack exceeds 5◦. The main lesson from the study in [1] is that a fixed Gurney Flaps length
would not reach the optimal lift-to-drag ratio for all the values of the angle of attack: this suggests that
Gurney Flaps could more profitably be employed as active flow control devices (differently from their
typical use), adapting their size on the working conditions. For this reason, in [1] an Artificial Neural
Network has been trained and employed for predicting the aerodynamic efficiency of the airfoil in
terms of the lift-to-drag ratio.

The objective of the study in [2] is the optimization of the blades of the NREL 5MW wind turbine:
this model has been analyzed in several studies and it stands as a scientific prototype for large offshore
wind turbines. The methods proposed in [2] are remarkably innovative: a Particle Swarm Optimization
algorithm combined with the FAST (Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Structures and Turbulence) software
(developed at the NREL) is employed for blade design optimization and the results are compared
against traditional blade design methods (like the Glauert method). Furthermore, the aerodynamic
performance of the blades is optimized for application to floating wind turbines, taking into account
the motion of the platform caused by the sea waves; a meaningful site is selected as test operation site
and the main result is that the proposed optimized blade design can provide a 3.8% improvement of
the maximum power of the wind turbine.

The design of innovative wind turbine controls is a keystone of technology optimization. Several
solutions have recently become available also in the industry and deal, for example, with the
optimization of the yaw control (in order to maximize the operation time with zero or almost zero
yaw angle) and of the pitch control (especially near the cut-in and rated speeds). The present Special
Issue features a contribution about innovation design of wind turbine control and the investigation
object is once again the NREL 5MW: in [3], the proposed approach is a nonlinear economic model
predictive control which considers the tower and gearbox dynamics. The optimization of this control
considers all the actuator constraints (pitch angle, and torque constraints with their rate of change
constraints) and the hard constraints (rotor speed, generator speed, and electrical power): the objective
is achieving the maximum generated power against the competing penalties constituted substantially
by the fatigue loads. Several sample configurations are analyzed through FAST simulations, in order
to support the practical application of the proposed control.

Another meaningful contribution dealing with the NREL 5MW wind turbine is included in
this Special Issue: in the context of floating wind turbines technology, the object of [4] is the design
optimization of a tension leg platform through the addition of further mooring lines with respect to
a traditional system. The rationale for this choice is increasing the horizontal stiffness of the system
and thereby reducing the dominant motion of the platform. An experimental analysis is performed by
applying Froude scaling: the experiment set up is a lab-scale wave flume generating regular periodic
waves by means of a piston-type wave generator. Two main results are achieved: it is shown that the
optimized design in general improves the stability of the platform and reduces the overall motion
of the system; furthermore an extreme wave conditions analysis is conducted and it results that the
optimized design reduces the wave loads.

It should be noticed that some innovative aerodynamic and control design solutions have recently
become available in the wind energy practitioners community and this has stimulated a further line
of research, thanks to the availability of large amounts of Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
(SCADA) data from operating wind farms: the objective is the on-site assessment of wind turbine
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optimization technology through operation data analysis. This task is challenging because practically
it translates in the necessity of comparing the measured power against a reliable estimate of how much
the power would have been if the upgrade had not taken place. Therefore, a precise data-driven model
for the power of the wind turbines of interest must be constructed and trained with pre-upgrade
data sets and this is complex because the power of a wind turbine has a multivariate dependence
on ambient conditions and working parameters and because there commonly is a wind field data
quality issue as regards cup anemometers mounted behind the wind turbine rotors. These critical
points are circumvented in an innovative manner in the study [5], included in the present Special
Issue. The underlying idea is based on the fact that power optimization technologies are typically
tested on pilot wind turbines and therefore the remainder wind turbines from a given wind farm can
be employed as reference. In [5], it is shown that a multivariate linear model is adequate for the task
of interest: the power of the upgraded wind turbines is modelled as linear function of the operation
variables of the nearby wind turbines. Several test cases have been addressed in [5] and the main result
is that aerodynamic optimization technologies can improve the energy up to the order of 2% of the
Annual Energy Production, while control optimization typically weights for the order of 1%.

One of the most timely topics in wind energy literature is wind farm control: the general idea is
upstream wind turbine wakes active control, in order to maximize energy yield and minimize loads.
At this aim, it is of fundamental importance to develop computationally affordable techniques for
wakes modelling. The present Special Issue features a contribution about the topic of wake modelling:
in particular, the object of [6] is the modelling of multiple upwind wakes. The peculiarity of this
situation is that the higher turbulence level and shear stress profile generated by upwind turbines in
the superposed area leads to faster wake recovery: this implies that it is not appropriate to model the
multiple wakes as a simple superposition of wakes. In [6], a mixing coefficient is introduced in the
energy balance wake superposition model. The correction coefficient depends on the average distance,
in units of rotor diameters, among the sequence of downstream wind turbines. The proposed model
is evaluated using data from the Lillgrund and the Horns Rev I offshore wind farms, which are two
typical test cases for wake models validation in wind energy literature.

Finally, the present Special Issue features a contribution about the optimization of Vertical-Axis
Wind Turbines (VAWT). The object of the study in [7] is dynamic stall control of VAWTs through
plasma actuation. Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) simulations are used to
study the dynamic stall phenomenon of VAWT at different tip speed ratios, and the azimuthal position
corresponding to the start and end of dynamic stall is found. The main result of [7] is that pulsed
plasma actuation can be profitable for enhancing the power extraction efficienct of VAWTs and the
actuation from 60◦ to 120◦ is optimal.

In summary, this Special Issue presents remarkable research activities in the timely subject of
wind turbine power optimization technology, covering various aspects on single turbine technology as
well as wind farm and site optimal exploitation. The collection of seven research papers is believed to
benefit readers and contribute meaningfully to the wind power industry.

Author Contributions: The two co-guest-editors of this Special Issue shared the editorial duties, managing the
review process for the papers considered for publication. All authors have read and agreed to the published
version of the manuscript.
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Abstract: The growth in size and weight of wind turbines over the last years has led to the
development of flow control devices, such as Gurney flaps (GFs). In the current work, a parametric
study is presented to find the optimal GF length to improve the airfoil aerodynamic performance.
Therefore, the influence of GF lengths from 0.25% to 3% of the airfoil chord c on a widely used
DU91W(2)250 airfoil has been investigated by means of RANS based numerical simulations at
Re = 2 × 106. The numerical results showed that, for positive angles of attack, highest values of the
lift-to-drag ratio CL/CD are obtained with GF lengths between 0.25% c and 0.75% c. Particularly,
an increase of 21.57 in CL/CD ratio has been obtained with a GF length of 0.5% c at 2◦ of angle of
attack AoA. The influence of GFs decreased at AoAs larger than 5◦, where only a GF length of 0.25%
c provides a slight improvement in terms of CL/CD ratio enhancement. Additionally, an ANN has
been developed to predict the aerodynamic efficiency of the airfoil in terms of CL/CD ratio. This tool
allows to obtain an accurate prediction model of the aerodynamic behavior of the airfoil with GFs.

Keywords: wind turbine; flow control; Gurney flap; aerodynamics; ANN

1. Introduction

The wind power capacity installed in the last years has been showing an increase and, consequently,
the requirement for bigger rotor wind turbines is becoming increasingly more necessary. This growth
in size and weight of the wind turbines results in longer rotor blades which cannot be controlled as
they were some years ago. Large wind turbines are exposed to severe structural and fatigue loads
that must be reduced by means of the use of new flexible-soft materials and with novel load control
techniques. Johnson et al. [1] gathered most of the main flow control devices with potential to be
applied in wind turbines, assuring a better efficiency and a safe operation under a variety of adverse
atmospheric conditions.

Flow control devices were first researched and developed for the aeronautical field with promising
results; see the study of Taylor [2]. Then, the aim was to introduce and optimize them for their
implementation in wind turbines to improve rotor blades’ aerodynamic performance as well as to
reduce fatigue loads. Wood [3] developed a scheme to classify the different concepts involved in all flow
control devices such as their location, operation principle or working conditions. Aramendia et al. [4]
provided an overview of how these devices are classified into passive and active, depending on their
operating principle. Active flow control devices need a secondary power source for their activation,
while passive flow control devices, as the Gurney flaps (GFs) of the current study, do not require

Energies 2019, 12, 294; doi:10.3390/en12020294 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies5
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external energy consumption. Other passive devices such as the vortex generators (VGs) have also
been studied extensively. Fernandez-Gamiz et al. [5,6] performed numerical simulations to study the
characteristics of the primary vortex downstream of a rectangular VG along with a prediction model.

Due to their low cost, simplicity and reliable performance, GFs are being taken into consideration
within passive flow control devices, showing promising results to extend the lifetime of future wind
turbines [7]. A GF consists of a small tab placed normal to the airfoil surface and close to the trailing
edge, either in the upper or in the lower side. The size of these GFs, measured with respect to the
airfoil chord length (c), usually varies from 0.1% c and 3% c. They were first used in 1971 by Daniel
Gurney, a race car driver who noticed improvements in cornering speeds and in the stability of his
vehicle as a consequence of an increase in the downforce. Liebeck [8] discussed first this application
and, subsequently, several experiments were carried out by Jeffrey et al. [9] on a NACA 0012 airfoil
to investigate the effects of GFs and how they provide a lift improvement and a drag reduction
once properly sized. They have been more widely researched for lift enhancement in aeronautics,
where their advantages and applications were extensively studied by Wang et al. [10] Additionally,
Pastrikakis et al. [11] compared the performance of a helicopter rotor with GFs at low and high forward
flight speeds. Tang et al. [12], working with a NACA 0012 airfoil as well, studied a fixed and an
oscillating trailing edge GF with the aim of evaluating the aerodynamics loadings by means of an
incompressible Navier-Stokes code. Lee et al. [13] also studied the aerodynamic characteristics and the
impact of GFs installed in a NACA 0015 along with a trailing edge flap. Different GFs heights and
perforations were analyzed using particle image velocimetry (PIV) to measure the development of
the tip vortex generated. According to Shukla et al. [14], the implementation of GFs in NACA0012
and NACA0015 symmetrical airfoils results in an improvement in the lift coefficient and lift force.
Cole et al. [15] showed with different GF heights the importance of the airfoil shape in the aerodynamic
performance of the airfoil. The influence of passive devices such as VGs and GFs was also studied by
Fernandez-Gamiz et al. [16]. This work evaluated the improvement of a 5 MW wind turbine in terms
of power output. Multiple device configurations and wind speed realizations were studied with the
results showing an overall increase on the average power output of the wind turbine. Astolfi et al. [17]
presented three test cases to evaluate the wind turbine power curve upgrades under different possible
scenarios through operational data. In addition, a multivariate linear method for selecting the most
appropriate input for modeling a given output was proposed by Terzi et al. [18] and applied to a
multi-megawatt wind turbine with different passive flow control devices installed.

GFs have also been studied as active flow control devices, as shown in the work of
Camocardi et al. [19], where the characteristics and structures of the flow pattern downstream the airfoil
in the near wake were experimentally investigated. Recently, Han et al. [20] analyzed the influence of
fixed and retractable GFs in the performance of variable speed helicopter rotors. Their results showed
that both fixed and retractable GFs enhanced the performance of the rotor and expanded the flight
envelope. However, the retractable one led to a better behavior in rotor power savings. In the wind
turbine research field, the goal of this type of devices is to increase the lift on the rotor blades and,
therefore, to increase the mechanical torque applied by the wind in the rotor. A lift enhancement of
nearly 15% was observed in the study of Storms et al. [21] with a GF length of 0.5% c on a NACA 4412.
Similarly, in the work of Mohammadi et al. [22], lift improvements were achieved with different GF
shapes when compared to the clean DU91W(2)250 airfoil. Numerical methods have been developed
and improved over the last years to study, as shown in the work of Gebhardt et al. [23], to study the
behavior of large horizontal-axis wind turbines. Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) techniques are
also frequently used to study the advantages and limitations of different flow control devices [24].
Recently, Woodgate et al. [25] used an in-house CFD solver to evaluate the implementation of GFs on
wings and rotors. Different methods of modeling a GF were discussed and 2D cases were simulated to
compare thick and infinitely thin GFs. Furthermore, they tested the solver also with 3D cases including
rotors in hover and forward flight. In the study of Fernandez-Gamiz et al. [26], CFD simulations were
made to find the optimal position of a microtab to improve the power output of a 5 MW wind turbine.

6
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Additionally, Fernandez-Gamiz et al. [27] carried out a parametric study to find the most favorable
dimension of a GF on a S810 airfoil by means of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) methods.

A parametric study is presented in the present work to analyze the effect of the GF length on
the aerodynamic performance in a widely used DU91W(2)250 airfoil in multi-megawatt Horizontal
Axis Wind Turbines (HAWT). In order to achieve this purpose, numerical RANS based simulations
have been made and validated with the wind tunnel experimental data provided by Timmer et al. [28].
In addition, an Artificial Neural Network (ANN)-based model is presented to predict the effects of
GFs on the aerodynamic efficiency in the DU91W(2)250 airfoil.

2. Numerical Setup

The behavior of the implementation of GFs was studied by means of Computational Fluid
Dynamic (CFD) tools. In the current work, the commercial code STAR CCM+ v.11.02 [29] has been
chosen to simulate the behavior of different GF lengths on a DU91W(2)250 airfoil.

The UpWind algorithm was employed for the pressure-velocity coupling and a linear upwind
second order scheme was used to discretize the mesh. The numerical simulations were performed
in steady state and ran fully turbulent using Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations.
Specifically, the Menter [30] k-ω SST shear stress turbulence model was used since it leads to a
significant improvement in handling non-equilibrium boundary layer regions such as those close to
separation, as addressed, as addressed by Kral [31] and Gatski [32]. This turbulent model combines
both the standard k-ε model and k-ω model, retaining the properties of k-ω close to the wall and
gradually blending into the standard k-ε model away from the wall. Mayda et al. [33] presented
different tab configurations applying RANS calculations with the SST turbulence model. An O-mesh
domain was defined for the numerical simulations, where the size of the computational domain
was set to be 42 times the airfoil chord length c, R = 42 c, according to the recommendation of
Sørensen et al. [34].

All the simulations were performed with a Reynolds number of Re = 2 × 106. The generation of
an optimized grid represents the most important step before running the numerical solution in order
to achieve reliable results. The grid domain consists of 65348 structured elements, where the height
of the first cell normalized by the airfoil chord length was determined to be Δz/c of 1.35 × 10−6. The
stretching in both normal and chord-wise direction is achieved by tanh functions based on Vinokur [35].
With the aim of resolving the viscous sublayer inside the turbulent boundary layer, the mesh was
designed to achieve a dimensionless wall distance y+ at the first node adjacent to the airfoil wall less
than 1 (y+ < 1). Figure 1 shows the cell distribution close to the trailing edge of the airfoil and around
the GF, where the mesh refinement plays a major role due to the high velocity gradients expected in
this region.

  

Figure 1. Mesh distribution on the trailing edge; with the clean airfoil and with a GF of 1.5%
c implemented.

The walls of the airfoil and the GFs were set as non-slip boundary type. The validation of the
numerical simulations without the implementation of the GF on the DU91W(2)250 airfoil was carried
out with the wind tunnel results obtained by Timmer [28].
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A mesh dependency study was made by means of the Richardson’s extrapolation to verify that
the solution obtained numerically is not dependent on the mesh size, following the procedure carried
out by Fernandez-Gamiz et al. [27]. Three different grids were created with a mesh refinement ratio of
2. A fine, medium and coarse mesh of 65348, 32674 and 16337 cells have been designed, respectively.
The results are summarized in Table 1, where RE indicates Richardson’s extrapolation solution, p
defines the order of accuracy and R the ratio of error. R values less than 1 were obtained, indicating
that we are within the asymptotic range of convergence for all angles of attack. Figure 2 illustrates the
lift-to-drag ratios achieved with each mesh level. The fine mesh provided the best results compared
with the experimental wind tunnel results of Timmer et al. [28]. Thus, the fine mesh was used in the
numerical simulations presented in the current work.

Table 1. Mesh dependency study results.

AoA
Mesh Richardson Extrapolation

Coarse Medium Fine RE p R

−6 −35.09 −49.94 −53.98 −52.47 1.87 0.27
−5 −25.97 −37.36 −39.95 −39.19 2.13 0.23
−4 −15.62 −22.35 −24.04 −23.47 2.00 0.25
−3 −4.86 −6.72 −7.15 −7.02 2.12 0.23
−2 6.24 8.98 9.61 9.42 2.13 0.23
−1 16.90 24.18 26.00 25.39 2.00 0.25
0 28.53 39.43 41.95 41.19 2.12 0.23
1 37.37 53.47 57.50 55.14 1.44 0.37
2 47.24 66.87 72.68 70.23 1.75 0.30
3 56.90 78.79 87.54 81.70 1.32 0.40
4 66.38 95.49 102.13 100.16 2.13 0.23
5 74.38 105.86 114.44 111.22 1.87 0.27
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Figure 2. Results of the lift-to-drag ratio with each mesh level of the numerical simulations (CFD) vs.
the experimental data of the DU91W(2)250 clean airfoil without the implementation of any GF.

Both lift and drag dimensionless coefficients were calculated with the Equations (1) and (2),
respectively:

CL =
L

1
2 ρU2

∞c
(1)

CD =
D

1
2 ρU2

∞c
(2)
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An air density value of ρ = 1.204 kg/m3 was set, the dynamic viscosity was defined by
μ = 1.855 × 10−5 Pa·s and the free stream velocity corresponds to U∞ = 30 m/s. The airfoil chord length
is c = 1 m. Since the numerical simulations have been performed in two-dimensions, the parameters L
and D represent the lift and drag forces per unit of area.

Gurney Flap Layout

The position and size of the GF is displayed in Figure 3. The dimension c represents the airfoil
chord length and the dimension y the GF length. Twelve cases have been considered depending on the
GF length, which is expressed as a percentage of the airfoil chord length, as shown in Table 2. Each
case has been studied for fifteen different angles of attack, from −6◦ to 8◦. The combination of all
these GF positions for each angle of attack gives 195 different cases to study. All these cases have been
designed following the procedure of previous studies carried out by Fernandez-Gamiz et al. [26,27].
The airfoil without any flow control device was also taken into account and simulated in order to
compare the influence of the GFs on the airfoil aerodynamic performance.

Figure 3. Detailed view of GF on a DU91W(2)250.

Table 2. Test cases considered in the study.

Test ID TEST CASE y (% c)

0 DU91W250 no GF
1 DU91W(2)250GF025 0.25
2 DU91W(2)250GF05 0.50
3 DU91W(2)250GF075 0.75
4 DU91W(2)250GF1 1.00
5 DU91W(2)250GF125 1.25
6 DU91W(2)250GF15 1.50
7 DU91W(2)250GF175 1.75
8 DU91W(2)250GF2 2.00
9 DU91W(2)250GF225 2.25

10 DU91W(2)250GF25 2.50
11 DU91W(2)250GF275 2.75
12 DU91W(2)250GF3 3.00

3. Results

The influence of the GF length was evaluated with the lift-to-drag ratio CL/CD for every angle of
attack α studied, as illustrated in Figure 4. For each AoA, the evolution of the lift-to-drag ratio CL/CD

with the GF length was compared with the clean airfoil case, i.e., no GF implementation. With regard
to negative AoAs, from −6◦ to −4◦, as the GF length increases the lift-to-drag ratio increases as well.
In all these cases the effect of the GF enhances the aerodynamic efficiency of the airfoil, except for the
case of −6◦ with a GF length of 0.25% c. However, in the range of AoAs from −3◦ to −1◦, a peak value
of CL/CD is achieved before the maximum GF length of 3% c. For −3◦ of AoA, a CL/CD ratio of 18.99
was obtained with a GF length of 2% c. Similarly, the peak values of CL/CD for −2◦ and −1◦ of AoA
correspond to GF lengths of 1.5% c and 1% c, respectively.

9
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On the other hand, a different behavior is observed for positive angles of attack. From 0◦ to
3◦, the influence of the GF length on the CL/CD ratio follows the same pattern. With 0◦ of AoA,
a maximum CL/CD value of 61.75 is obtained corresponding to a GF length of 1% c. Furthermore, the
optimal GF length for 1◦ of AoA corresponds to 0.75% c with a CL/CD ratio of 78.91. As the angle of
attack increases larger CL/CD maximum values are obtained, 92.37 and 102.65 for 2◦ and 3◦ of AoA,
respectively. As can be seen from the plots at 2◦ and 3◦ of AoA, the effect of the GF is not favorable
for all lengths. For 2◦ of AoA, GFs with lengths of 2.75% c and 3% c do not provide an increase in the
CL/CD ratio compared with the clean airfoil. Similarly, in the case of 3◦ of AoA, GF lengths larger than
2% c do not present beneficial effects in the aerodynamic performance of the airfoil.
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Figure 4. Lift-to-drag ratio (CL/CD) for the range of AoAs studied in the present work. The CL/CD

ratio along the GF length (red asterisks) vs. the clean airfoil (solid blue line) is represented.

From 4◦ to 7◦ a different trend is observed in the evolution of the influence with the GF lengths
studied. A GF length of 0.25% c presents the best CL/CD ratio, with a slightly improvement compared
with the clean airfoil. However, from 5◦ to 7◦, the CL/CD difference obtained with respect to the clean
airfoil at these AoAs varies only between 0.29 and 1.25. At these AoAs, GFs larger than 0.25% c do not
contribute to enhance the aerodynamic performance of the airfoil.

At 8◦ of AoA, any of the GF lengths studied in the current work presents a better performance in
the CL/CD ratio than the clean airfoil. At this AoA, as the GF length increases no improvement in the
airfoil aerodynamic performance is found. Table 3 represents the best GF length for each AoA in terms
of maximum lift-to-drag ratio: CL/CD max. Fourth column of Table 3 represents the CL/CD with no
GF and the last column represents the variation with respect to the airfoil with no GF implemented: Δ
CL/CD. The largest value of lift-to-drag CL/CD 115.68 is achieved at an AoA of 5◦ and corresponds to
a GF length of 0.25% of the airfoil chord length c.

Table 3. Optimum GF length for each angle of attack studied and the increment in lift-to-drag ratio
with respect to the case with no GF implementation.

AoA (◦) CL/CD Max. GF Length (% c) CL/CD no GF Δ CL/CD

−6 −36.86 3.00 −53.98 17.13
−5 −14.27 3.00 −39.95 25.68
−4 4.16 3.00 −24.04 28.19
−3 18.99 2.00 −7.15 26.14
−2 33.87 1.50 9.61 24.26
−1 46.93 1.00 26.00 20.93
0 61.75 1.00 41.95 19.80
1 78.91 0.75 57.50 21.41
2 94.25 0.50 72.68 21.57
3 104.52 0.50 87.54 16.98
4 114.48 0.25 102.13 12.36
5 115.68 0.25 114.44 1.25
6 114.41 0.25 113.81 0.60
7 110.10 0.25 109.81 0.29
8 102.55 0.00 102.73 0.00

For negative AoAs, the maximum increment in the CL/CD ratio is obtained with −4◦ of AoA
with a peak value of 28.19. On the other hand, for positive AoAs, a GF length of 0.5% c achieves the
largest difference in CL/CD ratio compared with the clean airfoil, with a value of 21.41 at 2◦ of AoA.

Figure 5 shows the streamwise velocity distribution around the GF for the lengths which provided
the best cases in terms of CL/CD ratio. The presence of the GF changes the trailing edge flow pattern
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and, therefore, modifies the effective camber of the airfoil resulting in a lift enhance. As the GF size
increases, the presence of the two vortices behind the GF is more visible. The GF jets the flow in the
boundary layer away from the airfoil surface and, thus, the circulation in the region behind the GF
is enhanced.

  
(a) No GF (b) GF 0.25% c 

  
(c) GF 0.50% c (d) GF 0.75% c 

 

 

(e) GF 1% c  

Figure 5. Streamwise vorticity fields for the case without GF and GF lengths of 0.25% c, 0.50% c, 0.75%
c and 1% c at an angle of attack α = 0◦.

Figure 6 shows the pressure distributions on the surface of the clean airfoil DU91W(2)250 and the
airfoil with GFs of 0.25% c, 0.50% c, 0.75% c and 1% c which have been considered that provide the
best aerodynamic performance in terms to CL/CD ratio. The airfoil geometry, with a continuous black
line, is illustrated as well. In the cases with the GF implemented, the aft loading of the airfoil increases
and a positive gap with respect to the clean airfoil is visible at all AoAs.

ANN-Based Predicition Model

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) represent an exceptional tool in the modeling of different type
of systems due to their several advantages and outstanding properties. One of them is related with
the capability of learning, as they can learn complex non-linear black box models with an appropriate
selection of the training algorithm and the input/output values. If neural networks are properly
trained, i.e., the training patterns are carefully chosen, their response in new situations (new inputs)
will be suitable with high probability, which means that will have the so-called generalization property.
Lastly, as neural networks have an inherent parallel internal structure, their response after they have
been trained is very fast, providing them real time capabilities to develop prediction models with large
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datasets, see Lopez-Guede et al. [36]. All these properties make ANNs a method of major importance
in a wide number of applications.

 

 
Figure 6. Pressure coefficient cp comparison between the clean airfoil DU91W2250 (no GF) and the
best cases: (a) DU91W(2)250GF025; (b) DU91W(2)250GF050; (c) DU91W(2)250GF075; (d) DU91W(2)
250GF100.

Once studied the influence of different GF lengths and angles of attack in the airfoil aerodynamic
performance by means of CFD techniques, a prediction model has been developed with an artificial
neural network (ANN). The aim of this model is to predict the aerodynamic efficiency (CL/CD ratio)
of the airfoil following the strategy based on the study by Lopez-Guede et al. [37]. In the current
study, a multi-layer model with two hidden layers has been used. The CL/CD ratio is obtained by
Equation (3), whereas the outputs of each hidden neuron follow a sigmoid function as defined in
Equation (4). All these parameters represent a typical configuration of Multilayer Perceptron with
Backpropagation (BP-MLP) neural networks. The postsinaptical hi of each i neuron is calculated using
a linear combination by means of Equation (5), where ωi denotes the output layer weights and ωij the
input (hidden) layer weights:

CL
CD

=
i=Nhidden

∑
i=1

ωi·gi

(→
x
)
+ θ (3)

gi(
→
x ) =

1
1 + e−hi

(4)
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hi(
→
x ) =

j=Ninputs

∑
j=1

ω′
i,j·xj + θ′i (5)

Matrices 6–9 contain the synaptic weights obtained by the neural network for the prediction of
the CL/CD ratio:

Input hidden layer weights (ωij) =

[
−2.4229 −0.9914
1.7982 0.2139

]
(6)

Output layer weights (ωi) =
[

1.2220 3.6533
]

(7)

Hidden layer threshold parameters (σ) =

[
1.4471
0.7852

]
(8)

Output layer threshold parameters (σ′) =[−2.9805] (9)

The ANN has two input neurons corresponding to the two real valued inputs (AoA and GF
length) and one unique output neuron for the valued target (CL/CD ratio), as shown in Figure 7.
The datasheet has been partitioned, i.e, 70% for training the ANN, 20% for validation and 10% for
testing the quality of learned model.

 

Figure 7. Diagram of the internal structure of the ANN designed.

Figure 8 shows the ANN results for all GF lengths and all AoAs studied in the present work.
The colored surface illustrates the CL/CD values calculated by the proposed ANN and the CFD results
are represented by black asterisks. The neural network predicts accurately the lift-to-drag ratios
obtained by the numerical computations.
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Figure 8. Neural network prediction surface of the CFD results of the airfoil aerodynamic performance
CL/CD as a function of the GF length and the angle of attack (AoA). Black circles represent the
CFD results.
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The correlation coefficients (R-value) are shown in Figure 9. The regression line (highlighted in
red) is drawn over expected CL/CD ratio and its neural prediction. The horizontal axis shows the
expected CL/CD ratio and the vertical axis the CL/CD ratio prediction given by the neural network.
The correlation coefficient value was determined as 0.99671 which indicates a good correlation between
the results given by the ANN and the followed target. This result for the simulated GF lengths allows
the algorithm to calculate and predict the CL/CD ratio for any GF length in the conditions studied of
Reynolds number Re = 2 × 106.

Figure 9. ANN training correlation coefficients.

4. Conclusions

The current work presents a parametric study to evaluate the influence of different GF lengths in
the aerodynamic performance of a DU91W(2)250 airfoil. Two-dimensional CFD simulations have been
carried out, using RANS equations at Reynolds number of Re = 2 × 106. Firstly, a clean airfoil without
any flow control device implemented has been simulated and the results in terms of lift-to-drag ratio
have been validated with experimental data. Then, simulations have been performed with GFs from
0.25% c to 3% c at angles of attack from −6◦ to 8◦ to investigate the airfoil aerodynamic performance.
The results showed that, for positive angles of attack, peak values are obtained with GF lengths
between 0.25% c and 0.75% c. Specifically, an increase of 21.57 in CL/CD ratio has been obtained with a
GF length of 0.5% c at 2◦ of AoA. The influence of GFs decreased at AoAs larger than 5◦, where only a
GF length of 0.25% c provides a slight improvement in terms of CL/CD ratio enhancement.

Secondly, the streamwise velocity distribution around the GF has been addressed with those
GF lengths that provided the best aerodynamic performance in terms of CL/CD ratio. As expected,
two counter-rotating vortices are formed in the near wake behind the flow control device. As the GF
length increases the size of the vortices increases, especially the one on the lower region. Moreover, the
pressure distribution has been studied at all AoAs, resulting in a clearly visible increment in the cp
due to the GF implementation for all the length cases.

The optimal GF length varies at different angles of attack, which means that a fixed GF length
would not reach the optimal CL/CD ratio at all the AoAs. Therefore, this result suggests that a careful
analysis of the GF length is needed to yield an efficient flow control system and to consider the study
of GFs as active flow control devices. In that case, the GF length would change along the AoA to
achieve the best CL/CD ratio depending on the working conditions.

To that end, an ANN has been developed and trained to predict the aerodynamic efficiency of
the airfoil in terms of CL/CD ratio. This tool allows to obtain an accurate prediction model of the
aerodynamic behavior of the airfoil, which can be a suitable method to optimize the GF lengths for
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different wind and /or rotor blade airfoil geometry scenarios and its implications in the wind turbine
control system.
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Abstract: Offshore wind power has become an important trend in global renewable energy
development. Based on a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm and FAST program,
a time-domain coupled calculation model for a floating wind turbine is established, and a combined
optimization design method for the wind turbine’s blade is developed in this paper. The influence
of waves on the power of the floating wind turbine is studied in this paper. The results show
that, with the increase of wave height, the power fluctuation of the wind turbine increases and the
average power of the wind turbine decreases. With the increase of wave period, the power oscillation
amplitude of the wind turbine increases, and the power of the wind turbine at equilibrium position
decreases. The optimal design of the offshore floating wind turbine blade under different wind speeds
is carried out. The results show that the optimum effect of the blades is more obvious at low and
mid-low wind speeds than at rated wind speeds. Considering the actual wind direction distribution
in the sea area, the maximum power of the wind turbine can be increased by 3.8% after weighted
optimization, and the chord length and the twist angle of the blade are reduced.

Keywords: wind turbine; PSO algorithm; FAST; time-domain coupled model; blade optimization

1. Introduction

Climate change is showing abnormal effects all over the world. Environmental pollution is
continuously aggravated, and energy demand is increasingly variable. Developing and utilizing clean
and pollution-free renewable energy has become an effective way to alleviate energy shortages, reduce
environmental pollution and improve climate conditions [1].

Wind energy is one of the most mature forms of renewable energy, which has promising large-scale
development conditions and commercial development prospects. Wind energy includes onshore wind
energy and offshore wind energy. In recent years, the development and utilization of onshore wind
energy has encountered bottlenecks due to the limitation of land and wind resources. Compared
with onshore wind power, offshore wind power has many advantages, such as higher wind speed,
more stable wind direction, and smaller turbulence and wind shear. With the rapid development of
wind power technology, the leading direction of wind power development in the future will focus on
offshore wind power [2].

A large number of studies on fixed wind turbines have been carried out. Apparent models suitable
for the wind turbines have been developed to predict the aerodynamic characteristics of the wind
turbine [3,4]. In the engineering application, most design software for the wind turbine follows the
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dynamic stall model in the helicopter field, and modifies the working environment of the fixed wind
turbine [5,6]. It can basically meet the design requirements of the fixed wind turbine. At present,
fixed wind turbine technology has become relatively mature and accomplished commercialization in
China and several European countries. However, the floating wind turbine can move freely in the
ocean environment. It is always in an obvious oscillation dynamic state under the influence of waves.
Continuous oscillation not only causes the dynamic response of the wind turbine, but also enhances
the unsteady effect of aerodynamic load, which brings great difficulties to the design and evaluation of
floating wind turbine. The technology is still in the primary stage of research and development [7].

The offshore floating wind turbine is a very complex system, which mainly consists of the top
wind turbine generator set, the tower supporting the wind turbine, the floating platform infrastructure
and the mooring positioning system. For the wind turbine generator set alone, blades with excellent
aerodynamic performance are the core of wind turbines [8]. Blade design is a complex multi-objective
optimization design process, which needs to meet a number of design indicators, such as aerodynamic
performance, structural strength and economic characteristics [9]. There are three theoretical research
methods: blade element momentum (BEM) method based on momentum conservation; generalized
dynamics wake (GDW) based on vortex theory; CFD method by solving N-S equation directly. The BEM
method can simply calculate the energy efficiency and the force of horizontal axis impeller. It is effective
and fast for estimating the overall load of the impeller. It is suitable for wind turbines with equal
blade lengths and no less than a 3 blade tip speed ratio. The BEM method is the most widely used
and technologically mature aerodynamic performance prediction method for the wind turbine [10,11].
GDW method includes the dynamic wake effect, tip loss and skewed wake effect, and does not require
additional modified model [12]. However, the method assumes that the induced velocity is small
relative to the inflow velocity. Thus, it is suitable for the wind turbines with heavy load. When the
wind speed is small, the wake appears to be in a turbulent state, and the method becomes unstable [13].
CFD method can simulate yaw, tower shadow, wind shear and other complex conditions. Through
CFD calculation, abundant flow field information can be obtained [14,15]. However, due to the large
dimension of the wind turbine and the complexity of blade shape, the CFD method requires a lot of
computer resources and computing time. Besides, this method is affected by the turbulence model,
transition model, discrete format, boundary conditions and other factors [16].

In the application research process of the wind turbine, numerous methods synthetically simulating
wind turbine loads have been developed based on the above theoretical research methods. Some scholars
have synthetically simulated the preliminary design of floating wind turbines by using the linear
frequency domain method commonly used in offshore oil and gas exploitation. For example,
Bulder et al. [17] used the linear frequency domain method to simulate a wind turbine with a
three-dimensional floating body. The response amplitude operator and standard deviation of the six
rigid-body motion modes of the floating platform were calculated and analyzed. Tracy [18] used a
similar method to study the optimal design parameters of tension leg and mast-type wind turbine.
However, these studies only introduce the aerodynamic and structural characteristics of the wind
turbines by adding additional mass, additional damping and an additional recovery matrix, without
simulating the real wind turbine. The linear frequency domain method can’t simulate the non-linear
dynamic characteristics and unsteady effects. Some scholars use other methods to study the floating
wind turbine. For example, Henderson et al. [19] used a method called “state domain” to study
the effect of platform motion on the fatigue load of the wind turbine. Combining aeroelastic load
simulation software with hydrodynamic load simulation software, Withee [20] established the time
domain dynamic model for floating wind turbine, and studied a tension leg wind turbine. Because
they employed a simple hydrodynamic model, aerodynamic model or structural dynamic model, these
studies still have some limitations and couldn’t develop a better blade optimization design scheme.

Wind turbine blade design is also a complex multi-objective optimization design process. Strong
interactions exist between the disciplines of aerodynamics, dynamics, structures, and economies.
A number of previous studies have optimized blades with intelligent calculation methods, including
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a neural network algorithm, genetic algorithm and data mining algorithm [21–23]. Particle swarm
algorithm is a modern heuristic algorithm, which has great advantages in computing speed and
memory consumption, and has fewer parameters to adjust. Liao et al. [24] employed an improved
PSO algorithm to optimize wind turbine blades. The comparison results of optimized blades and
reference blades indicated that this method was feasible and practical. Combined with the improved
PSO algorithm with FAST program, they pursued the minimum blade mass to reduce the cost of the
wind turbine. The thickness and the location of the layers in spar caps were selected as the optimization
variables [25].

In addition, the wind speed of 12 m/s is mainly used as the design reference for international
mainstream wind turbines. But the wind field with high-quality wind resources is limited. The wind
field with low wind speed occupies a larger proportion, and these wind fields are generally closer to
the power grid [26]. Taking China as an example, only the wind speed of 9.5 m/s in Fujian sea area is
relatively close to the average wind speed in Europe, while the average wind speed in other sea areas
is generally less than 8m/s, and even the wind speed in many sea areas is less than 7 m/s.

Therefore, this paper combines the PSO algorithm and FAST V8 computational analysis software
for the wind turbine to optimize the design of offshore wind turbine blades in sea areas with different
wind speeds including low wind speed. The “aero-hydro-control-structure” coupled time-domain
calculation model for floating wind turbine is developed. By using this model, the motion state of
floating wind turbine under real working conditions is simulated. Aiming at getting the maximum
output power of the wind turbine, the optimal design of the wind turbine blade can be searched
in many combinations by changing the distribution of twist angle and chord length. In addition,
the influence of sea state and wind conditions in the actual sea area on the optimal design of the wind
turbine blades is investigated. The study can provide theoretical guidance for the optimal design of an
offshore floating wind turbine blade.

2. Blade Optimization Based on PSO Algorithm and FAST Program

FAST is an open source software for simulating dynamic response of horizontal-axis wind turbines,
which is developed by the United States Department of Energy’s NREL. FAST was originally used
as a program to calculate the aerodynamic performance of horizontal axis wind turbines based on
BEM theory. Thereafter, the hydrodynamic module, coupling calculation module, noise module,
elastic module, ice load module, servo system module and wind environment load module were
gradually added, making FAST a floating wind turbine solver with multiple performance modules.
Input files should be provided before running the FAST, including the basic operation parameters
of the wind turbine, blade geometry parameters, wind spectrum file, tower data file, wave load file,
and platform foundation file. When FAST runs, each module reads its corresponding input file, and the
data interaction between each module is completed by a dynamic link library. All modules cooperate
to achieve time-domain coupled calculation.

There are two different analysis modes in FAST V8. The first analysis mode is linearization,
in which BEM is used to calculate the aerodynamic force; the second analysis mode is simulation,
in which the time marching method is used to solve the nonlinear motion equation. This is also the
method used in this study. In the simulation process, the aerodynamic response and the structural
response of the wind turbine are processed in real time. FAST V8 provides the S-Function (System
Function) function interface for the Simulink module library in MATLAB, as shown in Figure 1.
The S-Function function is compiled by C++ language, and the optimization algorithm is embedded to
carry out the optimization design of the wind turbine blades.
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Figure 1. FAST Simulink S-function.

In this study, the NREL 5 MW wind turbine is used as the optimized parent form. The wind
turbine is a three-blade horizontal axis wind turbine, which can be used as onshore or offshore wind
turbine, and can be installed in deep-sea areas. It has gradually become a research example of large
offshore wind turbines. The overall parameters of the wind turbine system are shown in the Table 1.
PSO algorithm is used to optimize the design of the wind turbine blades. As shown in Figure 2,
each blade of NREL 5 MW wind turbine has 19 control surfaces. After the airfoil of each control surface
is selected, each control surface is determined by its twist angle and chord length. Figure 3 shows the
blade layout. The control surfaces from the blade root to 4.1 m from the blade root are circular, and
the overall shape is cylindrical. Therefore, the lift coefficient is 0, which makes no contribution to the
aerodynamic performance of the whole blade. Therefore, only 16 control surfaces in the range of 4.1 m
from the blade root to the blade tip need to be considered with a total of 16 × 2 parameters. Particle
swarm space is set as 32 dimensions. For each particle, y1 . . . y16 in Y1 = (y 1 . . . y32

)
represents the

twist angle of 16 control surfaces of NREL 5 MW wind turbine blade in turn, and y17 . . . y32 represents
the chord length of 16 control surfaces of a blade of NREL 5 MW wind turbine blade in turn.

Table 1. Overall parameters of NREL 5 MW wind turbine system.

Name Parameter

Unit-power 5 MW
Blade layout Upwind Direction, 3 blades

Control system Variable speed, variable pitch
Drive system High-speed multi-stage gearbox

Blade and hub diameter 126 m, 3 m
Hub center height 90 m

Cut-in, rated and cut-out wind speed 3 m/s, 11.4 m/s, 25 m/s
Cut-in and rated blade rotate speed 6.9 rpm, 12.1 rpm

Rated tip speed 80 m/s
Cantilever length, axis inclination angle, pre-deflection angle of the blade 5 m, 5◦, 2.5◦

Total system mass 8,130,315.388 kg
Total gravity center height (below hydrostatic surface) 77.3829 m

Figure 2. Blade structure of NREL 5 MW wind turbine.
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Figure 3. Blade layout.

After K iterations, the updating speed of the ith particle in the next iteration is as follows:
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In the next iteration, the position of the ith particle is:

Xk+1
i = Xk+1

i + Vk+1
i (3)

where C1 and C2 are learning factors and non-negative constants, which can accelerate the convergence
rate if appropriate selected; ω is inertia weight; r1 and r2 are random numbers distributed between [0,1].

In order to prevent premature convergence, which leads to local optimal solution of the algorithm,
an improved PSO algorithm is adopted. After K iterations of the ith particle, the velocity update
equation is changed to:

Vid(t + 1) = ω(t)Vid(t) + c1(t)r1(t)(P fid(t) −Xid(t)) (4)

Improved PSO algorithm can enable particles to learn from excellent particles in the crowd
and enhance particle search ability. The aerodynamic profile of offshore wind turbine blades is
determined by the optimization results of PSO algorithm. Under the combined action of wind and
waves, the floating wind turbine power is in a fluctuating state. The wind turbine power at balance
position in a period of time is taken as the average power during this period. The optimization objective
is to select the wind turbine blade with the maximum power at balance position. The fitness of each
particle of the particle swarm is selected as the wind turbine power at balance position generated by
FAST. By changing the distribution of twist angle and chord length of the blade and studying the
change rule of aerodynamic performance of the wind turbine, the optimal design of the wind turbine
blade can be determined.

When the program runs, the whole particle swarm is initialized to generate the initial population.
The PSO algorithm needs to set an upper bound (ub) and a lower bound (pb) to prevent the particles
from deviating from the solution range in the search process. At the same time, the algorithm can
reduce the impact of the optimization results on the blade structure, strength and control system.
In this study, the upper and lower bounds of particle swarm are ±10% of the original parameters of
NREL 5 MW wind turbine blade. When the twist angle and chord length of any one-dimensional
interface of a particle in particle swarm exceed the limit, the program sets the exceeding values as
ub and pb. After the program starts to run, FAST is automatically called to calculate the fitness of
each particle in the iteration process. When the set number of iterations is reached or the relative
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error between the average fitness of particle swarm and the fitness of particle swarm is less than 0.5%,
the program automatically terminates.

3. Validation of Particle Swarm Optimization

The improved PSO algorithm employed in this study has been verified and applied in the work
of Liao et al. [24]. They compared the optimized results of improved PSO algorithm with those of
Glauert method that was a traditional design method for the wind turbine blade. The comparison
results showed that the shape parameters of the wind turbine blade obtained by improved PSO
algorithm were more reasonable, which could meet the design requirement. The blade designed by
improved PSO algorithm also had better performance than the blade designed by the Glauert method.
In this study, in order to verify the feasibility of the blade optimization design method combining PSO
algorithm with FAST program, the twist angle, chord length and power improvement of the wind
turbine blades before and after optimization are analyzed by taking the NREL 5 MW wind turbine as
the optimized parent form. During validity verification, the 5 MW wind turbine is considered as an
offshore fixed wind turbine, and the foundation is anchored to the sea floor. The optimization of the
wind turbine is carried out under steady wind. Therefore, in the main input file of FAST, CompMooring
and CompHydro are both equal to 0. The six degrees of freedom of the platform in the ElastoDyn
module is set to 0. The particle swarm size is 30. The number of iteration steps is set to 30. The time
step is 0.0125 s, and the calculation time is 1000 s.

3.1. Optimization of Fixed Wind Turbine Blade at Rated Wind Speed

Comparing the twist angle and chord length of the optimized particle with that before optimization,
as shown in Figures 4 and 5, the chord length of the optimized blade is slightly larger than that of the
optimized blade after 10 m from the hub surface, and the twist angle is almost the same before and after
optimization. From the graph, it can be seen that the distribution of the twist angle and chord length of
the blade will jump after optimization by particle swarm optimization. This is because particle swarm
optimization is only a theoretical calculation. In the calculation, the optimal twist angle and chord
length of each control surface are considered only in theory, and the continuity of blade structure is
not considered in the actual manufacturing process. Therefore, in the following blade optimization
process, if there is a large jump in the distribution of twist angle and chord length, polynomial fitting is
used to smooth the blade.
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Figure 4. Distribution of the chord length for fixed wind turbine blade at rated wind speed before and
after optimization.

The optimized power is 5037.3 kW, which is approximately equal to 5030 KW of the wind
turbine before optimization, and the improved power is 0.145%. Under rated wind speed condition,
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the optimization effect of the wind turbine blade is not great. This is because the NREL 5 MW wind
turbine is designed according to the rated wind speed of 11.4 m/s, and the twist angle and chord length
of each control surface have been designed according to the optimal size.
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Figure 5. Distribution of the twist angle for fixed wind turbine blade at rated wind speed before and
after optimization.

3.2. Optimization of Fixed Wind Turbine Blade at Low Wind Speed

In order to verify the PSO algorithm, the typical operating conditions of China’s offshore waters
with a wind speed of 6 m/s are selected. The time step is set to 0.0125 s and the time domain calculation
period is 300 s. The time domain calculation result of NREL 5 MW wind turbine power is shown in
Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Time-domain calculation of fixed wind turbine power.

Figures 7 and 8 depict the distributions of the chord length and twist angle before and after
optimization. After iterative screening of the PSO algorithm designed in this paper, the distribution of
the chord length in the range of 10 m to 35 m from the hub surface of the wind turbine is less than
that before optimization. The chord length of the control surface at 34.85 m is basically the same as
that before optimization. The chord length in the range of 34.85 m from the hub surface to blade tip
decreases further. The distribution of the twist angle in the range of 10.25 m to 38.95 m from the hub
surface of the wind turbine is less than that before optimization. After 38.95 m, the distribution of
twist angle after optimization is close to that before optimization.
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Figure 7. Distribution of the twist angle for fixed wind turbine blade at low wind speed before and
after optimization.
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Figure 8. Distribution of the twist angle for fixed wind turbine blade at low wind speed before and
after optimization.

The optimized wind turbine power is 760 kW, larger than 750 kW before optimization, and the
power is increased by 1.4%. The enhancement effect is obviously larger than that at rated wind speed.
In addition, when the wind turbine works, the wind turbine adjusts its position by yaw to adapt
to the incoming wind. The phase angle between the impeller and the wind turbine blade changes
periodically. Thus, the aerodynamic characteristics of the wind turbine blade need to have roughness.
As can be seen in Figure 9, the optimized wind turbine power has been promoted obviously in the
range of 5.5 m/s to 6.5 m/s of low wind speed. This indicates that the optimized wind turbine blades
meet the roughness requirements of aerodynamic characteristics. Therefore, the blade optimization
program based on PSO algorithm and FAST secondary development has an obvious effect on blade
optimization at low wind speed. The sensitivity to wind speed is reduced, and the twist angle and
chord length are also reduced. The ability of PSO algorithm to solve non-linear and global optimization
problems is verified. It also proves the effectiveness of PSO algorithm in aerodynamic optimization of
the wind turbine blades.
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Figure 9. Wind turbine blade power at low wind speed before and after optimization.

4. Optimization of Offshore Wind Turbine Blades

The waves cause the motion of the foundation platform of floating wind turbines, which result
in change of relative wind speed of the wind turbine. Accordingly, the aerodynamic performance of
the wind turbine also changes, which is the main difference between floating wind turbine and fixed
wind turbine. Therefore, for floating wind turbines installed in different sea areas, the influence of
sea conditions should be taken into account in the design of the wind turbine blade. It has significant
theoretical and practical meaning to develop optimization design method for the wind turbine blade
that is suitable for different sea conditions.

In this paper, the optimization design of NREL 5 MW_OC3Hywind wind turbine blade is carried
out by using the sea state parameters listed in Table 2. The incident wave is regular wave parallel to
the hub axis.

Table 2. Sea state parameters.

Working Conditions
Wind Speed

(m/s)
Significant Wave

Height (m)
Peak

Period (s)
Wave Direction

(deg)

rated wind speed
mid-low wind speed

11.4
10

6
6

12
12

0
0

low wind speed 6 3 6 0

4.1. Influence of Regular Wave Height and Period on Wind Turbine Power

In order to study the effects of wave height and period of different regular waves on floating wind
turbines, several typical wave heights and periods are selected respectively. The coupling model of
5 MW wind turbine-SPAR platform-mooring system is developed by FAST to calculate for different
conditions. The wind turbine powers at wave crest, wave trough and equilibrium position are selected
for analysis.

4.1.1. Effect of Wave Height on Wind Turbine Power

Figure 10 shows the change of the wind turbine power with a significant wave height, with the
direction and period of the wave remaining unchanged. As the significant wave height increases
from 2 m to 6 m, the wave peak power fluctuates greatly. The wave peak power shows a parabolic
distribution in the range of 3 m to 4 m for significant wave height, increasing from 5460 kW to 5610 kW.
The wave trough power increases slowly at first and then decreases sharply, from 3980 kW to 3770 kW.
The wave peak power and wave trough power of the wind turbine fluctuate irregularly with wave
height. This is due to that the floating foundation is fixed on the sea floor through anchor chains.
When the floating platform is affected by wave force, the wind force is applied above the wind turbine.
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The coupling effect of the two forces makes the phase angle between the wind turbine and the incoming
wind change due to the platform shaking. The phase angle change is different for different wave height.
Thus, the wind turbine power fluctuates irregularly. The power at the equilibrium position decreases
rapidly in the range of 2 m to 5 m for significant wave height, from 5010 kW to 4790 kW. In the range
of 5 m to 6 m, the power at the equilibrium position is stable at 4790 kW. The overall power fluctuation
at the equilibrium position is only 4%, which is very small. This is because the Spar water line surface
is very small and the draft depth is large, and thus the change of wave height has little influence on
the dynamic response of the floating platform. Fixed onshore 5 MW wind turbine has a power of
5000 kW at 12 m/s wind speed. Floating wind turbine has a lower power at the equilibrium position.
In conclusion, with the increase of incident wave height, the power fluctuation of the wind turbine
increases, and the average power of the wind turbine decreases.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the wind turbine power at different wave heights.

4.1.2. Effect of the Wave Period on the Wind Turbine Power

Figure 11 shows the change of the wind turbine power with the wave period, with the direction
and significant wave height of the wave remaining unchanged. As the wave period increases from 1 s
to 12 s, the wave peak power increases from 5410 kW to 5610 kW. The wave trough power decreases
from 4680 kW to 3710 kW. The amplitude of power fluctuation increases gradually. When the incident
wave period is 1 s, the wind turbine power at the equilibrium position is 4969 kW, which is the same
as the power of 5 MW wind turbine on land at the same wind speed. It means that the influence
of waves on the wind turbine power is small. But when the incident wave period is 12 s, the wind
turbine power at the equilibrium position is only 4790 kW. The influence of waves on the wind turbine
power becomes large. With the increase of the incident wave period, the wind turbine power at the
equilibrium position decreases. NREL 5 MW wind turbine is a variable-speed and variable-pitch wind
turbine. The control system can make the speed and pitch angle of the wind turbine correspond to
the actual working conditions as much as possible. However, the large wave period results in a poor
adaptive ability of the wind turbine. Then, the wind turbine cannot adjust its attitude to adapt to the
incoming wind in time, resulting in a power reduction. In conclusion, the period of the wave is closely
related to the wind turbine power. With the increase of incident wave period, the power oscillation
amplitude of the wind turbine increases and wind turbine power at the equilibrium position decreases.
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Figure 11. Comparison of the wind turbine power at different wave periods.

4.2. Optimization of the Wind Turbine Blade at Rated Wind Speed

At the rated wind speed, the PSO algorithm is used to optimize the floating wind turbine blades.
The fitness output of the optimal particle for each iteration of PSO is shown in Figure 12. The evolution
of the population can be observed. In 0-14 iterations, the particle swarm grows rapidly, and Zbest
of the optimal particle increases from 4718 kW to 4761 kW. In 14–25 iterations, the growth rate of
Zbest slows down, increasing from 4761 kW to 4766 kW. After 25 iterations, the optimal particle of
particle swarm does not renew. The PSO algorithm stops automatically after 35 iterations, indicating
that the difference between the average fitness and the best fitness of the population is less than 0.5%.
The particle swarm as a whole approaches the optimal solution in the search area. Compared with the
power before optimization, the power is increased by 1.017% after optimization by the PSO algorithm
under this condition.
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Figure 12. Evolution of particle swarm at rated wind speed.

The distributions of twist angle and chord length after optimization by the PSO algorithm are
compared with those before optimization, as shown in Figures 13 and 14. The optimized twist angle
is slightly larger than that before optimization in the range of 10.25 m to 47.15 m from hub surface.
The optimized twist angle is almost close to that before optimization in the range of 47.15 m from the
hub surface to the blade tip. The current optimization design only considers the best twist angle and
chord length of each control surfaces by using blade element momentum, without considering the
continuous process and actual operation of the wind turbine. Thus, some changes have taken place in
the distribution of the chord length. The changes of the distribution of twist angle are more obvious.
The chord length is smoothed by a spline curve in MATLAB. The distribution of chord length after
smoothing by the spline curve is more reasonable, as shown in Figure 15. The continuity of blade
structure is ensured by modification, which facilitates the manufacture of actual blades. The wind
turbine power with smooth blades is 4751 kW, slightly less than that before smoothing. Compared
with the power before optimization, the wind turbine power after smoothing is increased by 0.7%.
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Figure 13. Distribution of the twist angle at rated wind speed before and after optimization.
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Figure 14. Distribution of the chord length at rated wind speed before and after optimization.
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Figure 15. Distribution of the chord length at rated wind speed before and after smoothing.

4.3. Optimization of the Wind Turbine Blade at Mid-Low Wind Speed

At mid-low wind speeds, the fitness output of the optimal particle for each iteration of PSO
can be observed in Figure 16. In 0~34 iterations, each iteration produces a better individual (Zbest).
After 34 iterations, each iteration does not produce a better individual, but the particle swarm as a
whole approaches the optimal solution in the search area. The PSO algorithm stops automatically
after 50 iterations, indicating that the difference between the average fitness and the best fitness of the
population is less than 0.5%.
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Figure 16. Evolution of particle swarm at mid-low wind speed.

Figures 17 and 18 are the distributions of twist angle and chord length after optimization at
mid-low wind speed. The change of the twist angle and chord length in 15 control surfaces of floating
wind turbine blades can be observed. In the range of 0 m to 10 m from the hub surface, the first four
control surfaces are cylindrical, which are the connecting parts between blades and hub. Thus, there
is no change in the twist angle and chord length. In the range of 10 m to 60 m from the hub surface,
the distribution of twist angle after optimization is slightly larger than that before optimization, and the
chord length is slightly larger than that before optimization. Except for the cylindrical control surface,
the chord length in each control surface of the wind turbine after optimization is smaller than that
before optimization. Therefore, the area of the wind turbine blade is reduced, and the material of the
wind turbine blade is saved, which can save the cost. At mid-low wind speed, the power of the wind
turbine at equilibrium position is 3485 kW before optimization. After optimization, the power of the
wind turbine at equilibrium position is increased by 1.7%, namely 3544 kW.
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Figure 17. Distribution of the twist angle at mid-low wind speed before and after optimization.
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Figure 18. Distribution of the chord length at mid-low wind speed before and after optimization.
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4.4. Optimization of the Wind Turbine Blade at Low Wind Speed

Population evolution can be observed from Figure 19. In 0~11 iterations, the particle swarm grows
rapidly, and the Zbest of population particles increases from 777 kW to 797 kW. After 11 iterations,
the optimal particle is no longer updated and no new extremum emerges. When the algorithm runs to
26 iterations, the particle swarm algorithm achieves the termination condition. The particle swarm
as a whole approaches the optimal solution in the search area. The power of the wind turbine is
increased by 2.5% through the optimization of particle swarm optimization. Figures 20 and 21 are
the distributions of twist angle and chord length after optimization. The optimized twist angle and
chord length are less than those before optimization in the range of 6.83 m from the hub surface to
blade tip. The difference of twist angle and chord length before and after optimization is the greatest in
the control surface 6.83 m from the hub surface. Along the direction of blade tip, the twist angle and
chord length are gradually close to those before and after optimization. In summary, when the blade is
optimized at low wind speed, the power of the wind turbine get promoted, while the manufacturing
difficulty and cost of the blades are reduced.
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Figure 19. Evolution of particle swarm at low wind speed.
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Figure 20. Distribution of the twist angle at low wind speed before and after optimization.
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Figure 21. Distribution of the chord length at low wind speed before and after optimization.

4.5. Optimization of the wind turbine Blade under Actual Sea Conditions

The marine meteorological environment of site section should be considered in the offshore wind
turbine design. In this paper, the location of the wind turbines is assumed to be in the China’s Bohai
Bay. According to the statistics of wind wave characteristics in Bohai Bay within one year, the average
wind speed is 7 m/s, and the average significant wave height is 1.3 m. The wave period is 3.25 s.
The frequency of the wind wave direction is 27% in the north direction, 22% in the northwest direction,
and 8.3% in the northeast to northwest direction.

In the optimization process, the generated power of the wind turbines in eight wind wave
directions (N, NW, W, SW, S, SE, E, NE) is calculated by FAST software. The particle fitness of the
particle population is determined by the weighted average of the wind wave direction frequency.
The expression is as follows:

Fitness = (P(N) × 0.27) + (P(NW) × 0.23)
+(P(W) × 0.083 + (P(SW) × 0.083)
+ (P(S) × 0.083) + (P(SE) × 0.083)
+(P(E) × 0.083) + (P(NE) × 0.083)

(5)

The wave spectrum is chosen as Jonswap spectrum. Under the rated wind speed, the floating wind
turbine blade is optimized by PSO algorithm. As shown in Figure 22, particle swarm grows rapidly in
0~13 iterations, and the Zbest of particle swarm increases from 1180 kW to 1225 kW. After 13 iterations,
the optimal particle of particle swarm does not renew. When it reaches 24 iterations, particle swarm
stops automatically, indicating that the difference between the average fitness and optimal fitness of
the population is less than 0.5%. The algorithm achieves the termination condition, and the particle
swarm as a whole approaches the optimal solution in the search area. Under this condition, the power
of the wind turbine is increased by 3.8% through the optimization of particle swarm optimization.

As shown in Figures 23 and 24, the optimized torsion angle is slightly less than that before
optimization in the range of 10.25 m to 47.15 m from the hub surface. The optimized torsion angle is
almost close to that before optimization in the range of 47.15 m to 60 m from the hub surface. The chord
length in each control surface of optimized blade is less than that before optimization. The overall
optimization effect is obvious.
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Figure 22. Evolution of the particle swarm under actual sea conditions.
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Figure 23. Distribution of the twist angle under actual sea conditions before and after optimization.
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Figure 24. Distribution of the chord length under actual sea conditions before and after optimization.

5. Conclusions

Based on PSO algorithm and Fast program, a combined optimization design method for a wind
turbine blade is developed in this paper. The optimization results of the NREL 5 MW fixed wind
turbine show that this optimization method can not only improve the power of the wind turbine,
but also reduce the manufacturing cost of the wind turbine blade. The feasibility of PSO is verified.
The influence of wave on the power of floating wind turbine is studied in this paper. The results
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show that, with the increase of wave height, the power fluctuation of the wind turbine increases and
the average power of the wind turbine decreases. With the increase of the wave period, the power
oscillation amplitude of the wind turbine increases, and the power of the wind turbine at equilibrium
position decreases. The optimal design of the offshore floating wind turbine blade under different
wind speeds is carried out. The results show that the power of the optimized wind turbine blade
increases less under rated wind speeds, and the optimization effect of the blade is more obvious at
mid-low and low wind speeds. The Bohai Strait is chosen as the operation site of the wind turbine,
and the wind wave direction is weighted. After optimization, the maximum power of the wind turbine
can be increased by 3.8% after weighted optimization, and the chord length and the twist angle of the
blade are reduced. The results of this study can provide theoretical guidance for the optimal design of
a offshore floating wind turbine blade.
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Abstract: With the gradual increase in the installed capacity of wind turbines, more and more attention
has been paid to the economy of wind power. Economic model-predictive control (EMPC) has
been developed as an effective advanced control strategy, which can improve the dynamic economy
performance of the system. However, the variable-speed wind turbine (VSWT) system widely
used is generally nonlinear and highly coupled nonaffine systems, containing multiple economic
terms. Therefore, a nonlinear EMPC strategy considering power maximization and mechanical load
minimization is proposed based on the comprehensive VSWT model, including the dynamics of
the tower and the gearbox in this paper. Three groups of simulations verify the effectiveness and
reliability/practicability of the proposed nonlinear EMPC strategy.

Keywords: variable-speed wind turbine; tower fatigue; drive-shaft torsion; nonlinear economic-model
predictive control

1. Introduction

As a consequence of energy shortages around the world, environmental protection requirements,
and the higher cost of traditional power, renewable energy sources are receiving a great deal of
attention worldwide nowadays. Wind energy becomes the dominant renewable energy source due to
its plentifulness, cleanness, and economic advantages. By the ending of 2018, the cumulative installed
capacity of wind is estimated to be more than 221 GW in China, with an increase of 19 GW and 25.9 GW
in 2017 and 2018 respectively, accounting for 31.9% and 32.8% of global overall wind power capacity [1].
Therefore, enhancing the efficiency and economy of wind energy conversion systems has become an
important issue to handle the growing need for energy.

Numerous control schemes have been applied in variable-speed wind turbine (VSWT) controller
designs to enhance efficiency. Generally, PID controllers are widely used in the pitch control of wind
turbine systems, which only focuses on decreasing the blades’ mechanical loads within region three,
as shown in Figure 1 [2]. A feedback gain-scheduled PI controller was designed to maximize the
captured power and mitigate the mechanical loads, where the fixed-phase and gain-margins are
obtained through a frequency response analysis [3]. In [4], a gain-scheduled L1 adaptive optimal
controller is proposed for the VSWT control system, where the nonconvex optimization problem is
solved by using a genetic algorithm based on a single linearized model of the wind-turbine (WT)
system at different operating points. To obtain the rated generator power and reduce the mechanical
load, a nonlinear-PI controller with an extended state-observer was developed in order to control the
blade pitch angle [5]. Although these PI controllers have led to the effective steady-state performance
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of VSWTs, the distortion of the transient performance according to variations in the wind speed is still
a drawback. Additionally, PI/PID controllers offer good performance, but they still are not optimal [6].

 
Figure 1. VSWT operation regions.

However, owing to multiple constraints, multiple variables, the highly coupled nonaffine basis of
the VSWT systems, and the stochastic shape of wind speed input, high-performance wind turbine
control (WTC) has become a challenging problem [7]. Various nonlinear control schemes have been
applied to the WTC problem. In [8], an artificial neural network technique is proposed for the pitch
control in region three, where the VSWT dynamics are modeled using a back-propagation learning
algorithm. In [9], a fuzzy logic pitch controller is proposed for WTC, considering the generator power
and speed as control inputs. In [10], a multiple feedback pitch controller is proposed for the nacelle
fore-aft speed and generator power regulation. This controller is designed by employing a trade-off
between pitch angle fluctuations and output power fluctuations. In [11], an adaptive neural pitch
controller is proposed for the WTC problem. An online, two-layer neural network model is proposed
for estimating the unknown wind turbine aerodynamics. Recently in [12], a T-S fuzzy modeling
method with nonlinear consequents is proposed for the VSWT control problem. However, the wind
turbine actuator constraints are not considered in the controller designs presented in these approaches,
which may cause a wind-up phenomenon and significant performance deterioration if the actuator
inputs reach saturation limits.

Among all the control strategies, model predictive control (MPC) is emerging as a powerful
candidate for WTC thanks to its capacity to handle all the system constraints directly, such as physical
limitations and operational constraints [13]. Classical MPC schemes have been used for WTC to
ensure that the maximum power is captured in region two, and the rated power is tracked in region
three. In [14,15], a linear MPC strategy is proposed based on a single linear state-space model to deal
with the actuator constraints. Although these approaches have good performance concerning certain
operating points and system constraints handling, no special attention has been paid to either the
strong nonlinearity of the system or the mechanical load mitigation to enhance the economy of the
VSWT system.

Some MPC techniques have been utilized by taking the wind turbine nonlinearity into account.
In [16–18], a multivariable MPC is proposed for VSWT pitch control in region three, using Takagi-Sugeno
(T-S) fuzzy models. In [19], a nonlinear MPC (NMPC) strategy is investigated for VSWT control for
both regions two and three by tuning the penalty parameters. In [20,21], multiple model predictive
controllers are proposed based on multiple linearized time-invariant state-space models, guaranteeing
the actuator limits in all operation regions. However, it is obvious that the controller switching results
in more difficulties. The authors take the load of WT into account as one of completing penalties based
on a simplified nonlinear WT model. The shortcoming of these control schemes is the difficulty of
adequately tuning the tracking weights; furthermore, economic factors are not considered in the design
of the controller.
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To enhance the dynamic economy, the economic MPC (EMPC) was developed for the VSWT
system. Generally, the EMPC uses a measure of the system performance directly as an economic
cost function [22]. However, the economic cost function may not be a positive definite with regard
to any tracking trajectory in order to guarantee the stability of the operating points. In [23], the
closed-loop stability of the system is guaranteed via terminal constraints depending on the strong
duality assumption. In addition, in [24], a Lyapunov-based EMPC is constituted using two separate
operation modes to make the closed-loop system ultimately bounded within a small region. In the
context of the WTC problem, the EMPC objective function directly considers VSWT energy generation
maximization against the actuator fatigue minimization, as opposed to tracking some reference states
and inputs. The proposed NEMPC in this paper has a unique weight in the objective function, while
the weights must be chosen carefully for every input and state in the classical NMPC strategy [19].
In addition, in [25,26], an EMPC strategy has been designed for wind turbine control systems for all
regions. In [26], the wind speed is produced based on the Van der Hoven spectrum [27], in which the
wind speed is considered as a slowly-changing average wind speed superposed by a rapidly-changing
turbulence wind speed. However, these EMPC approaches pay no special attention to the mitigation of
mechanical loads on the tower in the economic objective function. Additionally, different treatment of
the random wind speed can be considered, consisting of summing the mean wind speed, which follows
a two-parameter Weibull distribution, and the turbulent wind speed, which follows a zero-mean
Gaussian, white noise distribution [28].

In this study, a nonlinear EMPC (NEMPC) strategy is proposed for all the operating regions of
the VSWT system. A nonlinear VSWT model, which considers the tower and gearbox dynamics, is
established. The NEMPC optimization problem considers all the actuator constraints (pitch angle, and
torque constraints with their rate of change constraints) and the hard constraints (rotor speed, generator
speed, and electrical power). The economic cost function seeks the maximum VSWT generated
power against the competing penalties regardless of wind input, in order to achieve the best economic
operation, as well as the fatigue load mitigation of key mechanical structures, including both drive-shaft
torsion and tower fore-aft motion. This control strategy can provide potential improvements in the
closed-loop performance, and satisfy the economy in contrast with classical WTC strategies. Finally,
in the simulations, random wind speed is considered by summing the mean wind speed and the
turbulent wind speed, which follow a two-parameter Weibull distribution and a zero-mean Gaussian
white noise distribution, respectively.

The paper is organized as follows. The nonlinear modeling of the VSWT system is established in
Section 2. The proposed NEMPC strategy is derived in Section 3. In Section 4, the simulation results
for a 5-MW VSWT system are demonstrated, with comparisons between the classical NMPC strategy
and the proposed NEMPC strategy. Also, in this section, a typical wind turbine benchmark simulator
FAST is used to test the validity and practicability of the proposed NEMPC strategy. Lastly, Section 5
provides conclusions.

2. Wind Turbine Modeling

Wind-energy conversion systems consist of a windmill, a gearbox, and a generator, as demonstrated
in Figure 2. In this section, nonlinear VSWT modeling is investigated. To establish this nonlinear
model, the aerodynamics, tower, drive train, and the generator should be considered. In the following
subsections, these subsystems are discussed separately. Finally, a nonlinear state-space model
is established.
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Figure 2. The mechanical structure of the VSWT generation system.

2.1. Rotor Aerodynamics

The airflow on VSWT blades causes aerodynamic torque, which represents one of the causes of
VSWT nonlinearities. The aerodynamic torque Tr can be stated as below [29]:

Tr =
1
2
ρπR2 v3

r
wr

Cp(λ(vr, wr), β) (1)

The aerodynamic power that the VSWT extracts is expressed by [29]:

PA =
1
2
ρπR2v3

r Cp(λ(vr, wr), β) (2)

where ρ is the air density, vr represents the effective wind speed on the turbine rotor [30], R is the
rotor radius of VSWT, wr is the VSWT rotor angular speed, Cp(λ(vr, wr), β) is the aerodynamic power
coefficient, and β is the blade pitch angle. The tip speed ratio λ is defined as [30]:

λ(wr, vr) =
Rwr

vr
(3)

The following approximate expression of the aerodynamic power coefficient derived from [18] is
widely used:

Cp(λ, β) = c1(
c2

Λ
− c3β− c4) × e−

c5
Λ + c6λ (4)

where 1/Λ = 1/(λ+ 0.08β) − 0.035/(1 + β3), and the coefficients ci(i = 1, 2, · · · , 6) depend on the
blade shape and its aerodynamic performance [18,29]. In this paper, NREL 5-MW VSWT system is
discussed; the six chosen coefficient values are [18]: c1 = 0.5176, c2 = 116, c3 = 0.4, c4 = 5, c5 = 21, c6 =

0.0068. This nonlinear function CP(λ, β) is indicated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The aerodynamic power coefficient for 5-MW VSWT.

2.2. Tower Dynamics

The blade vibration results in the tower deflection. Thus, the thrust force on a tower top over
the nacelle, which causes undesired nodding for the tower and fatigue loads on the VSWT, must be
considered [31]:

Ft =
1
2
ρπR2vr

2Ct(λ(vr, wr), β) (5)

where Ct(λ(vr, wr), β) is the thrust coefficient, which is the nonlinear function in terms of blade pitch
angle β and tip speed ratio λ. By adopting a polynomial fitting algorithm based on the data-driven
from a typical wind turbine benchmark simulator, the thrust coefficient can be derived as:

Ct(λ, β) = 0.08698− 0.003371β− 0.053272λ+ 0.06499λ2 − 0.003096βλ2 − 0.009575λ3

+0.0002103βλ3 + 0.0005667λ4 − 5.24× 10−6βλ4 − 1.199× 10−5λ5 (6)

where Ct(λ, β) represents a nonlinear function, as indicated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The thrust coefficient for 5-MW VSWT.
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Thrust force towards the tower top over the nacelle causes tower fore-aft motion. The dynamics
of tower fore-aft motion can be stated as a simplified second-order differential equation:

Mt
..
y + Bt

.
y + Kty = Ft (7)

where Mt represents the mass model, Bt and Kt are the structural damping and structural stiffness
coefficients of the tower model respectively, y represents the tower top displacement, and

.
y is the tower

deflection rate.
Tower fore-aft motion causes a nonnegligible effect on effective wind speed. The tower deflection

rate is defined as vt =
.
y. Thus, the effective (relative) wind speed vr on the turbine rotor can be

expressed with the normal wind speed w and the tower deflection as follows [30]:

vr = w− vt (8)

The above formula shows that the actual wind speed acting on the blade is a relative wind speed,
which is the difference between the natural wind speed w and the displacement speed of the tower vt. It
can be imagined that when the tower moves forward and backward in the horizontal direction with the
wind speed, the wind speed acting on the blade is not exactly equal to the wind speed directly given
by the natural environment. This formula makes the wind speed acting on the blade more accurate.

In Figure 2, w represents the nature wind speed towards the blade, which cannot be replaced
by the relative (effective) wind speed vr because the relative (effective) wind speed is just a virtual
physical variable which is defined for the aerodynamic torque and power, not a real physical variable.
Therefore, the relative (effective) wind speed vr cannot appear before the blade, replacing wind speed
w in Figure 2.

2.3. Drive Train

The wind mechanical energy is transformed through a drive train to the electrical generator. The
drive train is rigidly coupled in the rotor side with a flexible connection in the generator side, as
demonstrated in Figure 2. The shaft torsion represents the torque of the drive train flexible shaft, which
is a vital factor affecting economic performance. Oscillations in the shaft torsion cause damage to the
turbine components. The shaft torsion is replaced by the absolute angular position of the generator
and rotor; its derivative is [17]:

.
θ = wr −

wg

Ng
(9)

where θ is the shaft torsional angle, wg is the generator angular speed, and Ng is the gearbox ratio.
Assuming that the low-speed shaft is one spring and one damper, the two-mass model is used to

describe the drive train from a low- to a high-speed shaft through a gearbox as follows [17,26]:

Jr
.

wr = Tr −Kθθ− Bθ
.
θ (10)

Jg
.

wg = −Tg +
Kθ
Ng
θ+

Bθ
Ng

.
θ (11)

where Jr is the inertia of the VSWT rotor and the low-speed shaft, Jg is the inertia of the generator, Kθ
and Bθ represent the stiffness and damping of the drive train, Tg is the generator torque.

2.4. Generator

The electrical generator power PE can be derived as [17]:

PE = ηgwgTg (12)
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where ηg represents the generator and power efficiency. Ignoring the losses, the derivation between PA

(the mechanical power) and PE stems notably from the energy tentatively stored as the rotor kinetic
energy [25].

2.5. The Nonlinear State-Space Model of VSWT

Based on Equations (1)–(12), the nonlinear dynamics of the VSWT system can be transformed into
the following nonlinear state-space form:

.
x = fc(x, u, w)

y = gc(x, u, w)
(13)

where gc(x, u, w) =

[
wg

ηgwgTg

]
, fc(x, u, w) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

− Bθ
JgN2

g
wg +

Bθ
JgNg

wr +
Kθ

JgNg
θ− 1

Jg
Tg

Bθ
JrNg

wg − Bθ
Jr

wr − Kθ
Jr
θ+ π

2Jr
ρaR2

r
(w−vt)

3

wr
Cp(λ, β)

−wg
Ng

+ wr

vt

− Kt
Mt

y− Bt
Mt

vt +
π

2Mt
ρaR2

r (w− vt)
2Ct(λ, β)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

Define the state variables, input variables, and output variables as: x =[
wg wr θ y vt

]T
, u =

[
Tg β

]T
, yo =

[
wg PE

]T
. Then, the discrete wind turbine system

model (13) can be obtained by forth stage Runge–Kutta (RK4) method with the sampling time T,

x(k + 1) = f (x(k), u(k), w(k)) = x(k) + T
6 (k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)

y(k) = g(x(k), u(k), w(k))
(14)

where k1 = fc(x(k), u(k)), k2 = fc(x(k)+ T
2 k1, u(k)), k3 = fc(x(k)+ T

2 k2, u(k)), k4 = fc(x(k)+Tk3, u(k)),
g(x(k), u(k), w(k)) = gc(x, u, w).

3. NEMPC Strategy for VSWT Control

EMPC for WTC seeks the optimal operation between the maximization of the generated power
and the minimization of the cost related to care and maintenance. In a real wind farm, the oscillatory
transient of tower deflection and shaft torsion can create microcracks in the materials, which can
lead to component failure and increase maintenance costs. Therefore, not only generated power,
pitch-angle and generator-torque, but also shaft torsion angle and tower displacement are considered
in the economic cost function for the reduction of fatigue loads in this paper.

3.1. Economic Cost Function

In this paper, economic indexes are defined as follows. Firstly, the generator power must be
considered in the economic index le1 to capture the maximum power [19]:

le1(x, u) = −λ1PE (15)

Secondly, the shaft torsional angle and tower displacement must be considered in the economic
index le2 to reduce the fatigue of the tower structure caused by the tower deflection [19] and the gearbox
load caused by the drive-shaft torsion [26]:

le2(x, u) = λ2θ
2 + λ3v2

t (16)

Finally, the pitch-angle and generator-torque must be considered in the economic indexes le3 and
le4, respectively, to smoothen the control performance and reduce the fluctuations of the output electric
power [19]:

le3(x, u) = λ4Δβ2 + λ5β
2 (17)
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le4(x, u) = λ6ΔT2
g (18)

where λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5, and λ6 are weighted coefficients.
In designing the NEMPC for the VSWT system, the economic cost function can be obtained as:

le(x, u) = le1 + le2 + le3 + le4 (19)

which aims to decrease the load and fatigue on the wind power system and smooth the generator
torque input and the output power while capturing the maximal power.

3.2. The Operational and Physical Constraints

Due to the electrical limitations of the actuator electronics and the safety requirements of the
control process, a set of physical constraints must be fulfilled during operation in VSWT. Thus, the
following set of constraints must be taken into consideration along the predictive/control horizon:

wgmin ≤ wg ≤ wgmax wrmin ≤ wr ≤ wrmax θ ≥ θmin (20)

0 ≤ Tg ≤ Tgmax −ΔTgmax ≤ ΔTg ≤ ΔTgmax (21)

βmin ≤ β ≤ βmax −Δβmax ≤ Δβ ≤ Δβmax (22)

0 ≤ PE ≤ PE
max (23)

where the maximum rotor speed wrmax, generator speed wgmax, and torque Tgmax are set slightly higher
than their rated values wr rated, wg rated, and Tg rated. The definition and values of related parameters are
listed in Table A2 in Appendix A [19,32].

3.3. The Optimization Problem for the Proposed NEMPC Strategy

Based on the above nonlinear model and cost function in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the optimization
problem for the proposed NEMPC strategy can be summed up as follows:

minJ =
NP∑
i=1

le(x(k + i− 1|k ), u(k + i− 1|k ))
s.t.
x(k + i|k ) = f (x(k + i− 1|k ), u(k + i− 1|k ), w(k + i− 1)), i = 1, · · · , NP, x(k|k ) = x(k)
y(k + i− 1|k ) = g(x(k + i− 1|k ), u(k + i− 1|k ), w(k + i− 1))
Δu(k + i|k ) = u(k + i|k ) − u(k + i− 1|k )
equation(20) − equation(23)

(24)

Define X =
[

x(k + 1|k )T x(k + 2|k )T · · · x(k + NP|k )T
]T

,

U =
[

u(k|k )T u(k + 1|k )T · · · u(k + NP − 1|k )T
]T

, ΔU =[
Δu(k|k )T Δu(k + 1|k )T · · · Δu(k + NP − 1|k )T

]T
, PE =

[
PE(k|k ) · · · PE(k + NP − 1|k )

]T
,

where NP is the predictive/control horizon.

Define Φ =
[

X U ΔU PE
]T

as the new optimal variables set. Then, the optimization
problem (24) can be rewritten as:

minJ
s.t.
AeqΦ = bu(k− 1),

Ceqi(Φ) =

[
x(k + i|k ) − f (x(k + i− 1|k ), u(k + i− 1|k ), w(k + i− 1))
P̂E(k + i− 1|k ) − g(x(k + i− 1|k ), u(k + i− 1|k ), w(k + i− 1))

]
i=1,··· ,NP,x̂(k|k)=x(k)

= 0

Φmin ≤ Φ ≤ Φmax

(25)
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where

Aeq =
[

0 I −S 0
]
2NP×10NP

, b =
[

I I · · · I
]T
2NP×2NP

S =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I 0 · · · 0
I I 0
...

...
. . .

I I · · · I

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

Φmin =
[

Xmin Umin ΔUmin P̂E
min

]
, Φmax =

[
Xmax Umax ΔUmax P̂E

max

]

Xmin =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

xmin

xmin
...
xmin

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, Xmax =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

xmax

xmax
...
xmax

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, Umin =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

umin

umin
...
umin

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, Umax =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

umax

umax
...
umax

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

ΔUmin =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Δumin

Δumin
...
Δumin

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, ΔUmax =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Δumax

Δumax
...
Δumax

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, P̂E

min =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
0
...
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, P̂E

max =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

PE
max

PE
max

...
PE

max

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

xmin =
[

wg min wr min θmin ymin vt min

]T
, umin =

[
Tg min βmin

]T
, Δumin =

[
ΔTg min Δβmin

]T
xmax =

[
wg max wr max θmax ymax vt max

]T
, umax =

[
Tg max βmax

]T
, Δumax =

[
ΔTg max Δβmax

]T .

The optimization problem (25) can be solved by using the interior point method, which is realized
by using IPOT solver in MATLAB [33]. Then, the optimal solution of the control inputs (pitch angle
and the generator torque) at the current time can be extracted and implemented.

4. Simulations Results

Three simulations are performed based on a typical 5-MW NREL VSWT system to validate the
proposed NEMPC strategy. The corresponding parameters of the 5-MW NREL VSWT system are listed
in Table A1 in the Appendix A [32]. The corresponding constraints are shown in Table A2 [19,32].
In the simulations, the weights in the cost function (15)–(18) contain: λ1 = 20,λ2 = 100,λ3 =

5 ∗ 108,λ4 = 1,λ5 = 0,λ6 = 0.001. The maximum generator speed, rotor speed, and generator torque
are all arbitrarily set at 5% above their rated values, i.e.,wgmax = 1.05wg rated, wrmax = 1.05wr rated,
Tgmax = 1.05Tg rated. For the purpose of simplicity, the maximum electric power is chosen as
PE

max = PE
rated.

For comparison purposes, the classical NMPC strategy based on [19] is also constituted, which has
the same model (13) and constraints (20)–(23) as the proposed NEMPC strategy in this paper. However,
the tracking objective function (not economic cost function) is used in the classical NMPC, which can
be described as:

lmpc(x, u) =
NP∑
i=1

[
QΩ
(
wr(k + i− 1|k ) −wr re f (w)

)2
+Qβ(β(k + i− 1|k ) − βre f (w))2

]
(26)

where QΩ = 3.4× 107, Qβ = 4.6× 108 for the wind speed region II, QΩ = 3.4× 105, Qβ = 4.6× 105 for
wind speed region III, βre f (w) is the pitch angle reference and wr re f (w) is the rotor speed reference,
which can be derived as:

wr re f (w) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
w∗r(w) i f w∗r(w) ∈ [wr cut−in, wr rated]

wr cut−in i f w∗r(w) < wr cut−in
wr rated i f w∗r(w) > wr rated

, βre f (w) =

{
β∗(w) i f w ≤ wrated
βAR(w) i f w > wrated

(27)
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β∗ and λ∗ in Equation (27) are the optimal pitch angle and tip ratio in wind speed region II as
demonstrated in Figure 1, can be derived via maximizing the power coefficient CP:

β∗,λ∗ = max
β,λ

CP(β,λ) (28)

Then, the optimal rotor speed w∗r can be obtained:

w∗r(w) =
λ∗w

R
(29)

βAR(w) in Equation (27) can be solved from: 1
2ρACP

(
βAR(w), Rwr rated

w

)
w3 = Prated.

The predictive/control horizon is set as NP = 14 for both classical NMPC and the proposed
NEMPC in the following three groups of simulations.

4.1. Gradient Normal Wind

As indicated in Figure 5, a gradient normal wind varying between 7.5 m/s and 15 m/s is used in

the simulation. The initial condition is set as x0 =
[

93.54 0.96 1.85× 10−3 0.21 0
]T

, and t0 = 0.
All the input variables, state variables, and output variables adopting both the proposed NEMPC and
the classical NMPC strategies are shown as Figure 6a–h. During the time period from 0 s to 50 s, all the
dynamic trajectories are almost the same when using the proposed NEMPC and the classical NMPC
strategies, because the chosen initial state is just the optimal solution for both controllers under the
initial 7.5 m/s normal wind speed.

Figure 5. Gradient wind speed.

At time instant 50 s, the normal wind speed steps from 7.5 m/s to 10 m/s, which is below the
rated wind speed. Obviously, the VSWT system remains working in region II by using the classical
NMPC strategy, which aims to follow the maximum power point and keeps the pitch angle zero. The
proposed NEMPC strategy aims to attain a trade-off between the power maximization and turbine
fatigue minimization by minimizing the economic cost function (19). Therefore, the pitch-angle is not
always kept at zero, while the vibrations of the shaft torsion angle, the tower displacement, and the
generation torque are much slighter when using the proposed NEMPC strategy, as shown in Figure 6c–f.
No constraints are violated due to the constraints in Equations (20)–(23), which are imposed in both
the classical NMPC strategy and the proposed NEMPC strategy, as seen in Figure 6.

At time instant 100 s, the normal wind speed steps from 10 m/s to 15 m/s, which is above the
rated wind speed. Therefore, the working region of the VSWT system changes from region II to region
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III. The aim of the classical NMPC changes from the maximization power capturing to rated power
capturing. The generator speed, rotor speed, generator torque, and generator power are changed to
the rated values. Simultaneously, the pitch angle is enabled. As shown in Figure 6c–f, the vibration of
the shaft torsional angle, the pitch angle, and especially the tower displacement, is much smaller when
using the proposed NEMPC strategy than when using the classical NMPC strategy, due to θ, vt and β
being considered in the economic cost function (19).

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. (a) Generator speed; (b) Rotor speed; (c) Shaft torsional angle; (d) Tower displacement; (e)
Tower displacement rate; (f) Pitch angle; (g) Generator torque; (h) Generator power.

At time instant 150 s, the normal wind speed decreases from 15 m/s to 10 m/s. Thus, the wind
turbine works back to region II. The pitch angle is disabled, the generator speed, rotor speed, and
generator torque are performed to follow the maximum power point by using the classical NMPC
strategy. From 6b–h, it is obvious that the vibration of each state variable is much more severe when
using the classical NMPC strategy compared with the proposed NEMPC strategy. This is because
the shaft load and the tower fatigue are not considered in the tracking objective function (26) for
the classical NMPC strategy, while they are emphasized in the economic cost function (19) for the
proposed NEMPC strategy. Vibrations in the shaft torsional angle, the tower displacement, and the
tower displacement rate are harmful to wind turbine systems. Thus, the proposed NEMPC strategy is
much better than the classical NMPC strategy in this respect.

From a more intuitive point of view, numerical comparisons have been made to illustrate the
difference between these two controllers. Define the root mean square (RMS) values of mechanical
loads as follows:

RMSsha f t =

√√√
1

Nsim

Nsim∑
k=1

θ2(k) (30)
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RMStower =

√√√
1

Nsim

Nsim∑
k=1

v2
t (k) (31)

where Nsim is the length of the simulation, RMSsha f t is the RMS value of gearbox load on the shaft,
RMStower is the RMS value of fatigue on the tower.

As shown in Table 1, the average values of generator power AVG
(
Pg
)
, the RMS values of the

gearbox load on shaft RMSsha f t, and the RMS values of fatigue on tower RMStower by adopting both
the proposed NEMPC strategy and the classical NMPC strategy at different normal wind speed are
listed for comparison purposes.

Table 1. Data analysis based on the results in Figure 6.

7.5 m/s 10 m/s 15 m/s 10 m/s

AVG(PNEMPC
g ) (MW) 1.4575 3.1873 4.9493 3.4317

AVG(PNMPC
g ) (MW) 1.4570 3.1714 4.9343 3.3323

RMSNEMPC
sha f t (×10−3 rad) 1.820 3.288 4.784 3.416

RMSNMPC
sha f t (×10−3 rad) 1.846 3.300 4.851 3.476

RMSNEMPC
tower (×10−2 m/s) 0 1.643 1.10 3.31

RMSNMPC
tower (×10−2 m/s) 0 4.483 76.58 16.44

From Table 1, it is obvious that the proposed NEMPC strategy enhances the average generator
power over the classical NMPC strategy by 0.03%, 0.5%, 0.3%, and 2.98%, when the normal wind
speeds are 7.5 m/s, 10 m/s, 15 m/s, and 10 m/s, respectively. During different normal wind speed
periods, the proposed NEMPC strategy reduces the gearbox load on the shaft over the classical NMPC
strategy by 1.41%, 0.36%, 1.38%, and 1.73%, respectively. Furthermore, it is obvious that the proposed
NEMPC strategy reduces the tower fatigue a lot compared to the classical NMPC strategy from the
RMS values of the fatigue on the tower, which proves that the fatigue on the tower can’t be ignored
with regards to economic factors.

4.2. Stepwise Normal Wind

In general, 11.4 m/s represents the rated wind-speed, which is used to divide the wind speed into
region II and III. Due to the different control objectives in regions II and III, a switching controller is
widely used in the actual control of VSWT, which is a great challenge in controller design. To achieve
the various operational requirements, the objective function of the classical NMPC strategy switches
frequently according to wind speed operating regions. Thus, the rated wind speed 11.4 m/s is actually
a very important speed in practical controller designs for VSWT systems.

The proposed NEMPC strategy in this paper adopts a unique economic cost function (19) which
does not change according to the normal wind speed between the cut-in and cut-off wind speeds.
Suppose the stepwise wind speed is initially set to 10.6 m/s, then steps to 12 m/s with an increment
of 0.2 m within 25 s (from region II to region III), as shown in Figure 7a. As indicated in Figure 7b,
it’s obvious that the pitch angle has a quick and small overshoot, before quickly returning to zero
before t = 125 s. After 125 s, the fluctuations of the pitch angle accumulate around a certain optimal
value when the proposed NEMPC strategy is used. At 125 s, the wind speed changes from 11.4 m/s to
11.6 m/s. This means that the special wind speed is around 11.4 m/s due to the economic objective
function (19), above which the stable pitch angle no longer remains at zero. Thus, these simulation
results prove that a wind speed of around 11.4 m/s was set to divide the region II and III, which is
reasonable for considering the economic operation of the VSWT system.
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Figure 7. (a) Stepwise wind speed; (b) Pitch angle.

4.3. Randomly Varying Wind Speed Based on the FAST Simulator

The NREL FAST is an inclusive aeroelastic simulator of two- and three-bladed horizontal-axis
WTs [34]. To validate the practicality and validity of the proposed NEMPC strategy, the simulation
is then tested on NREL FAST. In this group of simulations, a FAST subroutine was written into the
MATLAB S-function, as indicated in Figures 8 and 9.

Figure 8. The FAST S-Function Block.
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Figure 9. Simulation structure.

The normal wind speed w is always modeled as the combination of a slowly-changing mean
wind-speed wm and a rapidly-changing turbulent wind-speed wd:

w = wm + wd (32)

where we suppose that wm follows the two-parameter Weibull distribution through a scale parameter
s1 = 10 and shape parameter s2 = 14, and wd follows zero-mean Gaussian white noise distribution
with standard variation σ = 1.899 [28].

Then, a group of 600 s random normal wind speed data generated by the FAST simulator
as indicated in Figure 10 is adopted in Case 3. The initial condition is set as x0 =[

99.77 1.03 2.1× 10−3 0.25 0
]T

, t0 = 0. Figure 11a–h indicate the performances of the generator
speed, rotor speed, shaft torsion angle, tower displacement, tower displacement rate, pitch angle,
generator torque, and generator power via the proposed NEMPC strategy.

Figure 10. Wind speed.

From a more intuitive viewpoint, it can be observed that the performances of the proposed NEMPC
strategy outperform the classical NMPC strategy. More specifically, the classical NMPC strategy shows
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more noticeable fluctuations in the performance of generator power, shaft torsion displacement, tower
displacement, generator torque, and pitch angle when the wind speed has a sudden increase around
its rated wind speed, i.e., 11.4 m/s, compared with the proposed NEMPC scheme.

Meanwhile, the classical NMPC strategy shows more successive fluctuations in the performance
of generator power, shaft torsion displacement, tower displacement, generator torque, and pitch angle
when the normal wind speed has a sudden drop around the rated wind speed, compared with the
proposed NEMPC strategy.

As shown in Figure 11d–e, the tower displacement and the tower displacement by using the
classical NMPC strategy fluctuates more severely according to the wind speed variation compared
with the proposed NEMPC strategy, due to the economic index le2 related with the tower displacement
considered in the economic cost function (19) for the proposed NEMPC. It is similar in the performances
of the generator power, shaft torsion displacement, generator torque, and pitch angle, as shown in
Figure 10. It can be concluded that the proposed NEMPC strategy decreases the operating costs
while maintaining energy utilization, compared with the classical NMPC strategy. This is especially
obvious when the wind speed varies around the rated wind speed. From Table 2, it is obvious that the
proposed NEMPC strategy enhances the average generator power over the classical NMPC strategy
by 0.67%, 1.05%, 0.28%, and 1.75%, when the average wind speeds are 9.7 m/s, 9.4 m/s, 10.8 m/s, and
9 m/s, respectively.

Figure 11. Cont.
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Figure 11. (a) Generator speed; (b) Rotor speed; (c) Shaft torsional angle; (d) Tower displacement; (e)
Tower displacement rate; (f) Pitch angle; (g) Generator torque; (h) Generator power.
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Table 2. Data analysis based on the results in Figure 11.

9.7 m/s 9.4 m/s 10.8 m/s 9 m/s

AVG(PNEMPC
g ) (MW) 3.1162 2.9598 4.1231 2.5662

AVG(PNMPC
g ) (MW) 3.095 2.9291 4.1116 2.5221

RMSNEMPC
sha f t (×10−3 rad) 3.234 3.092 3.913 2.581

RMSNMPC
sha f t (×10−3 rad) 3.365 3.215 3.939 2.761

RMSNEMPC
tower (×10−2 m/s) 36.38 35.80 42.59 33.40

RMSNMPC
tower (×10−2 m/s) 39.44 35.83 43.22 32.86

During different average wind speed periods, the proposed NEMPC strategy reduces the gearbox
load on the shaft over the classical NMPC strategy by 4.05%, 3.96%, 0.68%, and 6.96%, respectively.
Furthermore, it is obvious that the proposed NEMPC strategy reduces the tower fatigue a lot compared
to the classical NMPC strategy from the RMS values of the fatigue on the tower. Therefore, this group
of simulation-based FAST verifies the economy of the proposed NEMPC strategy.

It is well known that the computational burden of nonlinear MPC strategies increases exponentially
according to the incensement of the predictive horizon. Various predictive horizons have been
considered to investigate the computational burden by using classical NMPC and the proposed
NEMPC strategies. The relative computational times of these two controllers are indicated in Figure 12.
From Figure 12, it is obvious that the computational time of the proposed NEMPC is much smaller
than the classical NMPC with the same predictive horizon. Simultaneously, the computational time of
the classical NMPC increases more rapidly according to the incensement of the predictive horizon,
compared with the proposed NEMPC strategy.

Figure 12. Relative computational times for various predictive horizons.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the tower displacement and shaft torsional angle are taken into consideration in the
development of a nonlinear model for a 5-MW VSWT system. Based on this comprehensive model, a
NEMPC strategy for the VSWT system is proposed to increase the dynamic economy, i.e., through
power generation maximization and fatigue load minimization during operation. Three groups of
simulations for comparisons with the classical NMPC strategy demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed NEMPC strategy. The simulation under random wind speeds based on the FAST simulator
verified the reliability practicability of the proposed NEMPC strategy.
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The contributions of this study compared with other current studies can be outlined as follows:
Firstly, the tower dynamics are focused on in the modeling process for the VSWT with flexible
connections on the shaft, and the tower displacement is considered as a part of the economic objective
function, which can reduce tower fatigue. Secondly, all the related operational constraints and physical
constraints in the VSWT system with flexible connections on the shaft are considered in the proposed
NEMPC strategy in detail. Finally, simulations based on the FAST simulator, which is a realistic WT
simulator for testing the system’s validity and practicability, were performed to show the practical
implementation of the proposed controller using a turbulence wind speed profile. A future research
topic is the design of a robust EMPC strategy taking into account the uncertainty of wind speed.
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Appendix A

Table A1. The parameters in the 5-MW VSWT system.

Parameter Symbol Value

Number of blades - 3
Rotor radius - 63 m
Hub height - 84.3 m
Hub inertia on the low-speed shaft JH 115,926 kg·m2

Blade inertia on the low-speed shaft JB 11,776,047 kg·m2

Generator inertia on high-speed shaft Jg 534.116 kg·m2

Equivalent drive shaft torsion spring Kθ 867,637,000 N·m/rad
Equivalent drive shaft torsion damping Bθ 6,215,000 N·m/(rad/s)
Gearbox ratio Ng 97
tower fore-aft inertia Mt 430,000 kg
tower damping Bt 17,600 N·s/m
tower stiffness Kt 1,770,000 N/m
Air density ρa 1.2231 kg/m3

Rotor radius Rr 63 m
Generator efficiency ηg 94.4%

Table A2. The values of the bounds in the 5-MW VSWT system.

Parameter Symbol Value

Rated generator speed, Min. generator speed ωg rated, ωg min 122.9096, 70.1622
Rated rotor speed, Min. rotor speed ωr rated, ωr cut−in 1.2671, 0.7226
Min. shaft torsion angle θmin 0
Rated torque, Min. torque Tg rated, Tg min 43,093.55, 0
Max. torque rate, Min. pitch, Max. pitch ΔTgmax, βmin, βmax 15,000, 0, 90
Max. pitch rate, Rated electrical power Δβmin, PE

rated 8, 5,000,000
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Abstract: In this study, the typical ocean environment was simulated with the aim to investigate the
dynamic response under various environmental conditions of a Tension Leg Platform (TLP) type
floating offshore wind turbine system. By applying Froude scaling, a scale model with a scale of
1:200 was designed and model experiments were carried out in a lab-scale wave flume that generated
regular periodic waves by means of a piston-type wave generator while a wave absorber dissipated
wave energy on the other side of the channel. The model was designed and manufactured based
on the standard prototype of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 5 MW offshore
wind turbine. In the first half of the study, the motion and structural responses for operational
wave conditions of the North Sea near Scotland were considered to investigate the performance of
a traditional TLP floating wind turbine compared with that of a newly designed TLP with added
mooring lines. The new mooring lines were attached with the objective of increasing the horizontal
stiffness of the system and thereby reducing the dominant motion of the TLP platform (i.e., the surge
motion). The results of surge translational motions were obtained both in the frequency domain,
using the response amplitude operator (RAO), and in the time domain, using the omega arithmetic
method for the relative velocity. The results obtained show that our suggested concept improves
the stability of the platform and reduces the overall motion of the system in all degrees-of-freedom.
Moreover, the modified design was verified to enable operation in extreme wave conditions based
on real data for a 100-year return period of the Northern Sea of California. The loads applied by the
waves on the structure were also measured experimentally using modified Morison equation—the
formula most frequently used to estimate wave-induced forces on offshore floating structures.
The corresponding results obtained show that the wave loads applied on the new design TLP
had less amplitude than the initial model and confirmed the significant contribution of the mooring
lines in improving the performance of the system.

Keywords: floating offshore wind turbine; modified Morison equation; omega arithmetic method;
tension leg platform; hydrodynamic motion response

1. Introduction

Offshore wind turbines generate more electricity than their onshore counterparts owing to higher
wind speeds occasioned by the low surface roughness of the ocean. Due to increased interest in the
design of offshore wind farms, the foundation of traditional fixed-bottom offshore wind turbines has
been changing to the prolific floating type, which may be more feasible and less expensive for deep
water. The diversity in the specifications of each floating platform type and the fact that wind turbines
encounter a variety of wind, current, and wave loading at sea have resulted in active research into the
dynamic response of offshore floating wind turbine support systems under various conditions with
a view to ensuring security and reliability.
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Jonkman et al. [1] provided the characteristics and specifications of the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) 5 MW offshore wind turbine, which is now considered the baseline wind
turbine. This model has been mounted on various types of floating platforms and studies conducted
on each structure. Wayman and Scalavonous [2] conducted comparative static and dynamic analyses
of a Tension Leg Platform (TLP) FOWT and a shallow drafted barge FOWT to explore the effects of
water depth, wind speed, and combined wind–wave conditions on system performance. In their study,
they evaluated the response amplitude operator (RAO) standard deviation of the system in order to
define the natural frequency at each degree of freedom. Lee [3] investigated the dynamic response
of a spar buoy wind turbine by defining the nacelle acceleration, dynamic tensions on catenaries,
and maximum tension acting on the anchors based on an extreme sea state condition for a 100-year
return period. Lee showed that as water depth decreases the dynamic performance of the system
becomes more challenging. Naqvi [4] performed experiments using a 1:100 scale TLP and spar buoy
derived from the NREL prototype to study the motion and tension in the cables in response to regular
waves and operational wind speed.

Hong et al. [5] utilized a 1:100 spar buoy to analyze the effects of center of gravity, mooring
line tension, and fairlead location on the translational and rotational deviations of the system in
response to regular waves. Most of the previous studies in this area were concentrated on analyzing
the behavior of the platform under various environmental conditions. However, several studies were
conducted in which either the best features of the platforms were combined or a new design was
developed in order to increase the performance of the structure and minimize the drawbacks of each
platform in a manner that enhanced the structural stability of the system to satisfactorily withstand
all the environmental loads. Withee [6] studied the coupled dynamic analysis of a floating wind
turbine system that combined the best features of both the TLP and the spar buoy with the objective of
dampening the pitch and roll and reducing the loads on the structure. In the study, all modes of motion
and the tether forces were investigated experimentally and numerically for a range of operational as
well as severe wave and wind conditions. Murray et al. [7] proposed a 1:92 model of an extended
TLP for deployment at a water depth of 1500 m and investigated its corresponding extreme responses,
tether tensions, and platform deviations.

Karimirad and Moan [8] subsequently analyzed a spar-type offshore wind turbine with two
distinct mooring systems under operating and survival conditions and focused on their stochastic
dynamic motion and structural responses. The first concept was a catenary-moored spar wind
turbine that used a taut system instead of the catenary mooring lines normally used for the spar
buoy, while the second design was a spar with a tension leg mooring. The latter design consisted of
a spar platform mounted in a single pre-tensioned mooring line. Experiments were carried out on the
effect of hydrodynamic damping and the extreme structural responses under intense environmental
conditions to examine the wind–wave-induced and wave-induced responses on the two mooring
model concepts. Nianxin et al. [9] carried out experiments on a 1:60 TLP model to investigate the
performance of the floating wind turbine in a coupled wind–wave environment. The model was
derived from another prototype of TLP and additional catenaries were attached to it. The platform
motion in surge, sway, and heave, as well as the tether forces, were investigated. Martinez et al. [10]
studied the feasibility of a semi-floating spar buoy wind turbine attached to mooring lines strongly
anchored to the bed with a spherical joint, with the objective of reducing the oscillations of the system
and thereby reducing the fatigue and maximum loads compared to the spar buoy turbine. Regarding
the data modeling of sea height, there have been a series of measurements taken at the Northern Sea
near Scotland (see Hadjihosseini et al. [11–13]). In addition, the approach to analyze the evolution of
stochastic properties associated to the operation of wind turbines has been made, particularly in what
concerns loads on the wind turbine (see Lind et al. [14,15]). Regarding the aeroelastic behavior, such as
the case when the turbine is in power production the dynamic response, the behavior of wind turbine
is completely different due to a significant increase of aerodynamic damping (see Marino et al. [16,17]).
Regarding the improvements of Morison equation for steep waves and for diffraction regimes, there
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have been some reference works (see Nielsen et al. [18]; Paulsen et al. [19]; Bredmose et al. [20];
Patel and Witz [21]).

In this study, the design of the traditional TLP floating platform derived from the NREL
prototype and a conceptual TLP design with additional mooring lines were experimentally investigated.
The additional mooring lines reinforce the horizontal stiffness of the system and thereby diminish the
dominant motion, which is obviously the surge motion, to enable safe performance in deep water.
In the study, a series of experiments were conducted using a 1:200 scale model to determine the impact
of waves on the performance of the model. The range of operational and extreme waves used in the
experiments was based on real data for a 100-year return period of the Northern Sea of California to
ensure the feasibility of installing the new system in the chosen site. Another objective of this study
was determination of the wave loads on the platform; this was achieved experimentally using the
Morison equation.

Previous studies predominantly focused on measurement of the wave loads acting on
a fixed-bottom offshore wind turbine. Peeringa [22] showed that an acceptable prediction of the wave
loads for non-breaking waves is achievable by using the Morison equation and the stream function
wave model. However, the hydrodynamic forces are underestimated by the applied methods in the
case of breaking and post-breaking waves. Journee and Massie [23] and Sarpkay and Isaacson [24]
proposed various methods to define the drag and inertia coefficients for better estimation of the
solution to the Morison equation. Burrows et al. [25] also defined several techniques, such as least
square, cross-spectral, and the methods of moments, to identify these coefficients, and subsequently
measured the wave loads using the Morison equation to prove the accuracy of predicting random
forces using the equation. The measured data were later shown to sufficiently match the predicted
values, which confirmed the suitability of the equation for measuring wave loads. Henderson [26]
subsequently enumerated several methods to determine wave load models and structural dynamics
models depending not only on the turbine selected but also the support structure. The studies
conducted revealed that the selection of a relevant approach for defining the resulting loads plays
a fundamental role in the cost of the structure and its ability to resist environmental loads. Dean
and Dalrymple [27] presented several methods to define appropriate wave kinematics theoretically
or experimentally.

Considering the results of the above studies, in this study, the Morison equation was applied
to measure the wave loading on the offshore wind turbine’s TLP platform to verify its accuracy in
predicting the wave loading on an offshore floating structure. The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 describes the experimental setup used to perform the experiments on the scale
model. An enumeration of the main properties of the model along with the laws that permit scaling it
down and a sketch of the new design are also given, and the difficulties and errors dealt with while
performing the experiments outlined. Section 3 provides a theoretical outline of all the governing
equations used in our study in order to facilitate a thorough understanding of the physics underlying
the phenomena under investigation. Section 4 analyzes, discusses, and interprets the data collected in
the experiments. The data are associated with both the dynamic performance of the two concepts in
response to regular and extreme waves and also the wave loading on the structure. Finally, Section 5
concludes by summarizing all the results obtained and outlines plans for further work.

2. Design of the Laboratory Experiment

Considering the dimensional restrictions imposed by the wave flume, the scale of the model
was set at λm/λp = 1:200. The subscript “m” denotes the scale of the model and “p” the scale of
the prototype (see Figure 1). Froude scaling was applied in order to establish scaling factors between
the model and the full-scale prototype (Jonkman et al. [1]). The latter was derived from the NREL
5 MW wind turbine. In the flume experiment, the piston-type wave maker was used to generate
a propagating wave more effectively because the horizontal water particle velocities of the wave and
paddle are nearly constant over the water column. In the flume, a passive wave absorbers comprised
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a hard filling material was installed in the channel. Based on the wave theory and reflectance, two
wave gauges (KENEK, Wave height Meter CH-606) were used to take proper samples for a period,
approximately 30 s (see more details in the papers of Lim [28] and Zhu and Lim [29]). To make reliable
result, the experiment considered the effect of evanescent waves in the wave flume, which could
contaminate test areas leading unexpected data. To avoid this effect, the model was placed around three
times away from the wave maker. However, due to the size limitation of the wave flume, the influence
of evanescent waves was not severe, but still remained (see Lim [28] and Zhu and Lim [29]).

Figure 1. Measurement setup sketch.

The model was made from acrylic plastic; the design parameters for all the various dimensions,
which were scaled according to Froude law, are listed in Table 1. The shape was identical to that
of the prototype and the model surface was smooth in order to prevent deterioration of the surface
over time and model deformations. However, scaling all the parameters precisely was difficult to
achieve because of the large scale chosen for our study and the fact that we were primarily interested
in the hydrodynamic motion of the platform. For these reasons, the aerodynamic properties of the
wind turbine were not scaled, which means that the blades, rotor, and nacelle were not taken into
consideration and only the height of the tower along with the overall mass of both the tower and
the rotor nacelle assembly were matched with the real wind turbine parameters for the 5 MW wind
turbine specifications (see Jonkman et al. [1]). In addition, for the TLP model, as proven previously,
the larger is the length scale, the more dominant will be the scale effects, and the more complicated it
will be to obtain identical ratios between the model and its prototype. Thus, the model was scaled
more to the perfect weight than the perfect length in such a manner as not to impair the scaling of the
moment of inertia of the system, which is a parameter that is directly proportional to both the length
and the weight.

The modified concept developed in this study was actualized by connecting additional mooring
catenaries to the system (see Figure 2). The catenaries were directly attached to the platform in the
bottom surface in order to increase the horizontal stiffness and give more stability to the system.
As shown in Figure 2, the rigid body, comprising the wind turbine and the floating support, undergoes
oscillatory translational and rotational motions as a result of wind and wave loadings. Surge and sway
(ξ1 and ξ2) describe horizontal motions along the x and y axes, respectively. The horizontal axes of
the system were aligned with the four spokes to which the floater tethers were connected. Heave (ξ3)
represents the vertical motion of the floater. The oscillatory angular motions are referred to as the roll,
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pitch, and yaw. The surge, sway, and yaw describe the three rigid-body motions. The tether lengths
were assumed to remain constant during rigid-body motion.

Table 1. Main design parameters of the Tension-Leg Platform (TLP) model.

λ = fullscale
model = 200

TLP Properties Full Scale Scale Ratio Model

Diameter 22 m λ 11 cm
Cylinder height 21.5 m λ 10.75 cm

Concrete ballast height 4.5 m λ 2.25 cm
Installed draft 20.01 m λ 10 cm
Deck clearance 1.49 m λ 1.5 cm
Steel thickness 0.01 m

√
λ 0.2 cm

Concrete mass 4.345 × 106 kg λ3 455 g
Turbine mass 0.698 × 106 kg λ3 110 g
Buoyant mass 7.797 × 106 kg λ3 780 g

Total mass 5.249 × 106 kg λ3 715 g
Center of gravity −9.4 m λ −4.5 cm

Center of buoyancy −10.01 m λ −5 cm
Surge resonant period 15 s

√
λ 1.1 s

Pitch resonant period 0.5 s
√

λ 0.2 s

No. of tethers 4 - 4

Figure 3 illustrates the configuration of the modified TLP with the added inclined lines. Four small
holes were drilled in the bottom surface of the cylinder and filled with glue. The steel wire ropes,
containing a soft spring at each line, were then introduced into the holes and glue applied to make it
harden. The combination of spring and steel wire resulted in a non-homogeneous model for modeling
the axial stiffness and neglecting the bending stiffness (Bartrop [30]).

Figure 2. Sketch of TLP system (left); and catenary mooring system (right).
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Figure 3. Modified tension leg configuration.

The scale model tests were then carried out in the wave flume of our laboratory. (see Table 2)
On one side, the wave tank was fitted with a piston-type wave maker that generated regular
monochromatic waves with different heights and periods. On the downstream section of the flume,
a wave absorber was installed to dissipate wave energy and to avoid reflected waves inside the tank.

Table 2. Spoke and mooring lines design parameters.

Parameter Full Scale Model

Spoke Length = 14 m Length = 17 cm
Diameter = 3 m Diameter = 1.5 cm

Tension leg

Length = 46 m Length = 23 cm
Diameter = 0.48 m Diameter = 0.2 m

Fairlead location = 24 m Fairlead location = 12 cm
Pretension = 2.3 × 104 N Pretension = 2.3015 N

New tethers

Length = 60 m Length = 30 cm
Diameter = 0.48 m Diameter = 0.2 mm

- Spring stiffness = 1.471 N/mm
- Maximum load = 23.2 N

The response of the TLP model to the wave loading was then studied through a sensor via
a wireless data acquisition system, which eliminated the need for cables that would otherwise affect the
platform motions and hence the experimental results. The sensor used in the experiments was placed
inside the cylinder of the model’s platform; it facilitated the measurement of six degrees-of-freedom
deviations simultaneously. The waves generated by the wave maker were recorded using the wave
gauge placed upstream of the model, and the depth of water in the flume was kept constant. The order
of the test wave amplitudes was varied from 0 to 40 mm with a test wave period from 0.4 to 2 s.
The experimental data were recorded and controlled using National Instruments LabVIEW software.

3. Theoretical Approach

3.1. Equation of Motion

An offshore wind turbine mounted on a TLP undergoes six degrees-of-freedom motion forming
three rigid body translational motions and three rotational motions. When it is excited by waves,
the assumption based on the linear hydrodynamic analysis and a linear damping allows the motion
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equations for surge, heave, pitch, and yaw to be solved in the frequency domain. Sway and roll are
identical to surge and pitch, thus are not treated here. It was also assumed that no waves are generated
by the floater, since the wavelengths of the ambient waves were assumed to be much greater than
the floater diameter. The wave–floater interaction problem can therefore be solved in a simplified
manner. The governing equation describing the balancing of the exciting forces for the surge behavior
is derived from Newton’s second law (see Withee [6]), and is stated as follows:

[
M11 + A11 A15

M51 M55 + A55

] [
ξ̈1

ξ̈5

]
+

[
B11 B15

B51 B55

] [
ξ̇1

ξ̇5

]
+

[
C11 C15

C51 C55

] [
ξ̇1

ξ̇5

]
=

[
F1(t)
F5(t)

]
(1)

and the uncoupled heave and yaw equations of motion are:

(M33 + A33) ξ̈3 + (B33) ξ̇3 + C33ξ3 = F3(t)

(M66 + A66) ξ̈6 + (B66) ξ̇6 + C66ξ6 = F6(t)
(2)

where Mjk are the components of the mass matrix of the system; Bjk and Ajk are the
frequency-dependent damping and added mass coefficients, respectively; Fj are the external exciting
forces due to waves; and Cjk are the hydrostatic restoring coefficients.

The term ξ̈ represents the dimensional acceleration of the system in each mode of motion at each
frequency, ξ̇ is the system’s velocity in each mode, and ξ is the system’s displacement. The solution
to these coefficients is fundamental for solving the equation of motion; a solution procedure was
described in detail by Withee [6], with the assumption that the restoring is achieved by a stiff mooring
tether that limits any significant motion in pitch and drives the restoring in pitch toward infinity
(Wayman and Sclavonous [2]). The eigenvalues of this equation give the natural frequencies for the
modes of motion in this study.

In order for the system to be analyzed using linear frequency domain analysis, all of the linear
quantities must be analyzed relative to the wave elevation:

η(t) = Re(Ae−ik(xcosβ+ysinβ)eiωt) (3)

where A is the wave amplitude. The linear wave excitation forces fi acting on the platform
are defined relative to the local coordinate system (x, y, z) and by virtue of linearity adopt the
complex representation:

fi = Re(A · Xieiωt), i = 1, ..., 6 (4)

where Xi is the complex amplitude of the exciting force or moment in the i-direction. The platform
motions ξi in the six degrees of freedom also adopt the complex representation:

ξi = Re(A · Ξieiωt), i = 1, ..., 6 (5)

where Ξi is the complex response amplitude for the platform in the j-direction (i.e., RAO).
The water particle components are essential in defining the wave-induced forces on floating

structures. Therefore, the Airy wave theory, often called the linear wave theory, was used to predict the
horizontal water velocity and acceleration where the cylinder is located (Dean and Dalrymple [27]).

3.2. Modified Morison Equation

In deep water, the waves are assumed to have a low steepness (small wave height compared
to wavelength). This enabled us to use the Airy linear wave theory. This latter assumption and the
assumption that the waves are unidirectional are considered basic assumptions for the use of the
Morison equation for calculating the wave loading on offshore structures.
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A simple equation was developed by Morison for calculating the wave loads on floating
submerged structures in water. The equation is stated as follows:

dF =
ρπD2

4
U̇ +

ρπD2

4
Ca(U̇ − V̇) +

ρD
2

CD |U − V| (U − V) (6)

where dF is total wave force; U and U̇ are fluid velocity and acceleration, respectively; V and V̇ are the
relative velocity and acceleration of the floating structure; Ca and CD are the added-mass and drag
coefficient; ρ is density; and D is the cylinder diameter. The first two terms on the right side of the
equation represent the inertia forces, while the last term determines the drag forces on the platform.
The inertia forces comprise the Froude–Krylov force and the hydrodynamic mass force.

4. Results and Analysis

The scale floating wind turbine model was experimentally tested against a series of regular waves
generated by the wave maker to obtain the dynamic response of the system in the six degrees of
freedom. Regular wave parameters were chosen based on historical wave data for the North Sea near
Scotland, where it was assumed that the offshore TLP wind turbine will operate.

4.1. Surge Dynamic Analysis of the TLP in Response to Regular Wave

All the physical structures including the floaters displayed natural frequencies in their motion.
It is well known that a structure tends to oscillate at this frequency when stimulated by external
forces. Under resonance conditions, a small force applied at this frequency produces a large oscillatory
response. Thus, a dynamic force applied to a physical object causes it to vibrate. It is therefore
important to know, on the one hand, the natural frequencies within a system and, on the other
hand, the frequencies at which excitation is likely to occur to ensure that they do not coincide. It is
generally not possible to control excitation frequencies of excitation, but the natural frequency of
a system—which depends on physical characteristics such as mass and stiffness—can be altered.

When the TLP model is subjected to regular waves, the mooring lines may help to reduce the
rotational motion around the three axes, even though they were mainly designed to reduce the surge
acceleration and displacement. Incoming regular waves were assumed to be uniform and incident on
the platform in the surge direction and a wave with an amplitude of approximately 12 mm and a wave
period of T = 0.8 s was chosen for this experiment. Figure 4 shows the temporal variation of surge
acceleration for the initial TLP and modified TLP concepts, while the corresponding surge amplitude
spectrum comparison of the initial and modified concepts after applying Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
to the signal’s temporal variation is given in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Time domain surge acceleration comparison for new and initial TLP concept.
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As shown in Figures 4 and 5, the amplitude of the surge acceleration decreased as a result of
addition of the mooring lines. This indicates that the new configuration contributes significantly to
enable effective damping of the surge motion compared to the vertical tendons only, and hence
improves the performance of the platform under wave attack. In addition, the spectra display
well-defined peaks because of the periodic harmonic motion displayed in the time domain, even though
the spectrum of the initial model appears to be noisier than that of the modified TLP for the same
wave frequency. There are a couple of reasons to explain the improvement. One would be larger
amplitude motion in the initial model, and the other an additional mooring line in modified TLP
configuration; nevertheless, the peaks remain well defined in both cases. These findings confirm
that the modified concept helps to stabilize the system’s motion, which is essential to improving the
performance of the wind turbine, because reducing the motion positively affects power production and
turbine structural loading. In other words, platform motion causes larger inertial loads on the entire
structure, which potentially leads to reduced efficiency and increased fatigue loading. Furthermore,
the tether pretension also plays a fundamental role in the stability of the system. This also explains
why the modified TLP with its higher initial pretension is more stable than the initial four-legged TLP.
The new tethers were inclined, instead of being straight, in order that they not exceed the operational
range of the tether’s pretension.

Figure 5. Surge spectrum for initial and modified TLP concept.

4.2. RAO Analysis for Regular Wave Tests

In this study, the water depth was kept constant at 35 cm in the wave flume, and a series of regular
wave tests was carried out on both the initial model and the new design. This was done to validate
previous results and to study the natural period and natural frequency of the new model compared to
the initial one using the RAO method. The RAO is defined as the non-dimensional ratio of the surge to
the surface elevation, which is used to analyze the dynamic motion of floating structures.

Figure 6 shows the RAOs for the NREL TLP, the modified TLP, and a numerical simulation
of the same prototype (i.e., modified TLP) developed by Nematbakhsh [31]. For the translational
accelerations (surge, sway, and heave), the RAO is determined by

RAOacc(w) =

∣∣∣∣∣
√

SR( f )√
Sl( f ) ∗ (2π f )2

∣∣∣∣∣ (7)
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where SR( f ) represents the dimensional response of the structure in each mode of motion in the
frequency domain and SI( f ) is the wave power spectral density. As shown in the figure, both
the initial TLP and the new design have the same trend with a slight decrease in the surge RAO
response. However, the natural frequency, defined graphically as the frequency at which the peak
occurs, was slightly shifted to a higher frequency for the new design but remained smaller than 0.4
rad/s. In addition, it was considered as the operational natural wave condition for FOWT, which
is defined by ITTC spectrum for different sea states and provides a significant wave height of 5.0
m and a modal period of 12.4 s (see Kim and Hong [32]). On top of this condition, the water flume
was only operated by a wave generator so that it was purely affected by the wave loading because
wind tunnel was not turned on. On the other hand, the reference data of numerical simulation were
also based on the nonlinear hydrodynamic forces on the platform, while wind speed was assumed
constant. Therefore, the natural frequency can be inferred from the surge RAO response of the test
model itself exerted by the wave loading. Consequently, both concepts can operate safely in the chosen
site. Furthermore, to validate the results, the experimental surge RAO data were compared to the
numerical representation. This latter was performed for a range of wave periods, from 0.6 to 1.2 s.
The results obtained show that, for the same range of wave frequencies, a good similarity was found
between the numerical and experimental data as the RAO motion increases while moving close to the
natural frequency. It was expected that the peak in the numerical model would occur within the same
range of wave frequency since the natural frequency in surge was defined to be 15 s.

Figure 6. The surge RAO comparison for the two concepts.

4.3. Water Depth Effect

Considering that offshore wind turbines are suited to operate in rated power case as well as
in deep water, the effect of water depth was investigated and experiments conducted to ensure the
capability of the modified concept TLP to operate in deep water. Figure 7 compares the surge RAO’s
response in two different water depths for the TLP with the additional cables.

As shown in Figure 7, the RAO shows that the motion of the platform decreases with increasing
water depth, which confirms that the TLP is a suitable structure for deep water. On the other hand,
the natural frequency of the system was shifted to lower frequency in the case of the TLP with
additional mooring cables in greater water depth. This was achieved as a result of the increase in the
length of the tendons and the added mooring lines when operating in deeper water. The increase in
the length of the tethers and the added mooring lines influenced the amplitude motion as well as the
natural frequency, and they enabled an acceptable restoration in the surge of the system reducing the
natural frequency. The same results were obtained by Wayman and Sclavonous [2], who investigated
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the water depth effect for an NREL TLP. Those results and the results of this actual study are in good
agreement as both studies indicate that the water depth not only contributes to reduce the motion but
also lowers the natural frequency. Thus, it is possible to tune the tether stiffness of a system to match
a certain experimental natural frequency by means of restoring.

Figure 7. The water depth effect on the motion of the modified TLP with cables.

4.4. Wave Loading Using Morison Equation for Regular Waves

The wave loads were calculated using the Morison equation. The experimental values obtained for
the initial TLP were then compared to those for the TLP with the additional cables. The experimental
conditions were similar for both cases and the same wave height and wave period were applied in the
case of a regular wave test.

4.4.1. Omega Arithmetic Method for Relative Velocity

One of the requirements of the Morison equation for predicting wave loading in floating structures
is the definition of the relative velocity of the system while being subjected to the action of the
incoming waves. The relative velocity was integrated from the acceleration data using the omega
arithmetic method, which is considered to be the best method for the integration to convert acceleration
into velocity (see Appendix A for omega arithmetic code).

As shown in Figure 8, the relative velocity is represented after being integrated from the
acceleration data using the omega arithmetic method outlined above. The method determines the
corresponding velocity from an acceleration dataset without going through the formal integration in
time. Meanwhile, this method is obviously influenced by the frequency behavior of the signal, as the
conversion process was carried out in the frequency domain rather the time domain signal. In other
words, the time series were converted to the frequency domain using FFT, integrated by dividing by
ω, and then converted back to the time domain using the inverse FFT. Thus, this procedure is the most
accurate for the conversion process because neither the time domain integration nor the application of
a high pass filter before performing the integration was a good solution for integrating the relative
velocity in this case.

Because the acceleration motion response is a harmonic function, the velocity has a sinusoidal
variation, but it is not in phase. The phase relationship between acceleration and velocity is such
that the velocity is 90◦ out of phase with acceleration. This is noticeable from the figures; when the
structure passed through the equilibrium position, the velocity was at its maximum and the acceleration
was zero.
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Figure 8. The time domain for surge acceleration and velocity of the initial TLP.

Figure 9 compares the relative velocity of the TLP with tendons only and the modified concept
with additional mooring lines attached. It shows that the magnitude of the velocity was smaller in the
new model than in the prototype. The results confirm the findings that the mooring lines helped to
reduce not only the surge acceleration but also the velocity of the structure when it was subjected to
monochromatic regular waves.

Figure 9. Time domain surge velocity comparison for new and initial TLP concept.

4.4.2. Wave Loading Results

The water particle kinematics in the case of a regular wave can be defined on the basis of the
extrapolated Airy wave theory. The Airy theory was used because of its suitability for a wide range
of waves at any site, including extreme and fatigue cases. However, it has a drawback in that it does
not consider the peaks and troughs of waves. Conversely, the extrapolated Airy theory, known as the
wheeler stretching method, makes the original theory more flexible by calculating the kinematics both
at the mean water level and at the water elevation surface, which results in a kinematics prediction
that is closer to reality.

Numerous methods also exist for defining the inertia and drag coefficients. The results published
by the DNV (Det Norske Veritas) are widely accepted (Journee and Massie [23]). The DNV has
calculated coefficients for different types of cylinders based on their roughness with respect to the KC
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(Keulegan–Carpenter) number because of the primary dependence of the coefficients on the number.
The KC number is expressed by the following equation (which is valid for the deep-water studies):

KC = UT/D = πH/D (8)

where U is the water particle velocity, T is the wave period, D is the cylinder diameter, and H is the
wave height. Based on the DNV report, the inertia coefficient of a smooth floating cylindrical platform
is related to the added mass coefficient by the following relation:

CM = 1 + Ca (9)

where Ca = 1 in the case of a circular cylinder. This leads to an inertia coefficient with an approximate
value of two and a drag coefficient close to one for low KC numbers, as is the case in this study
where the inertia forces are dominant and the drag forces are not important. In this study, to get both
coefficients, the Morison’s method was applied (see Journee and Massie [23]). This method is based on
the measured force (N), velocity (m/s) and acceleration (m/s2) from the flume experiment. Given that
the fundamental data were provided, the Morison equation can be decomposed into two parts: inertia
and drag terms. Therefore, based on the Morison’s method, the drag coefficient can be obtained while
making the relative acceleration becomes zero, whereas the inertia coefficients can also be calculated
while having relative velocity zero. More details are also well described in the paper (see Wolfram and
Naghipour [33]).

From the results for operational range, it is clear that the forces caused by the interaction between
the cylinder and the waves on the new design are less than those on the initial model (see Figure 10).
This confirms that the new mooring lines not only contribute to a stable system but also results in
lower load on the platform. Moreover, the horizontal component of the total force per unit length
has a harmonic shape because of the accelerating and decelerating movements in the body motion,
which imply a change in the kinetic energy of the fluid within the control volume. Furthermore,
the unstable drag and inertia coefficients also have an effect on the forces as they depend primarily on
the KC number, which in turn depends on the velocity of the fluid. As a result, the better estimation
of the water kinematics enabled the Morison equation to be more accurate in predicting the wave
loading on the TLP’s cylinder. It is also notable that the loads have a nonzero mean value. This offset
may be explained by the excess buoyancy and the pretension on the tether, which requires that the
cylinder support some of the load in order to keep the system sufficiently balanced. This is because the
pretension of the tethers is related to the buoyancy force and the overall mass of the system times the
gravitational acceleration.

Figure 10. Experimental wave loads comparison in a regular wave.
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4.5. Extreme Design Sea Condition Analysis

The ability of the new system with added mooring lines to withstand extreme sea conditions in
Northern sea of California was verified. This verification was performed with the objective of ensuring
that the new design can operate in a severe sea state, which makes it suitable for both regular and
extreme sea states. The extreme sea conditions were issued by the Center for Offshore Safety, USA,
and the parameters of the waves were chosen based on their report (Berg [34]). The chosen wave
amplitude was 5 cm with a wave period of 1.2 s based on the scale ratio of 1:200 used in this study.

As shown in Figures 11 and 12, the surge acceleration remained the most obvious of the three
translational motions with a larger amplitude than regular waves because of the severe sea state.
However, the extreme design case caused the platform to have significant motion in the sway direction,
which cannot be neglected as in the case of the regular wave, because of the substantial contribution of
the mooring lines in effectively damping all the other rigid body and rotational motions. In addition,
the ability of the system to respond was demonstrated and it was also shown that severe wave
conditions tend to increase the motion amplitude of the modified TLP above the regular and operational
range. However, this amplitude remained in the acceptable range where a structure can ensure its
operability without affecting the performance of the installed wind turbine.

Figure 11. Translational accelerations in extreme design condition for modified TLP.

Figure 12. Surge acceleration comparison for both concepts in extreme design case.
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As shown in Figure 13, the surge amplitude spectra derived from the time domain using the
FFT, which defines a comparison between the surge acceleration in the extreme conditions of the two
concepts, confirmed the mooring lines contribution in damping the surge motion even in extreme
conditions. However, because the exhibited motion had a larger amplitude, the spectra appeared
noisier than in the regular case, but the peaks were still well defined. Another aspect of concern is
the loads applied to the structure in the extreme wave event. It was expected that the wave would
have a significant impact on the structure in terms of loading, as it was proven that the added mass
generated in the case of an extreme wave is higher owing to the high kinetic energy of the fluid around
the structure, which causes an increase in both the body’s motion and the water kinematics. Therefore,
the loading on the system exerted a high tension on the tethers and the new mooring lines; however,
this tension should remain within the safe range because an excess on the design value would result
in the consequent destruction of the system. This means that the new model withstood the extreme
design wave condition for a 100-year return period for the chosen site.

Figure 13. Initial and modified TLP’s surge spectrum in extreme case.

The new findings in the behavior of the modified TLP under the onslaught of waves may play
a fundamental role in providing better stability and thereby improve the overall performance of the
system, especially in critical environmental loads. This is because the mooring lines tend to increase the
stiffness, which contributes to the rigidity of the system, and the design life of offshore wind turbines
may be enhanced as well.

5. Conclusions

A new tension leg platform conceptual design for offshore wind turbines was proposed with the
objective of reducing the dominant surge motion of this kind of platform. The feasibility of the new
model to operate under different wave conditions was also investigated. The design was proposed
based on the NREL prototype and the wave conditions were chosen according to a report in the USA
regarding the Northern Sea of California, where it is assumed that the new system will operate.

For the operational range of regular waves, the following can be stated:

• The modified concept model tends to decrease the velocity and acceleration of the overall system.
A new method, known as the omega arithmetic method, which provides accurate and exact
conversions, was introduced to integrate the displacement from the acceleration data.
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• The RAO surge response proved that the two concepts avoid the natural wave frequency.
This means that resonance is avoided, which is one of the main requirements for FOWT in
order to operate in a safe environment. Furthermore, the water depth also has the same effect as
the mooring lines, as it was proven that the motion amplitudes decrease with increasing water
depth, which confirms that the new model is suitable for deep water.

• As regards extreme sea conditions for a return period of 100 years, the experimental results
indicate that the motion amplitude will increase without exceeding the range of accelerations
where the floating system is known to be able to operate safely. Further, the modified concept was
verified to have smaller motion amplitude than the initial concept even in harsh environmental
conditions.

• The loads applied on the structure by the waves were also measured using the Morison equation
after matching all the conditions required for the use of the equation.

• The results obtained for the new model show that the addition of the mooring lines plays
a positive role in reducing the wave loads compared to the initial model in the case of both regular
and extreme waves.

These findings on the performance of the model under wave effect should be taken into account
when constructing this kind of platform in the future. However, additional studies need to be
conducted in order to investigate the coupled dynamic motion under all combined environmental
loads combined with the tension on the tethers to enable optimization of the modified TLP system with
additional lines. This would further improve the modified concept TLP system and help to effectively
minimize the drawbacks to withstanding all environmental loads and increase the performance of
offshore wind turbines. On top of these findings, the scaling issue would be one of the important
considerations when the test data of scaled model match the full scale model. In particular, most
measurements in the flume ertr made only on a small-scale model, which needs further investigation
in the future.
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Appendix A

Matlab code: omega arithmetic method for converting acceleration into velocity and displacement.

Fs=100; dt=1/Fs; et=15; t=0:dt:et;
y=xlsread(’surge’);
subplot(2,1,1); plot(t,y,’r’);

xlabel(’time(s)’); Y=fft(y); n=length(y); Amp=abs(Y)/n; NumuniquePts=ceil((n+1)/2);
freq=(0:NumuniquePts-1)*Fs/(n-1); freq2=-1*freq(end:-1:1);
if mod(n,2)==0
freq2(1)=[ ];
end
freq3=[freq,freq2];
freq3’;
size(freq3)
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if mod(n,2)==1
freq3(n+1)=[ ];
end
if mod(n,2)==0
freq3(n)=[ ]];
end
subplot(2,1,2); plot(freq,Amp(1:NumuniquePts),’b’);
subplot(2,1,1); plot(freq,Amp(1:NumuniquePts),’b’);
xlabel(’frequency(hz)’); ylabel(’amplitude’);

B=reshape(Y,1,1501); G=B./(2*pi*freq3*1i);

G(1)=[1];
if mod(n,2)==0
G(n)=[1];
end
inversed=ifft(G);
plot(t,real(inversed),’b’)
hold on
plot(t,y,’r’)
title(’omega arithmetic’);
xlabel(’time(s)’);
ylabel(’velocity blue,Accel red’);
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Abstract: Wind turbine power upgrades have recently become a debated topic in wind energy
research. Their assessment poses some challenges and calls for devoted techniques: some reasons are
the stochastic nature of the wind and the multivariate dependency of wind turbine power. In this
work, two test cases were studied. The former is the yaw management optimization on a 2 MW wind
turbine; the latter is a comprehensive control upgrade (pitch, yaw, and cut-out) for 850 kW wind
turbines. The upgrade impact was estimated by analyzing the difference between the post-upgrade
power and a data-driven simulation of the power if the upgrade did not take place. Therefore,
a reliable model for the pre-upgrade power of the wind turbines of interest was needed and, in this
work, a principal component regression was employed. The yaw control optimization was shown
to provide a 1.3% of production improvement and the control re-powering provided 2.5%. Another
qualifying point was that, for the 850 kW wind turbine re-powering, the data quality was sufficient for
an upgrade estimate based on power curve analysis and a good agreement with the model result was
obtained. Summarizing, evidence of the profitability of wind turbine power upgrades was collected
and data-driven methods were elaborated for power upgrade assessment and, in general, for wind
turbine performance control and monitoring.

Keywords: wind energy; wind turbines; control and optimization

1. Introduction

The wind capacity worldwide is impressively growing and furthermore many multi-megawatt
wind turbines have been operating for years. The production optimization therefore has two main
directions as regards each single wind turbine: On the one side, diminishing the unavailability time
through condition-based maintenance strategies. For example, it is estimated that the unavailability
time of a modern wind turbine is currently of the order of 3% [1] and can further diminish. On the other
side, the technology update of wind turbines in their operational lifetime has been flourishing in the
latest years and has been producing non-negligible improvements of wind kinetic energy conversion
efficiency: the assessment and the methodologies for studying these wind turbine power upgrades
constitute the topic of the present work.

For completeness, it should be said that production optimization can be conceived also at the
wind farm level and there is very interesting scientific research devoted to layout optimization [2–6],
wind farm control [7–9], and yaw active control for wake interactions management [10–14].

There are basically two types of wind turbine power upgrades that are currently employed in
operating wind turbines: aerodynamic and control upgrades, or possibly a combination of the two.
Examples of aerodynamic retrofitting of the blades are installation of vortex generator, passive flow
control devices, Gurney flaps and so on [15–23]. Control upgrades typically deal with pitch [24,25],
rotor revolutions per minute [26], and yaw management. The increase of production can be achieved
also by modifying the wind speed cut-out management, as discussed, for example, in [27–29].
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It likely happens that wind farm manufacturers and wind farm owners cooperate as regards to
the technology improvement of operating wind turbines with forms of profit sharing of wind turbine
power upgrades. This fact has considerably stimulated the high-level analysis of operational data in
the industry and the collaboration with academia. Actually, there are several critical points about the
assessment of wind turbine power upgrades:

• The wind source is stochastic and it does not make sense to compare the cumulative production
before and after a power upgrade.

• It is difficult to account for the multiple dependency of wind turbine power on climate and
operating conditions.

• It can be difficult to reliably know the wind conditions on site, in general because nacelle
anemometers are mounted behind the rotors of the wind turbines and in particular because
cup anemometers might not provide adequate measurement precision.

On these grounds, the power curve study might be a reliable tool for assessing power upgrades
only when considerably long datasets are available, in order to avoid the effect of seasonal biases due
to the variation of climate conditions on site. If, as commonly happens, wind farm practitioners aim
at obtaining an estimate after just few months of upgrade operation, more complex and powerful
methods are needed. A certain amount of literature has been flourishing about this problem and some
interesting methods have recently been proposed. The common ground is the following idea:

• After the upgrade, of course, the power production is known if operation data are available.
• The production improvement is the difference between the measured production post-upgrade

and a simulation of how much the wind turbine would have produced, in the same conditions,
if the upgrade did not take place.

• The simulation must be achieved with a model based on pre-upgrade.

Chronologically, the first relevant study is [24]: in that work, a modification of the Gaussian kernel
regression method is proposed to account for the multivariate dependency of the power of the wind
turbine. Two upgrade test cases are studied: one is aerodynamic (vortex generator installation) and
is studied through the analysis of operation data and the other regards the control of the pitch and
is studied artificially because the pitch behavior is simulated and data are synthesized accordingly.
In [30], another critical point of this kind of problems is discussed in depth: the statistical significance
and the dataset dimensionality. The proposed solution is the use of time-resolved operation data,
rather than Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) data. The former kind of data actually
has sampling time of the order of the second, while the latter kind of data has sampling time of some
minutes (typically, ten). In [30], it is shown that, using the time-resolved data, it is possible to obtain
results that are similar to the ones from the Kernel-plus of [24], but with a much simpler method: it is
the so-called power–power or side-by-side and it is based on the study of the power difference between
the target (upgraded) wind turbine and a reference wind turbine, before and after the upgrade of the
wind turbine of interest. In [25], three test cases of wind turbine power curve upgrades are considered:
pitch angle optimization near the cut-in, vortex generators and passive flow control devices installation,
cut-out management optimization. The first two test cases are studied by modeling the pre-upgrade
power of the wind turbines of interest using an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model having as
input some operation variables of the nearby wind turbines. A control upgrade, dealing with the rotor
revolutions per minute optimization in order to reach the most appropriate induction level, is studied
in [26]: in that work, the power-power method is generalized by modeling the power of the upgraded
wind turbine through a multivariate linear, employing as input variables some operation parameters
of the nearby wind turbines. For other issues regarding this topic, see also [31–33].

On these grounds, the objective of the present work was furnishing further contributions to the
topic of wind turbine power curve upgrades assessment. For doing this, two test cases were considered:

• The first test case deals with the yaw management optimization on a 2 MW wind turbine. There is
a considerable literature about the potentiality of wind turbine efficiency improvement through
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the advances in yaw management (see, for example, [34]), but, at this stage, the available studies
mainly deal with simulation estimates (for example, recently, in [35], a yaw control strategy based
on reinforced learning is designed). To the best of the authors knowledge, the study in this work
is the first in the literature that is based on wind turbines in operation.

• The second test case deals with a control upgrade on a 850 kW wind turbine. Since the technology
of this kind of device is gradually becoming obsolete, the re-powering on this wind turbine
has been more impacting and has dealt with pitch, yaw, and cut-out management optimization.
An interesting point about this upgrade is that the measuring chain was improved, through the
installation of a sonic anemometer. Furthermore, the wind farm manufacturer arranged a testing
period of the upgrade for some months, by alternating half-hour intervals characterized by the
operation with the pre- and post-upgrade control logic. Therefore, it was possible to compare the
two power curves quite reliably, because the wind speed data have good quality and because the
data were collected in the same period and seasonal biases were therefore avoidable. This gives
the possibility of verifying the model-based estimate of the production improvement through
another, independent, approach.

The two above test cases were studied with particular attention to the methodology. The selected
model for the power of the wind turbines of interest was a multivariate linear and it was decided that
several operation parameters of the nearby wind turbines could in principle be input variables for the
model. This can be considered a generalization of the concept of rotor-equivalent wind speed [36]:
the conditions on site can be described, for example, through the blade pitches, the rotor revolutions per
minute, and the power output of the wind turbines constituting the wind farm. As discussed in detail
throughout the manuscript, remarkable collinearity between the possible covariates of the models was
observed and for this reason a principal component regression [37] was employed, differently with
respect, for example, to [33], where a stepwise regression algorithm [38] was used for input variables
selection for an ordinary least squares regression. This approach is general and does not depend on
the test case: therefore, it can be considered a contribution to the methodologies for wind turbine
performance control and monitoring.

As regards the selected test cases, the results of this work are that the yaw control optimization
on the 2 MW wind turbine provided a production improvement of 1.3% of the AEP; and the 850 kW
wind turbine re-powering provided an improvement of 2.5% of the AEP.

The structure of the manuscript is as follows. In Section 2, the test cases and the datasets are
described. Section 3 is devoted to the methods: the employed model is discussed in general and
implemented in particular for the two selected test cases. In Section 4, the results for the production
improvement are collected and discussed. Section 5 is devoted to the conclusions and to some further
directions of the present work.

2. The Test Cases and the Datasets

One wind turbine for each test case wind farm underwent the corresponding upgrade (WTG02 in
Wind Farm 1 and WTG022 in Wind Farm 2). Actually, the wind farm owner has been adopting the
following approach as regards power upgrades: selecting some test wind turbines and, after some
months of operation, assessing the impact of the upgrade on the grounds of studies such as the present
one. Subsequently, the wind farm owner decides if it is worth extending the upgrade to the other wind
turbines in the wind farm.

The employed datasets were obtained from the SCADA collected databases of the wind turbines.
Their quality was checked as follows:

• Data were filtered on the request that all wind turbines in the wind farm were productive.
This was done using the appropriate operation time counter available in the dataset.

• The quality of the anemometer data was crosschecked overall for each wind turbine through
the analysis of the average power curve against the theoretical one and no relevant anomalies
were detected.
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• The quality of the data for each time step for each wind turbine was crosschecked by comparing
the actual power production for the measured nacelle wind speed against the theoretical power
curve. If a deviation larger than 30% was detected, the measurement was rejected.

2.1. Test Case 1: Yaw Control Optimization, 2 MW Wind Turbine

The wind farm of interest is composed of six horizontal-axis three-bladed wind turbines having
2 MW of rated power each and the rotor diameter is 92.5 m. The cut-in is 3.5 m/s and the cut-out is
25 m/s. The nominal wind speed is 14.5 m/s.

The layout of the wind farm is reported in Figure 1 and the wind turbine of interest (WTG02) is
indicated in red. The wind farm is sited onshore in a gentle terrain in southern Italy. The inter-turbine
distances go from the order of 7 rotor diameters (between nearest neighbors) up to the order of
19 rotor diameters.

Figure 1. The layout of Wind Farm 1.

The data available were organized in two datasets as follows:

• The first dataset is denoted as Dbef and contains the data collected from 1 January 2017 to
20 August 2018. It is a period prior to the yaw control upgrade on turbine WTG02. It is composed
of 35,971 data.

• The second dataset is denoted as Daft and contains the data collected from 1 September 2018 to 1
January 2019. It is a period after the control optimization on turbine WTG02. It is composed of
9288 data.

In Figure 2, the normalized autocovariance of the power output of WTG02 is reported as a
function of the lag (up to 20) for the Dbef dataset. This was done to crosscheck the assumption that
each measurement can be considered independent with respect to the others.

The wind direction roses, measured at WTG02, during Dbef and Daft are reported in Figure 3 and
it arises that the distributions are very similar before and after the upgrade of the WTG02. Therefore,
it can be argued that, as far as can be analyzed from the data available, the model formulation and use
are not biased by differences in climatology. This is supported also by the fact that the ratio between
the average nacelle wind speeds at WTG02 during Dbef and Daft is 1.04.
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Figure 2. The normalized autocovariance of WTG02 power output (Dbef dataset) with maximum lag of 20.

Figure 3. The wind direction rose for Wind Farm 1 during Dbef and Daft.

The SCADA collected data have ten minutes of sampling time. The available validated
measurements are:

• nacelle wind speed;
• nacelle wind direction;
• nacelle position;
• temperature outside the nacelle;
• active power;
• rotor rotational speed;
• generator rotational speed; and
• reference blade pitch.

The effect of the control upgrade was an improvement of the yaw management, especially for low
and moderate wind intensities. This resulted in a decrease of the occurrence of high yaw misalignment.
Qualitatively, this was assessed as follows: the yaw misalignment of WTG02 was computed as the
difference between the wind direction measured at the nacelle and the position of the nacelle itself.
As a pre-requisite, data were filtered on the request that WTG02 was in production. The plot of the
yaw misalignment (in degrees) against the power is reported in Figure 4 for the datasets Dbef and Daft.
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Figure 4. WTG02 yaw angle misalignment as a function of the power, for datasets Dbef and Daft.

2.2. Test Case 2: Control Re-Powering, 850 kW Wind Turbine

The wind farm of interest is composed of twenty-three horizontal-axis three-bladed wind turbines
having 850 kW of rated power each and the rotor diameter is 58 m. The cut-in is 3 m/s and the cut-out
is 20 m/s. The nominal wind speed is 12.5 m/s.

The layout of the wind farm is reported in Figure 5 and the wind turbine of interest (WTG022) is
indicated in red. The wind farm is sited onshore in a gentle terrain in northern France. The inter-turbine
distances go from the order of four rotor diameters (between nearest neighbors) to the order of 100
rotor diameters. The wind direction rose on-site is quite uniform.

Figure 5. The layout of Wind Farm 2.

The data available were organized into two datasets as follows:
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• The first dataset is denoted as Dbef and contains the data collected from 1 February 2018 to
20 August 2018. It is a period prior to the control upgrade on turbine WTG022. It is composed of
15,353 data.

• The second dataset is denoted as Daft and contains the data collected from 24 August 2018 to
1 April 2019. It is a period after the control optimization on turbine WTG022. In this period,
half-hour intervals of operation according to the pre- and post-upgrade logic were alternated.
The former subset is indicated as Dnon−up

aft and is composed of 4245 data. The latter subset
is indicated as Dup

aft and is composed of 4265 data. Only Dup
aft is employed for the model-based

estimate of the upgrade, while both subsets are employed for the power curve study in Section 4.2.

In Figure 6, the normalized autocovariance of the power output of WTG022 is reported as a
function of a lag up to 20, for the Dbef dataset. This was done to crosscheck the assumption that each
measurement can be considered independent with respect to the others.
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Figure 6. The normalized autocovariance of WTG022 power output (Dbef dataset) with maximum lag of 20.

The wind direction roses, measured at WTG022, during Dbef and Daft are reported in Figure 7 and
it arises that the distributions are similar before and after the upgrade of the WTG022. Therefore, it can
be argued that, as far as can be analyzed from the data available, the model formulation and use are
not remarkably biased by climatology effects. This is supported also by the fact that the ratio between
the average nacelle wind speeds at WTG02 during Dbef and Daft is 0.96.

The SCADA collected data have ten minutes of sampling time. The available validated
measurements are:

• nacelle wind speed;
• temperature outside the nacelle; and
• active power.

It should be noticed that, after the upgrade intervention, WTG022 has a sonic anemometer at the
nacelle. As discussed in detail in Section 4.2, the operation of WTG022 during Daft was as follows:
half-hour intervals of operation according to the pre- and post-upgrade control logic were alternated.
Therefore, to assess the upgrade using the techniques proposed in Section 3, only the data in Daft
characterized by operation according to the upgraded control were selected. Instead, for the power
curve study of Section 4.2, all data in Daft were used, after dividing them according to the pre or post
upgrade behavior.
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Figure 7. The wind direction rose for Wind Farm 1 during Dbef and Daft.

3. The Methods

This section presents the formulating of a reliable model for the pre-upgrade power of the wind
turbines of interest (WTG02 in Wind Farm 1 and WTG022 in Wind Farm 2). Section 4 is devoted
in detail to the use of these models for the performance improvement estimate. For the moment,
it is important to recall that a good model for the power of the wind turbines was needed because
it was trained with pre-upgrade data and validated against a pre-upgrade dataset; the upgrade was
quantified by simulating through the adopted model how the post-upgrade power would have been if
the upgrade did not take place. In other words, the performance improvement was elaborated from
how the residuals between measurements and model estimates changed after the upgrade with respect
to before.

As anticipated in Section 1, the critical point was selecting the model type and the input variables.
The discussion in [33], in relation to the work in [25], indicates that a linear model can be adequate for
this objective. In other words, the general sense is that it is possible to approximate reliably the power
of a wind turbine as a linear function of operation variables measured at the nearby wind turbines
in the farm. This makes sense, not only by a statistical point of view, but also by the point of view of
wind energy practice: actually, since a wind turbine acts as a filter to the wind fluctuations, the blade
pitch, the rotor revolutions per minute and the active power of a wind turbine can likely be used for
accounting for the on-site wind conditions [36].

The possible variables fed as input to the model are those indicated in Section 2.1 for Test Case 1
and those indicated in Section 2.2 for Test Case 2, for all the wind turbines in the wind farms except
the upgraded ones. The decision of excluding the variables of the upgraded wind turbines as input
variables to the model was motivated by the fact that the wind sensors might change after the upgrade
(as in Test Case 2, see Section 2.2), or the upgrade might affect the measuring chain of the wind
conditions (as discussed in [25,33]), or in general the relation between the power and the control (pitch,
rotor revolutions per minute, etc) might change as a consequence of the upgrade. Therefore, since
for the employed method one must assume that the input variables to the model are “probes” of
the external conditions whose behavior does not change after the upgrade of the wind turbine of
interest, it is straightforward that the variables of the upgraded wind turbine can only be the target
(i.e., the output) of the model.

Similar to Astolfi et al. [33], a linear model was considered adequate for the objectives of this work.
The critical point is the input variables selection: Tables 1 and 2 indicate that the possible covariates of
the model can be highly correlated and this would lead to a non-optimal standard linear regression.
On these grounds, Principal Component Regression (PCR) [39] was selected for this study. The use of
this method for control and monitoring purposes in wind energy has been growing [40]. The procedure
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is as follows. Let Yn,1 = (yi, . . . , yn)T be the vector of measured output and Xn,p = (xi, . . . , xn)T be
the matrix of covariates. n is the number of observations and p is the number of covariates. In the
following, it is assumed that X is normalized such that each covariate has zero mean.

The standard least squares regression poses that

Y = Xβ + ε, (1)

where β is the vector of regression coefficients that must be estimated from the data and ε is a vector
of random errors. The ordinary least squares estimate of β is given by

βols =
(

XTX
)−1

XTY (2)

The principal component estimate of β is obtained as follows. The principal component
transformation of the covariates matrix can easily be expressed in terms of the singular value matrix
factorization. Therefore, let

X = UΔV T (3)

be the singular value decomposition of X. This means that the columns of U and V are orthonormal sets
of vectors denoting the left and right singular vectors of X and Δ is a diagonal matrix, whose elements
are the singular values of X. This allows decomposing XXT as:

XXT = VΛV T , (4)

where Λ = diag
(
λ1, . . . , λp

)
and λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λp ≥ 0.

XVi is the ith principal component and Vi is the ith loading corresponding to the ith principal
value λi. Therefore, W = XV can be viewed as a new covariates data matrix and the principal
component regression basically is an ordinary least squares regression between Y and W . A powerful
aspect of the principal component regression is that the decomposition in Equation (4) indicates a
sort of regularization scheme: namely, the matrix W can be truncated including a desired number of
principal components. This regularization addresses the problem of multicollinearity of covariates,
because, when two or more covariates are highly correlated, X tends to lose its full rank and this
implies that XXT has some eigenvalues tending to 0: excluding the principal components associated
to the smallest eigenvalues λi means regularizing the covariates matrix in order that it has full rank.

Finally, the PCR estimate of β is given as

βPCR = V
(

W TW
)−1

W TY , (5)

where it is assumed that the matrices can be truncated to a desired number of columns, i.e.,
principal components.

The selection of an adequate number of principal components for the regression is performed
through K-fold cross-validation [41]. Dbef is divided randomly in two fractions: (K − 1)/K of the
data are used for training and the remaining 1/K are used for validation. K was selected to be 10 for
this study. The training data are employed for estimating β through principal component regression
(Equation (5)) and the model estimate of the validation data is given by

Ŷvalid = XvalidβPCR (6)

For each fold selection, the root mean square error is used as a metric for the goodness of the
regression: it is given in general by
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RMSE =

√√√√ 1
nvalid

nvalid

∑
i=1

(ŷi − yi)
2, (7)

where nvalid is the number of rows of Xvalid. The RMSE values are subsequently averaged on the folds
selection and, therefore, for a given number j of principal components included in the regression,
one can obtain a unique metric RMSEj for estimating the quality of the regression. The final selection
of the number of principal components to be kept is performed as follows: given RMSEj, the error
estimate for the model with j principal components, if RMSEj − RMSEj+1 < 10%, k is selected.
It should be noticed that, as discussed in Section 4, the results for both test cases do not depend
sensibly on this choice, as long as a certain minimum number of principal components are included in
the model.

A test can be formulated for inquiring the statistical significance of the fact the performance of the
wind turbine of interest has changed after the upgrade. One can pose that the output can be modeled
through a linear model before and after the upgrade and inquire to whether there has been a structural
change, i.e. if the linear models before and after the upgrade are different. Suppose therefore that

{
ybe f = Xbe f βbe f + εbe f

ya f t = Xa f tβa f t + εa f t,
(8)

where X is the matrix of explanatory variables, β is the vector of regression coefficients and ε are
vectors of random errors.

The hypothesis test about the structural change of the regression regards the null hypothesis:

H0 : βbe f = βa f t. (9)

This is known as the Chow test and is based on the fact that, indicated with RSS the residuals
sum of squares between measurements and model estimates, the quantity

Fchow =
RSSbe f − RSSa f t

RSSa f t

N − 2K − 2
K

(10)

is distributed as F(K, N − 2K − 2), where K is the number of covariates and N is the number of
data points.

Practically, the Chow test is performed as follows. The covariates matrices and the output vectors
before and after the upgrade are vertically juxtaposed to form a total covariates matrix XTOT and a
total output vector YTOT . The test is performed with the assumption that the break point where the
structural change can happen occurs when the data before the upgrade end and the data after the
upgrade start.

3.1. Test Case 1

In Table 2, some sample results are reported for supporting the selection of the principal
component regression: the correlation coefficients between the rotor rotational speeds of WTG01
and WTG03–WTG06 are reported. These covariates were selected because the rotor basically acts as
a filter, smoothing the fluctuations caused by the turbulence, and it is therefore likely that in a wind
farm the rotor speeds of nearby wind turbines are highly collinear.
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Table 1. Matrix of model input variables correlation coefficients.

WTG 01 03 04 05 06

01 1 0.82 0.90 0.89 0.79
03 0.82 1 0.86 0.80 0.94
04 0.90 0.86 1 0.91 0.85
05 0.89 0.80 0.91 1 0.80
06 0.79 0.94 0.85 0.80 1

The structure of the model for the test case of interest was selected as follows. The output Y is
the power of WTG02; the covariates matrix X was selected to be composed of power, rotor rotational
speed, generator rotational speed, blade pitches, nacelle position and ambient temperature at each
wind turbine of the wind farm, except WTG02. Therefore, if one considers the filtered Dbef dataset,
Y is a vector of 25,044 data and X is a matrix having 24,055 rows and 30 columns (six variables for five
wind turbines).

The results for the model K-fold cross-validation are reported in Figure 8 and, with the criterion
exposed in Section 3, five principal components were selected. It should be noticed that a sensitivity
analysis was carried and it was observed that the results do not change substantially by including
more than five principal components.
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Figure 8. Average RMSE as a function of the number of principal components included in
the regression.

As regards the Chow Test, the matrix XTOT is composed of 31,392 rows (25,044 before upgrade and
6348 after upgrade) and 30 columns, and the vector YTOT is composed of 31392 elements. The break
point position for the Chow test is 25,044 and the computed p-value is lower than 10−32. This clearly
indicates that the linear relation between covariates matrix and the target has a structural change after
the upgrade of WTG02.

3.2. Test Case 2

In Table 2, the correlation coefficients between some sample covariates are reported. The powers
of WTG018–WTG021 and WTG023 was selected for reporting in Table 2: these covariates was selected
for readability of the table and mostly because those wind turbines are the nearest to the target
WTG022 and therefore those covariates are likely to be selected for a standard least squares regression.
The remarkably high values reported in Table 2 support the selection of the principal component
regression as model type.
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Table 2. Matrix of model input variables correlation coefficients.

WTG 018 019 020 021 023

018 1 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.87
019 0.94 1 0.93 0.93 0.90
020 0.93 0.93 1 0.95 0.90
021 0.92 0.93 0.95 1 0.93
023 0.97 0.90 0.90 0.93 1

The structure of the model for the test case of interest was selected as follows. The output Y is the
power of WTG022. The covariates matrix X is composed of the available validated measurements:
nacelle wind speed, power and ambient temperature at each wind turbine of the wind farm, except
WTG022. Therefore, if one considers the filtered Dbef dataset, Y is a vector of 15,353 data and X is a
matrix having 15,353 rows and 66 columns (three variables for 22 wind turbines).

The results for the model K-fold cross-validation are reported in Figure 9 and, through the criterion
exposed in Section 3, the number of selected principal components results to be six. It should be
noticed that the results do not change significantly by including more than six principal components
in the model.
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Figure 9. Average RMSE as a function of the number of principal components included in
the regression.

As regards the Chow Test, the matrix XTOT is composed of 19,618 rows (15,353 before upgrade
and 4265 after upgrade) and 66 columns, the vector YTOT is composed of 19,618 elements. The break
point position for the Chow test is 15,353 and the computed p-value is lower than 10−32. This clearly
indicates that the linear relation between covariates matrix and the target has a structural change after
the upgrade of WTG022.

4. The Results

The procedure for assessing the upgrade Was based on the following idea. After an upgrade
installation, through the SCADA collected data, it is possible to know the power production of the
upgraded wind turbine. To estimate the impact of the upgrade, one should know how much the wind
turbine would have produced if the upgrade did not take place. The most reliable and practical way
to obtain this kind of estimate is through a data-driven model, based on the pre-upgrade datasets.
A reliable model was achieved (Section 3) and it was used for the upgrade assessment presented below.

The procedure is as follows. The datasets available were organized in this way:
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• Dbef was randomly divided in two subsets: D0 ( 2
3 of the data) and D1 ( 1

3 of the data). D0 was used
for training the model and constructing the weight matrix W and D1, the pre-upgrade dataset,
was employed for validating the model.

• Daft, the post-upgrade dataset, was employed for estimating the power upgrade. For notation
consistency, it is also referred to equivalently as D2.

Notice that, for Test Case 2, the dataset Dup
aft was employed as D2.

The residuals between the measurement y and the simulation ŷ, for the datasets D1 and D2,
were studied. The focus was in how the residuals varied after the upgrade. Therefore, consider
Equation (11) with i = 1, 2.

R(xi) = y(xi)− ŷ(xi). (11)

A Student’s t-test was performed to inquire if there was any statistically significant change in the
turbine output after the upgrade. The t statistic is computed as

t =
R̄2 − R̄1

σR

√
1

N1
+ 1

N2

. (12)

In Equation (12), N1 and N2 are the numbers of data in, respectively, D1 and D2; R̄1 and R̄2 are
the average residuals in datasets D1 and D2 respectively; and σR is given in Equation (13):

σR =

√
(N1 − 1) S2

2 + (N2 − 1) S2
2

N1 + N2 − 2
, (13)

where S1 and S2 are the standard deviations of the residuals in datasets D1 and D2, respectively.
As regards the upgrade estimate, for i = 1, 2, one computes

Δi = 100 ∗ ∑x∈Di (y(x)− ŷ(x))
∑x∈Di y(x)

(14)

and
δi =

1
Ni

∑
x∈Di

y(xi)− ŷ(xi), (15)

where Ni is the number of data points in the datasets D1 and D2, respectively. Notice that, if the model
is reliable, one should have that δ1 
 0 and Δ1 
 0, differently with what should happen as regards δ2

and Δ2 if the upgrade is really effective. Finally, the quantity

Δ = Δ2 − Δ1 (16)

can be taken a percentage estimate of the production improvement. In the case the datasets D1 and D2
are characterized by considerably different y distributions, it might be appropriate to take this into
account by renormalizing Equation (16): a reasonable correction factor can be the ratio between the y
averages in datasets D2 and D1.

The above procedure can be repeated several times to synthesize experiment repetition: at each
run of the model, a different D0 (training set) and therefore D1 (pre-upgrade validation dataset) can be
selected. Notice that this basically corresponds to repeating the K-fold cross-validation. The difference
with respect to the procedure described in Section 3 is that in this case the model structure was always
the same and it was exactly the one selected on the grounds of the discussion in Section 3. The way the
pre-upgrade data were divided was also changed with respect to Section 3. The selection of D0 and D1
actually corresponded to K = 33.3̄. This was done because it agrees with most of the rule of thumbs
for data partition for this kind of tasks and because, with this selection, the dimensions of D1 and D2
(the post-upgrade dataset) have the same order of magnitude.
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Therefore, the Δ estimate varied at each run of the model, because the training data changed
and, therefore Δ1 and Δ2 changed. In principle, it could be possible to select randomly a subset of
D2 as post-upgrade simulation dataset, but in this work this choice was avoided. The reason was
that typically D2 is shorter than D0 and D1, because for practical reasons an upgrade is assessed as
soon as possible with good reliability. The above bootstrap technique therefore allowed having several
estimates of Δ with the same data: the final estimate was always the average and it is presented below
with its standard deviation. This corresponds to the procedure of Section 3 with J repetitions: for this
part of the study, J was selected based on when the Δ average and standard deviation became fairly
stable. It was observed that J = 30 is sufficient for this task.

4.1. Test Case 1

Since the effect of the upgrade regards especially the low-moderate wind intensity, data were
filtered on the request that the power of WTG02 is less than 1 MW. After this further filter, the number
of data was 25,044 for Dbef and 6348 for Daft.

The t-statistic (Equation (12)) was computed to be of the order of 10−10 and this indicates that the
probability that the upgrade was ineffective was correspondingly low.

Table 3 reports the results for the average (over the J model runs) Δi and δi with i = 1, 2 (Equations
(14) and (15)). From these results, it arises that the upgrade could be detected as an average absolute
increase of 13.5 kW in the difference between WTG02 power measurements and model estimates.
Notice that the average value of the residuals for datasets D1 was extremely low (0.1 kW) and,
correspondingly, the average estimate of Δ1 (Equation (16)), i.e. the percentage error on the cumulative
production, was extremely low as well. This indicates that the model was particularly reliable as
regards the simulation of the pre-upgrade behavior of the WTG02.

In Figure 10, the plot of R(x1) and R(x2) on a sample model run is reported. The data were
averaged in power production intervals, whose amplitude was 5% of the rated. From this plot,
the effect of the upgrade can be read as an increase of the difference between the WTG02 power
measurements and the WTG02 power model estimates.

Table 3. Average absolute and percentage residuals between measurement and model estimation.

Residual δ (kW) Δ (%)

R(x1) 0.1 0.009
R(x2) 13.5 4.1
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Figure 10. The average difference R between power measurement y and estimation ŷ (Equation (11)).
Datasets: D1 and D2. Sample run of the model.
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From the results in Table 3 and Equation (14), the average production improvement was estimated
as Δ = 4.3%, with a standard deviation of 0.4%: in other words, with the proposed method it was
computed that WTG02, during the dataset D2, produced below 1 MW, the 4.1% more than it would have
done if the upgrade had not been adopted. A reference long-term power or wind speed distribution
can be employed to estimate how much this corresponds in terms of annual energy production and
the average result is ΔAEP = 1.3 ± 0.1%. This result is consistent with the test case studies in [25]: the
order of magnitude of the impact of multi-megawatt wind turbine control optimization can typically
be estimated as 1% of the AEP. It is interesting notice that, to the best of the authors knowledge, this is
the first estimate in the literature based on operation data of the impact of yaw control optimization.

4.2. Test Case 2

The t-statistic (Equation (12)) was computed to be of the order of 10−15 and this indicates that the
probability that the upgrade was ineffective was correspondingly low.

Table 4 reports the results for the average (over the J model runs) Δi and δi with i = 1, 2
(Equations (14) and (15)). It arises that the upgrade could be detected as an average absolute increase
of 3.9 kW in the difference between WTG022 power measurements and model estimates. The average
value of the residuals for datasets D1 was very low (0.2 kW) and correspondingly, the average estimate
of Δ1 (Equation (16)), i.e. the percentage error on the cumulative production, was extremely low as
well. This indicates that the model was reliable as regards the simulation of the pre-upgrade behavior
of the WTG022.

Table 4. Average absolute and percentage residuals between measurement and model estimation.

Residual δ (kW) Δ (%)

R(x1) 0.2 0.009
R(x2) 3.9 2.5

In Figure 11, the plot of R(x1) and R(x2) on a sample model run is reported. The data were
averaged in power production intervals, whose amplitude was 10% of the rated. From this plot,
the effect of the upgrade can be read as an increase of the difference between the WTG022 power
measurements and the WTG022 power model estimates, especially for moderately low wind intensities
and approaching rated power.
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Figure 11. The average difference R between power measurement y and estimation ŷ (Equation (11)).
Datasets: D1 and D2. Sample run of the model.
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From the results in Table 3 and Equation (14), the average production improvement was estimated
as Δ = 2.5%, with a standard deviation of 0.2%: in other words, with the proposed method it was
computed that WTG022, during the dataset D2, produced 2.5% more than it would have done if the
upgrade had not been adopted.

Power Curve Analysis

As anticipated in Section 2, the post-upgrade operation during dataset Daft was as follows:
half-hour intervals were alternated, during which WTG022 was operating, respectively, according to
the pre- and post-upgrade control logic. This was done to assess practically in real time the effect of
the upgrade. With these data available and taking into account that, during Daft, a sonic anemometer
was collecting data at WTG022 nacelle, it was reasonable to study the power curve.

In Figure 12, the two power curves measured during Daft are reported. Data were averaged in
wind speed intervals having 0.5 m/s of amplitude. In Figure 13, the difference between these two
curves is plotted. In Figure 13, it can interestingly be observed that the upgraded operation mode
indeed lost performance around 10 m/s: the same situation was observed from the residuals presented
in Figure 11. Since this study was performed with only few months of data in Daft, it is plausible to
expect that this situation was adjusted in the following, to obtain a performance improvement along
the whole power curve.
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Figure 12. WTG022 power curve during Daft.
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Figure 13. Difference between the WTG022 power curves of Figure 12.
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The production improvement was estimated as follows: the power curve, according to the
pre-upgrade logic in Figure 12, and the power difference in Figure 13, were weighted against the
wind distribution during the whole Daft dataset. The ratio between these two quantities provided
an estimate of how much the production would have improved during Daft if the power curve was
always the improved one, with respect to the production that would have been obtained if the power
curve was always the non-improved one. The improvement computed in this way amounted to 2.3%
of the production. Even though it was computed with a different approach, it is interesting to notice
that it agreed fairly well with the estimate reported in Section 4.2.

5. Conclusions

In this study, two test cases of wind turbine power curve upgrades were analyzed: the common
ground between them is that the upgrade regards the control of the wind turbines. The difference
between the two test cases is that one wind turbine (Test Case 1) has a quite recent technology (it is a
2 MW wind turbine) and the control upgrade deals only with one aspect (the management of the yaw);
the other wind turbine under investigation (Test Case 2) belongs instead to a less recent technology
(the rated power is 850 kW) and the upgrade has consequently involved several aspects of the control
(yaw, pitch, and cut-out) and included the update of the anemometer sensors at the nacelle.

Despite being organized as a test case discussion, this study was strongly characterized by a
methodological approach. Actually, the point with the study of wind turbine power curve upgrades
is that it is difficult to assess them reliably using operation data analysis techniques such as the
power curve, because of the multivariate dependence of the power of a wind turbine on climate
conditions and working parameters. The problem of wind turbine power curve upgrades study
therefore translates into the following question: how can the power of a wind turbine be modeled
reliably? It is evident that the answer to this question can be exploited for several problems regarding
the control and monitoring of wind turbines and, in general, of complex systems. As regards wind
turbines, for example, similar approaches are employed in [42] for the study of how much the pitch
misalignment impacts on the performance.

The turning point for the present study was practically adopting the other wind turbines in the
wind farm as probes of on-site conditions. This somehow generalized the concept of rotor-equivalent
wind speed, discussed, for example, in [36]: since the wind turbine acts as a filter, some working
parameters such as active power, blade pitches, rotor or generator revolutions per minute can robustly
describe the wind farm at the micro-scale level. Therefore, the idea of this study was modeling the
power of the wind turbines of interest, according to their pre-upgrade behavior, as a linear function
of the wind and operation conditions measured at the nearby wind turbines: this can basically be
considered a generalization of the so-called power–power method, adopted, for example, in [30].
Since for the test cases considered in this work the possible covariates for a linear model displayed a
remarkable collinearity, a principal component regression was adopted.

Using this modeling technique, the impact of the upgrades could be elaborated from how the
residuals between power measurements and power model estimates vary after the upgrade with
respect to before. The results for the selected test cases are the following: the yaw control optimization
on the 2 MW wind turbine was estimated as 1.3% of the AEP; and the re-powering on the 850 kW
wind turbine was estimated as 2.5% of the AEP.

There are at least two other remarkable aspects as regards the selected test cases. To the best of
the authors knowledge, Test Case 1 is the first assessment in the literature of yaw control optimization
using operation data and the obtained results indicate that the yaw management optimization is a
promising direction for improving the power production of wind turbines. It is therefore valuable to
push forward this line of research, as recently done, for example, in [35]. As regards Test Case 2, it was
possible to obtain another estimate of the impact of the upgrade using the power curve study. Actually,
with the re-powering, the anemometer sensors were updated and a sonic anemometer was installed.
Furthermore, in the post upgrade period examined for this study, the operation of the wind turbine
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was alternated: half an hour according to the pre-upgrade logic and half an hour according to the
post-upgrade logic, and so on. The quality of the data and the fact that they were collected in the same
period (avoiding seasonal biases) allowed studying the power curve reliably and the improvement
estimate was shown to be in good agreement with the computation from the multivariate model.

There are several further directions of the present work. Currently, some test cases are at study
for which a linear model is not adequate, probably because of complex climatology conditions on site.
Therefore, it is planned to investigate nonlinear approaches for this kind of studies and to inquire
what site characteristics call for nonlinearity. An interesting development is the use of the methods
of this work for other control and monitoring issues related to wind turbine operation: for example,
monitoring the effect of blade pitches re-alignment according to the technique proposed in [43],
or monitoring the operation of the wind turbines [40]. Furthermore, a very promising direction of the
studies about wind turbine power curve upgrades is the use of time-resolved data, having sampling
time of the order of second: this kind of data have considerable potentiality for performance control
and monitoring [44], but their time scale calls for more advanced time-series analysis [45].
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Abstract: In a wind farm some wind turbines may be affected by multiple upwind wakes.
The commonly used approach in engineering to simulate the interaction effect of different wakes
is to combine the single analytical wake model and the interaction model. The higher turbulence
level and shear stress profile generated by upwind turbines in the superposed area leads to faster
wake recovery. The existing interaction models are all analytical models based on some simple
assumptions of superposition, which cannot characterize this phenomenon. Therefore, in this study,
a mixing coefficient is introduced into the classical energy balance interaction model with the aim
of reflecting the effect of turbulence intensity on velocity recovery in multiple wakes. An empirical
expression is also given to calculate this parameter. The performance of the new model is evaluated
using data from the Lillgrund and the Horns Rev I offshore wind farms, and the simulations agree
reasonably with the observations. The comparison of different interaction model simulation results
with measured data show that the calculation accuracy of this new interaction model is high, and the
mean absolute percentage error of wind farm efficiency is reduced by 5.3% and 1.58%, respectively,
compared to the most commonly used sum of squares interaction model.

Keywords: wind farm; analytical model; wake interaction model; turbulence intensity; mixing
coefficient; wind farm efficiency

1. Introduction

The wake from upwind wind turbines leads to decreased wind power output and increased
fatigue load of downwind turbines. In a large wind farm, the power loss caused by the wake effect
normally accounts for about 10% to 20% of all output produced in an entire year [1]. The accurate
prediction of wake deficits is of vital importance for calculating wind farm power output [2], optimizing
operations [3], the micro-siting of wind farms [4], etc. Wake models, the most frequently used tool
for the prediction of wake effects, are now generally classified into three families: the roughness
length-based model, the field model, and the kinematic model. The roughness length-based model
treats wind turbines as obstacle elements or roughness elements that impact the atmospheric wind
profile, which is specifically used in predicting the wake loss over a large wind farm or the wake
interaction between wind farms [5]. The field model, or the computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
model solves the Navier–Stokes equation to obtain detailed flow field information [6,7], and has
high precision but is time consuming and computationally expensive, which hinders applications in
engineering fields that require multiple computations of the wind farm power, such as wind farm
layout optimization. The kinematic model (or empirical model) analytically obtains the wake velocity
distribution behind a single turbine based on some ideal hypotheses. With the merits of a simple
formulation, acceptable precision, and quick calculation speed, it has been widely used in engineering.
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Many previous studies have introduced, analyzed, and compared the commonly used empirical wake
models in detail [8–11].

One wind turbine may lie within the superimposed area of wakes from upwind turbines, and the
interaction mechanism of multiple wakes is not well understood due to the extreme complexity of
the turbulent structures within them. The commonly used approach in engineering to simulate the
interaction effect of different wakes is to combine the single analytical wake models with some simple
assumptions about superposition. When many turbines are aligned with the wind direction, it has
been experimentally observed that the second turbine suffers the maximum power loss, while the
subsequent turbines have relatively smaller further losses (e.g., turbines in a row under the west
wind in the Horns Rev offshore wind farm [12]). Based on this observation, Leuven [13] assumed
the given wind turbine was influenced only by the wake from the nearest upwind turbine in his
wind farm model (WINDPARK) to calculate power. The result showed that this method obtained a
good agreement between its prediction and the measurements in the Zeebrugge wind farm. A more
frequently used method is using superposition models to analytically describe the effect of multiple
wakes. There are four available superposition models: namely the geometric superposition (GS)
model, linear superposition (LS) model, sum of squares (SS) model, and energy balance (EB) model.
Among them, the latter three are the most common. They are based on a similar principle that the
flow characteristics in the superposed area are caused by the accumulation of all wakes from upwind
turbines, while the only distinction is in the different mathematical expressions of wake deficits from
the upwind turbines.

To be specific, the LS model was proposed by Lissaman [14] and predicts the velocity deficit
of superposed wakes by summing the velocity deficit of all upwind turbines. Crespo [15] argued
that this assumption would lead to an overestimation of wake deficit in the superposed area and
could even obtain a negative speed for large perturbations. However, when the wake velocity in the
interference region is relatively small, such as the wake interaction from upwind turbines abreast
of each other, the LS model performs well in predicting the overlapped wake deficit [16]. The SS
model was presented by Katic [17] in his classical literature about the Park model and assumes the
velocity deficit in the superposed area equals the square root of the sum of squares of the velocity
deficit from each upwind turbine. The prediction of this model was verified to be in better agreement
with experiments compared to the LS model when many wakes are combined [15]. Voutsinas [18]
applied an explicit energy equation to develop the EB model, assuming that the total energy loss in the
superposition wake equals the sum of the energy losses for each individual upwind turbine.

In order to evaluate the precision and effect of the different superposition models, Erik [19]
compared the model predictions with wind tunnel measurements and found that the SS model could
obtain more accurate results for almost all cases, followed by the EB model. Tian [20] integrated the
two-dimensional Jensen model into different superposition models to calculate the power loss of
the Horns Rev wind farm and reached the same conclusion. In fact, associating the SS model with
the classical Jensen model [17,21], also known as the Park model, is the most popular approach to
predict the wake deficit of wind farms [22–25] and is also the standard implementation in the wind
resource assessment of many commercial software such as WAsP [26] and WindPRO [27], despite
being proposed for more than 30 years.

In recent years, the SS model has been found to be unsuitable for simulating deep array effects,
as the power outputs calculated for downwind turbines reach a constant too quickly. However,
this does not preclude the widespread use of the SS model as before. The GS, LS, and SS models are all
experience-based analytical models without definite physical basis, which makes it difficult to improve
these engineering interaction models by theoretical analysis and numerical simulation. The only one
that employs physics is the EB model, based on a simplified energy equation without considering the
energy exchange between the wake region and ambient atmosphere. Kuo [28] took such energy into
account and introduced the kinetic energy correction factor to revise the EB model. It is worth noting
that the correction factor should be determined experimentally. The author suggested the value of
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this factor to be 1 if no measurements or CFD simulation data are available, which corresponds to the
conventional EB model. An experimental study by Smith and Taylor [29] found that for a configuration
of two turbines in a row, the wake velocity of the downwind turbine recovers more rapidly than the
one upwind; i.e., at the same relative position, the velocity deficit of the downwind turbine wake is
smaller. This might be because of the higher turbulence level and shear stress profile generated by
upwind turbines in the superposed wake area, which enhances momentum diffusion and thus leads to
faster wake recovery. In order to reflect this character in the engineering interaction model aiming to
improve its precision, this study introduces a mixing coefficient to revise the classical EB model based
on this phenomenon and proposes a new interaction wake model with higher accuracy.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a complete simulation method for wake flow in
the wind farm is presented. First, a brief introduction of the single wake model used in this study is
given in Section 2.1. Then, a new interaction model that considers the effect of increased turbulence
intensity in the superposed area is proposed in Section 2.2. In addition, when predicting the wake
flow in a wind farm, the relative location between wind turbines under an arbitrary wind direction
is needed, and so a simple and convenient approach for this challenge is provided in Section 2.3.
The newly proposed model and method are implemented for the offshore Lillgrund and Horns Rev I
wind farms, and the results are compared with measurements in Section 3. Finally, a summary and
conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. The New Analytical Wind Farm Wake Model

2.1. Wind Turbine Wake Model

The widely used 1D Jensen model is adopted to quantify the reduction of the downwind wind
speed behind a wind turbine in this study. It is a linear wake model based on mass conservation,
first proposed by N.O. Jensen [21] of the Denmark Risø Laboratory in 1982. Assuming a circular
cylinder wake zone, the width of the wind turbine wake is expanded linearly with increasing
downwind distances, and the wake velocity on the cross-section is equal at all spots; i.e., a top-hat
distribution. The wind speed in the wake uw, is a function of the thrust coefficient Ct, and wake decay
coefficient k, which can be formulated as:

uw = u0

[
1 −

(
1 −

√
1 − Ct

)( r0

r0 + kx

)2
]

(1)

where u0 is the inflow velocity, x is the distance behind the wind turbine, r0 is the rotor radius, and r0 +
kx is the wake radius at the downwind position x. For a given thrust coefficient and downwind distance,
the only adjustable parameter in the Jensen wake model is the wake decay coefficient k, which is
sensitive to many factors including the roughness, hub height, turbine-induced turbulence, ambient
turbulence, or atmospheric stability. Based on long-term project practice, the value of k recommended
in WAsP [26] is 0.075 and 0.05 for onshore and offshore wind farms, respectively. Several analytical
models have been developed to estimate the wake decay coefficient, such as in References [9,30,31].
The focus of this paper is on developing the interaction model, and so the recommended values in
WAsP that are most widely used are employed in our calculations.

2.2. Wake Superposition

The four frequently used wake interaction models in engineering are listed as follows:
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where N is the total number of upwind turbines which affect the target wind turbine i by their wakes;
ui is the inflow speed of target turbine i; uj is the inflow speed of the upwind turbine j; and uji denotes
the wind speed at turbine i due to the single wake from turbine j that can be obtained by using
empirical wake models such as the Jensen wake model (Equation (1)).

Except for the GS model, all models first calculate the wake losses of each upwind turbine at
the position of the target turbine and then overlay them as the total loss due to upwind turbines.
Hence, the only distinction between the superposition models is that the wake deficit is expressed
in different ways. Figure 1 gives a schematic for the typical wake superposition along a row of four
turbines. As shown, wind turbine 3 is located in the superimposed zone of upwind turbines 1 and 2.
When calculating the velocity distribution before turbine 3 in scenario I, first, the superposition should
be divided into scenario II and scenario III. Then, the wake deficits caused by turbines 1 and 2 are
computed separately and finally combined as the total loss caused by upwind turbine.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of three overlapping turbine wakes. The simulation of the inflow velocity
at turbine 3 in scenario I is decomposed into scenarios II and III, and then superimposed.

In the far wake region, turbulence plays a leading role in the flow development. The turbulent
environment re-energises the low-momentum wake regions within wind farms [32]. The wind speed
gradient between the wake and the free flow outside the wake results in additional shear-generated
turbulence, which assists the transfer of momentum into the wake from the surrounding flow. Thus the
wake and the surrounding flow start to mix. The rate of decay of the velocity deficit is strongly
dependent on the ambient turbulence levels [33,34]. As a general rule of thumb [35,36], the stronger
the ambient turbulent intensity, the faster the wake recovery. Some wind tunnel experiments and CFD
simulations [37,38] have shown that the turbulence intensity in the wake overlay area is higher than
that of the undisturbed wind turbine at the same location. Meanwhile, as mentioned above, for a
particular experiment of two turbines in a row, the wake velocity of the downwind turbine recovers
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more rapidly than that of the upwind one. So this can be explained by the fact that the turbulence level
generated by the upwind turbines is higher, which creates more momentum diffusion, leading to a
faster recovery in the superposed area. Traditional interaction models are merely the mathematical
expressions of the wake losses and simple superimposition. They cannot take account of the effect
induced by the increased turbulence intensity. To overcome this limitation, this study multiplies the
superimposed total loss—i.e., terms at the right of equal-sign in the traditional models—by a mixing
coefficient less than 1 to characterize the faster velocity recovery caused by an increased turbulence
intensity in the superposed wake area. The mixing coefficient can be described by an empirical formula
as follows:

Save = 1
N−1

N−1
∑
j

Sj+1
j

α = 1 − dT
Save

(2)

where Sj+1
j refers to the spacing between every two upwind adjacent turbines along the wind direction

as shown in Figure 1; dT is the rotor diameter; and Save is their average value.
The mixing coefficient can be calculated fast using Equations (2) which is only based on the

spacing between upwind turbines. This expression meets two requirements: First, the coefficient is
always less than 1 characterizing less total loss in the wake overlay area due to the higher turbulence
level. Second, according to some experimental results [39,40], smaller upwind turbine spacing could
lead to larger turbulence intensity in the superimposed area. So the mixing coefficient tends to be
smaller with denser upwind turbines, which means faster velocity recovery.

With the exception of the EB model, all traditional interaction models are empirical descriptions
without a clear physical basis. With this in mind, the mixing coefficient is combined with the EB model,
and then the modified energy balance model (MEB for short) is proposed as follows:

u2
0 − u2

i = α
N

∑
j

(
u2

j − u2
ji

)
(3)

Having a similar form to the EB model, the MEB model can be used with ease and no additional
complexity is added to the flow field calculation. However, it should be noted that this modification
is appropriate only if there are large perturbations in the wake superposition, such as an array of
wind turbines along the wind direction. When considering the superposition of two wakes abreast,
the relative spacing along the wind direction between the two turbines is 0, so the mixing coefficient
which is based on this spacing cannot be solved and the MEB model does not apply. For this case the
traditional EB model is recommended to predict the velocity deficit in the interference region.

2.3. Relative Position of Wind Turbines under Arbitrary Directions

When the wind direction changes, the wind turbine conducts yaw control to ensure that the rotor
swept plane is always perpendicular to the inflow direction, which changes the relative positions of the
turbines and the wake effect. Therefore, determining the relative position of wind turbines efficiently
under arbitrary wind direction is a required process for predicting wake deficits [41]. We use a simple
method to solve this problem in this research. As shown in Figure 2, north is regarded as 0◦ and has
the established coordinate frame XOY. The coordinate origin can be chosen from any point in the wind
farm, and the Y axis points to the 0◦ wind direction. T1 represents an arbitrary wind turbine with
position (x, y). When the wind direction changes to β, the coordinates are rotated β degrees clockwise
and a new coordinate system X’OY’ is obtained. The coordinates of the wind turbine in frame X’OY’
can be obtained by: (

x′

y′

)
=

(
cos β − sin β

sin β cos β

)(
x
y

)
(4)
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the coordinate transformation. Green points represent wind
turbines.

After the coordinate transformation, the relative positions of the wind turbines can be determined.
Combining with the single wake model and the above-mentioned interaction wake model, the wake
velocity distribution and power output can be obtained for varying wind directions in wind farm.

3. Benchmarking Study

3.1. Lillgrund Wind Farm

3.1.1. Introduction

The Lillgrund wind farm consists of 48 SWT-2.3-93 Simens wind turbines with a wind rotor
diameter of 92.6 m and hub height of 65 m. Since the typical characteristic of this park is that
the internal spacing between adjacent turbines is relatively small, the power loss due to the wake
effect is bound to be very large. Figure 3 gives the layout of the Lillgrund offshore wind farm.
As shown, the turbine spacing is 3.3D and 4.3D rotor diameters under the wind direction of 120◦ and
222◦, respectively.

Figure 3. Layout of the Lillgrund offshore wind farm.
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3.1.2. Results and Discussion

The co-axial arrangement of wind turbines can be observed in the above two directions. In order
to test the accuracy of different models, the Jensen model is combined with three previous interaction
wake models (LS, EB, SS) and with the proposed MEB model to calculate the power deficit along
rows with and without missing turbines (in blue in Figure 3). The inflow mean velocity at hub height
is 9 m/s in all cases. The wake expansion rate of the Jensen model is set to be 0.05 according to
the recommended value for offshore conditions. The calculations are performed for various wind
directions, consistent with those of the inflow sector of processed SCADA (Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition System) data [−2.5◦,2.5◦] [11], and are performed in 0.5◦ steps for both arrays in this
research. The results for these cases are given in Figures 4 and 5. The power deficit of the wind turbine
can be defined as 1 − Pi/P0, where Pi is the actual power of a specific turbine i and P0 is the power of a
turbine not disturbed by a wake.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Lillgrund power deficit in a complete row with (a) 3.3D spacing and (b) 4.3D spacing.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Lillgrund power deficit in a row with (a) 3.3D spacing with two missing turbines and (b) 4.3D
spacing with one missing turbine.

Figure 4 shows the variation of power deficit for different turbine separation distances in the
complete arrays along the two directions. In these two cases, the results from the EB model and
SS model are very similar, while the LS model seriously over-predicts the deficit and presents a
zig-zag pattern. This is because when the calculated inflow is less than the rated speed of the wind
turbine, the turbine will stop operating, and no wake is produced in this study. Specifically, without a
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superposition effect, the power deficits of the second turbine predicted by different models are the
same and reach up to about 82% and 65%, respectively, because of the small spacing. As for the third
turbine, the power deficit significantly decreases compared with the former one. Neither of the three
typical models could capture this trend, but show rather a continuous decrease of power. Only the
proposed MEB model perfectly predicts the power recovery of the third turbine. For the case with
4.3D spacing, the MEB model simulation results of the fourth and subsequent turbines agree very well
with observations. However, what should be noted is that none of the superposition models predict
the trend of power recovery after the third turbine for the case of 3.3D spacing. Perhaps this is because
of the error in the single wake model due to the overly close spacing of 3.3D. Katic [17] also admitted
that the calculation of the near-wake zone will involve large errors using the Jensen wake model.

The input data and the characteristics of the cases shown in Figure 5 are more or less the same as
in the previous ones, except that some turbines are missing in the studied rows. The absence of turbines
causes wakes to further recover to some extent from the third turbine to the fourth. The traditional
model results also show this pattern, simply because a smaller predicted inflow before the third turbine
leads to a lower overall velocity deficit (the right hand of the model equation) and so a higher inflow
before the fourth turbine in the calculation. The MEB model proposed in this study not only catches
the sustained power recovery of turbines three and four, but also agrees with the measurements better
than the other models in both cases.

In addition to power deficit, the efficiency of the wind farm is another performance indicator
measuring the precision of the interaction wake model, which is defined as the ratio between the wind
farm actual total output power and the power of the wind farm without considering the wake effect
for each turbine. The efficiency can be expressed as:

e f f =

∑
i

Pi

MP0
(5)

where M is the number of wind turbines in the wind farm. The Jensen model is integrated with four
superposition models to calculate the park efficiency under all the wind directions with a span of 3◦.
In every direction, the inflow mean velocity is 9 m/s. Comparisons of the simulation results with field
measurements are given in Figure 6. In general, all the four models could broadly predict the variation
of efficiency with changing wind direction and the location of the extreme points. However, there still
exist some biases between the model results and observations, especially for the LS model.

 
Figure 6. Park efficiency of the Lillgrund wind farm for the inflow sector 0–360◦ with 3◦ increments.
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To conduct quantitative analysis, the root mean square error (RMSE) and the mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE) are adopted to measure the difference between predictions and observations
and to evaluate the model performance. Their definitions are as follows:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
K

K

∑
i
(e f fmodel,i − e f fobs,i)

2 (6)

MAPE =
1
K

K

∑
i

∣∣∣∣ e f fmodel,i − e f fobs,i

e f fobs,i

∣∣∣∣× 100% (7)

where K is the total number of simulated cases in different wind directions; eff model,i and eff obs,i refer
to the efficiency from the model prediction and field measurement of the ith given wind direction.
The RMSE and MAPE of different model simulation results are listed in Table 1, and the error of
models under prevailing wind direction sectors (240◦–270◦) is also shown. It can be seen that under
the inflow sector (0–360◦), the park efficiency calculated by the MEB model reduces the RMSE by 3.79%
and decreases the MAPE by 5.3% in comparison to the most commonly used SS model. Moreover,
these values are reduced by 1.96% and 2.48%, respectively, in the dominant wind direction range.

Table 1. Simulation error of the park efficiency using different models.

Error 0◦–360◦ Prevailing Wind Directions

LS EB SS MEB LS EB SS MEB

Root mean square error (RMSE) (%) 12.55 7.26 8.99 5.20 8.99 4.60 5.07 3.11
Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) (%) 17.06 9.24 11.78 6.48 12.84 6.20 6.22 3.74

3.2. Horns Rev I Wind Farm

3.2.1. Introduction

The Horns Rev I offshore wind farm is located about 14 km off the west coast of Denmark.
It has been extensively studied in evaluating its wake effect and power production, with plenty of
meteorological and SCADA data available for comparison. The wind farm consists of 80 Vestas V80 2
MW turbines with a rotor diameter of 80 m and hub height of 70 m. The wind farm’s 10 columns and 8
rows are aligned in a parallelogram shape, as seen in Figure 7. The spacing distance between turbines
in both lines and columns is 7D, and those under the wind direction of 221◦ and 312◦ are 9.4D and
10.4D, respectively.

Figure 7. Layout of the Horns Rev I offshore wind farm.
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3.2.2. Results and Discussion

The Jensen model is also chosen in this benchmark with k = 0.05. Four different interaction models
are applied to predict the power deficit of each turbine along rows with an internal spacing of 7D
and 10.4D, respectively (in blue in Figure 7). The comparisons between simulation results obtained
from different models and extracted SCADA data [22] with an inflow velocity of 7.5 m/s are given in
Figures 8 and 9. The cases in Figure 8 correspond to narrow wind direction sizes [−2◦,2◦], and the
cases in Figure 9 correspond to a broader direction interval [−15◦,15◦], which is considered to decrease
the error of wind direction uncertainty as much as possible. All of the runs were performed at a 1◦ step.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Horns Rev I power deficit in (a) a row with 7D spacing and 270 ± 2◦, and (b) a row with
10.4D spacing and 312 ± 2◦.

When the wind directions are 270◦ and 312◦, the spacing between two turbines undergoes a
minimum value of 7D and a maximum value of 10.4D, respectively. Observing the power deficit of
the second turbine in Figure 8, there is a large discrepancy when comparing numerical simulations
using the Jensen model with wind farm production data. In addition to the reasons for the calculation
accuracy of the wake model itself, another important reason is the large wind direction uncertainty
included in the datasets while the numerical simulations are carried out for narrow wind direction
sectors. Thus, when comparing the performance of different wake interaction models, the primary
concern is whether the simulation results can match the changing trend of the measured data. It can be
seen from Figure 8a that, with an internal spacing of 7D, the power of the third turbine has recovered
more or less compared with the second one. After that, the power deficit tends to gradually increase
with a very small range further downwind until the last turbine. The improved MEB model simulation
catches the recovery of the power of the third turbine, and the power deficit of the latter turbines
increases gradually with a slightly greater amplitude than the measured value. On the other hand, the
simulation results of the SS model tend to be in an equilibrium value starting from the third turbine.
When the spacing is 10.4D, the power deficit caused by the wake is relatively small due to the larger
interval between turbines, and it can be clearly seen from Figure 8b that the deficit along the wind
direction increases in steps. At this time, the SS model calculation result, which reach a constant,
are obviously inconsistent with the changing trend of the measured values, although the calculated
downwind turbine power is closer to the measured value. The power deficit variation curves simulated
by the new MEB model and the EB model more closely match the observed values. In fact, the results
of the MEB and EB model show the similar changing trend after the third turbine. This is because
the MEB model just multiplies a coefficient to the original EB model. In essence, the mathematical
structure of these two models is consistent.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Horns Rev I power deficit in (a) a row with 7D spacing and 270 ± 15◦, and (b) a row with
10.4D spacing and 312 ± 15◦.

With a broader sector [−15◦,15◦], the comparisons in Figure 9 show that the Jensen model
coupled with interaction models matches much better with all the measured points due to the smaller
direction uncertainty error, especially for the new MEB and EB models. The LS model still seriously
overestimates the wake loss in the superposition region, while the SS model fails to model the deep
array effect as it quickly reaches an equilibrium state. Note that, with the internal spacing of 7D,
as seen in Figure 9a, the power of the third turbine restores compared to the second one simulated by
the MEB model; nevertheless, the measurements show a slight decrease. This departure may be due to
the different frequency of wind directions within the sector [−15◦,15◦]. The authors in Reference [24]
pointed out that a normal distribution fits well with the measured wind direction variations within an
averaging period at Horns Rev I around the wind direction of 270◦. That is to say, there are a greater
number of available measurements for data analysis near 270◦, and the number of measurements
which are close to the wind direction interval boundary are relatively small. Thus, data for directions
near 270◦, of which the wake losses of downwind turbines are much heavier, contribute more to the
final processing results. However, simulations in this study are performed for a wide range of wind
directions (±15◦) with a resolution of 1◦. These single simulated powers are then averaged within
the range. Therefore, the effect of the cases under directions further away from 270◦ is overestimated,
which results in less deficit in the turbines. In addition, since the turbines are far apart from each
other, the upwind wake has restored to a certain degree when it develops to the downwind turbine.
The turbulence intensity in the far wake superimposed area tends to be similar to the single wake,
which leads to the calculation results of the MEB model and EB being relatively close, as shown in
Figure 9b. The farther the spacing, the closer the mixing coefficient is to 1, and so the closer the
calculation result of the new model is to the EB model.

Similar models as in the previous benchmark are considered to calculate the park efficiency,
and the inflow sector is taken as 0–360◦ with a span of 5◦. In every direction, the inflow mean velocity
is 8 m/s. The comparison of the simulation results with measurements is shown in Figure 10. There are
significant differences in some wind directions where the wake has a large impact, such as for 0◦

and 270◦. The RMSE and MAPE of different model simulation results are listed in Table 2. It can
be seen that under the inflow sector (0–360◦), compared with the SS model, the MEB model reduces
the wind farm efficiency RMSE by 1.39% and MAPE by 1.58%. Under the dominant wind direction,
the wind farm efficiency RMSE decreased by 1.79%, and the MAPE decreased by 2.52%. The results
show that for wind farms such as Horns Rev I, which conducts reasonable layout optimization and has
a relatively large spacing distance between turbines, the performance of the MEB model has a certain
degree of improvement compared with the EB and SS model. However, this improvement is not as
good for the Lillgrund wind farm with smaller intervals between turbines.
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Figure 10. Park efficiency of the Horns Rev I wind farm for inflow sector 0–360◦ with a 5◦ increment.

Table 2. Simulation error of park efficiency using different models.

Error 0◦–360◦ Prevailing Wind Directions

LS EB SS MEB LS EB SS MEB

RMSE (%) 10.04 6.08 6.59 5.20 11.65 6.76 7.52 5.73
MAPE (%) 8.94 5.92 6.78 5.20 10.73 6.70 8.33 5.81

4. Conclusions

The conventional interaction wake models separately compute the velocity deficit from each
upwind turbine and then linearly superpose them without considering the faster wake recovery caused
by a higher turbulence intensity in the superposed wake region, when compared to a single wake area.
This omission might contribute to lower model precision. To compensate for this, a new interaction
wake model based on the improvement of the energy balance model is proposed to predict the velocity
distribution and wind farm power in this paper. A mixing coefficient is introduced to characterize the
above phenomenon in the energy balance model, and an empirical expression is also given to calculate
this parameter. In order efficiently to provide support for simulating the wake speed distribution
under varying wind directions, a simple method to determine the relative position between wind
turbines is also given.

A validation of the proposed interaction model is performed using the observations in the
Lillgrund and Horns Rev I offshore wind farms, mainly focusing on the power loss of every single
turbine and the efficiency of the wind farms. Compared to other commonly used superposition models
in engineering, the presented model can better capture the power changing tendency of wind turbines
arranged in an array with different spacing, regardless of whether there are missing turbines or not.
Especially for turbines in a row in the Lillgrund offshore wind farm with smaller turbine spacing,
an obvious power recovery appears at the third turbine, which is only predicted by the presented
model. As for the wind farm efficiency, all the interaction models can obtain the changing trend of
wind farm output with varying wind direction and determine the location of limit points, while the
proposed model in particular is observed to be in better agreement with the measurements.

The proposed interaction model has similar simplicity but higher precision compared with
the commonly used interaction models, without increasing the complexity and computational cost
of the simulation because the former only multiplies the traditional one by a mixing coefficient.
This coefficient is used to characterize the phenomenon that the higher turbulence level and shear
stress profile generated by upwind turbines in the superposed wake area leads to a faster wake
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recovery, which is obtained by an empirical expression in this paper. Although the modification yields
reasonable predictions, a more physical and more accurate model describing the effect of turbulence
intensity on the velocity recovery of multiple wakes will be the focus of future research.
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Abstract: In this paper, a dynamic stall control scheme for vertical-axis wind turbine (VAWT) based
on pulsed dielectric-barrier-discharge (DBD) plasma actuation is proposed using computational
fluid dynamics (CFD). The trend of the wind turbine power coefficient with the tip speed ratio is
verified, and the numerical simulation can describe the typical dynamic stall process of the H-type
VAWT. The tangential force coefficient and vorticity contours of the blade are compared, and the
regular pattern of the VAWT dynamic stall under different tip speed ratios is obtained. Based on the
understanding the dynamic stall phenomenon in flow field, the effect of the azimuth of the plasma
actuation on the VAWT power is studied. The results show that the azimuth interval of the dynamic
stall is approximately 60◦ or 80◦ by the different tip speed ratio. The pulsed plasma actuation can
suppress dynamic stall. The actuation is optimally applied for the azimuthal position of 60◦ to 120◦.

Keywords: DBD plasma actuation; dynamic stall; vertical-axis wind turbine; active flow control

1. Introduction

Dielectric-barrier-discharge (DBD) plasma actuation is an active flow control technology developed
in the mid-1960s [1]. The actuator is a plasma-generating device, which is composed of two electrodes,
dielectric between the electrodes, and an external high voltage power source. When the actuator is
working, the air near the electrode is ionized to ions and electrons. Due to the asymmetry of the
electrode arrangement, the ions move in an orientated direction within the electric field, generating
a body force that drives the neutral gas molecules to produce a tangential jet, achieving boundary
layer flow control. DBD plasma actuation has good performance in boundary layer flow separation
control [2], dynamic stall vortex control [3], and so on [4].

The dynamic stall phenomenon can be removed by unsteady pitch control of the blade and
the boundary layer separation [5]. Dynamic stall is an inherent feature of VAWT. The angle of
attack and relative speed of a blade are changing dramatically during each VAWT rotation cycle.
The boundary layer separates and a leading edge vortex is formed on the suction side. This causes the
VAWT dynamic stall. Dynamic stall will bring about VAWT structure vibration, noise, and efficiency
reduction [6]. VAWT dynamic stall is a complex unsteady flow phenomenon. When the blade moves,
the relative velocity and direction are time varying, and the blade is affected by the upstream wake.
Although researchers are extremely interested in using flow control methods to improve wind turbine
performance [7–10], few researchers have addressed the problem of VAWT dynamic stall. Previous
works have only focused on the relationship between the lift/drag and the angle of attack [11], or simply
flow field [12,13]. However, there is still a need for investigating the correspondence between the
vortex motion and the tangential force of a blade.
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There is a considerable amount of research on plasma dynamic stall control for an oscillating airfoil
or a flat plate. There is still little knowledge about plasma control of VAWT. In 2006, Post & Corke [3]
placed the actuator at the leading edge of NACA0015 airfoil, and the effect of DBD plasma for flow
separation and dynamic stall control on an oscillating airfoil was studied experimentally. It was found
that the plasma actuation was able to suppress separation and delay stall, and the pulsed actuation
was more advantageous. Sato et al. [14] studied the lift enhancement of an oscillating plate by plasma
actuation through wind tunnel experiments and numerical simulations. They pointed out that plasma
actuation could effectively suppress the flow separation on the flat plate during the up-stroke motion.
Phan & Shin [15] using numerical method investigated the impact on the aerodynamic performance at
different plasma actuation parameters and actuation positions for an oscillating NACA0012 airfoil.
They believed that plasma could increase the lift of the airfoil and suggested to consider the energy
consumption of the actuator to achieve the optimal control authority. Greenblatt et al. [16,17] placed
a plasma actuator on the leading edge of a small vertical-axis wind turbine and conducted related
research. The actuator is placed at the leading edge in a pulsed actuation mode. The results showed
that after applying control, the power of the wind turbine increased and the fluctuation decreased,
because plasma actuation reduced the leading edge vortex. They also argued that plasma actuation is
only effective on the upwind side; however, it was not clear what specific azimuthal interval should be
applied actuation. It is valuable and practical to formulate a scientific and economic control strategy to
reduce the excited energy consumption and increase the power of the wind turbine.

Two methods can be used to study dynamic stall phenomena: numerical methods [18,19] and wind
tunnel experimental methods [20]. Due to the complexity of the VAWT dynamic stall phenomenon,
wind tunnel experiments are difficult to capture the full detailed flow field. Therefore, the numerical
simulation method is used to study the VAWT dynamic stall problem. The load of VAWT can be
calculated using the empirical formula model [21] and the theoretical model [22]. The former is
calculated formula fitted by the experimental data, which is easy to implement and low in cost;
the latter is mainly solved by the CFD method, and a complex flow field with high kinetic energy and
shearing can be obtained, but its more time consuming. Buchner et al. [23] used a theoretical model
to study the dynamic stall phenomenon of VAWT and found that the tip speed ratio was less than 3,
which significantly reduced the power of VAWT. Most of the dynamic stall effects occur in the low
tip speed ratio (less than 3), while the VAWTs actually operate mainly within it, which highlights the
industrial relevance of the dynamic stall problem.

A suitable actuator simplified model needs to be selected for numerical simulation of DBD plasma
flow control. Shyy et al. [24], Massines et al. [25], Suzen et al. [26], and Abdollahzadeh et al. [27–29]
proposed their actuator simplified models based on different assumptions, respectively. The most
widely used is the phenomenological model proposed by Shyy et al., which loads the plasma reduced
body force into the fluid momentum equation as a source term. The advantages of the Shyy’s model are
simplicity, fast response, ease of application, and so on. However, the oversimplified model severely
overestimates the body forces generated by the plasma actuator. Therefore, the experimental correction
of the Shyy’s model must be performed before the numerical calculation. The following literature
use the corrected Shyy’s model for numerical simulation studies [30,31]. Considering the complex
unsteadiness of the VAWT dynamic stall and the accuracy of the phenomenological model, in this
paper, the modified Shyy’s model is selected for numerical simulation.

In this paper, the unsteady CFD method is used to study the dynamic stall phenomenon of VAWT
at different tip speed ratios, and the azimuthal position corresponding to the start and end of dynamic
stall is found. The modified plasma phenomenological model is used to analyze the influence of
plasma actuation on VAWT in different azimuthal intervals. An optimal control strategy for dynamic
stall of a vertical-axis wind turbine based on plasma actuation is proposed.
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2. Computational Model and Numerical Method

2.1. H-Type VAWT Model

In this paper, a two-dimensional model is used for numerical simulation. The three-blade H-type
VAWT model computational domain is shown in Figure 1, which is consistent with the reference [22,32].
D represents the diameter of the wind turbine. Inlet, outlet, upper, and lower boundary are 2.5D, 4.5D,
and 2D from the VAWT center, respectively.

Figure 1. Computational domain and boundary conditions.

The radius of VAWT is R = 0.3 m. The blade adopts the NACA0022 airfoil with a chord length c
= 0.1 m. The inlet velocity is U∞ = 5.07 m/s. The rotational speed ω = 16.9~50.7 rad/s, are studied,
corresponding to the tip speed ratio λ = 1 to 3. θ is the azimuth, and the position where the blade 1
is located in Figure 2 is defined as θ = 0◦. θ = 0◦~180◦ is the upwind side, and θ = 180◦~360◦ is the
downwind side.

Figure 2. Position of each blade of VAWT.

The plasma actuator is placed at 5~90% c from the leading edge, and the purple triangle represents
the plasma region (The actuator is placed at 30% c), as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Position of the plasma actuator on a blade.

2.2. Plasma Actuator Model

The Shyy’s model [24] simplifies the complex body force generated by plasma into linear electric
field force. The basic mechanism of the actuator is shown in Figure 4.
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Ignoring the secondary factors, assuming that the plasma density ρc is constant and the electric
field is linearly distributed, the electric field distribution in the OAB is obtained as∣∣∣∣∣⇀E

∣∣∣∣∣ = E0 − k1x − k2y (1)

where E0 = 1.2× 104 kV/m is the maximum electric field strength, and the coefficients k1 = 1.8 × 109 kV/m2

and k2 = 3.6 × 109 kV/m2 are obtained from the electric field distribution [30].
The body force induced by the plasma actuator can be expressed as electric field force

⇀
F =

→
Eρceα (2)

where e = 1.602 × 10–19 C [24] is elementary charge, and ρc = 1 × 1017 m3 [24]. The α = 0.3 is the
correction factor [30].

The duty cycle is: Dtc = Td/T, where Td is the duration of the plasma actuation and T is the period.
The original Shyy’s model is a great oversimplification; hence, the model used in this paper is

calibrated by experiment [33]. In the present study, the height and width of the plasma region in
Figure 4 are OA = 2.5 mm and OB = 5 mm [34,35]. In Equation (2), The electric field strength is
multiplied by the correction factor of 0.3. Figure 5 is the comparison between the computational
and experimental [33] streamwise velocity distribution, where up is the plasma reduced velocity,
and up,max = 5.9 m/s is the maximum plasma reduced velocity. The ordinate represents the distance
from the wall. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the corrected model has a good agreement with the
experimental values.

Figure 4. Sketch of the plasma actuator.

 up up,max

x

y

Figure 5. Velocity distribution at different streamwise positions.
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2.3. Numerical Method and Boundary Conditions

Figure 6 shows the global mesh of the computational domain. The structured grid is generated,
and the total number of cells is 300,000. The sliding mesh is used to establish the rotation domain and
the number of cells is 260,000. The grids number along the circumference of a blade is 500. The first
cell height of the blade is 0.01 mm, which guarantees y+ < 1, as shown in Figure 7.

Inlet is velocity inlet. Outlet is pressure outlet. Upper and lower boundary are symmetry.
The blade surface is a non-slip wall. The electric field force generated by the plasma actuation is loaded
as a body force source term though the user-defined function.

Numerical simulations are calculated using ANSYS FLUENT. The turbulence model is k-ω SST
model. The blades rotate 0.2 degrees per time step.

Figure 6. Global mesh of computational domain.

 
Figure 7. Mesh around the blade.

2.4. CFD Validation

In Figure 8a, grid sensitivity verification is performed on base-line case (U∞ = 5.07 m/s, λ = 2.15)
of three different numbers of cells. As a constant, the first cell height of the blade is 0.01 mm,
which guarantees y+ < 1. The grids number along the circumference of a blade are 500, 250, and 125,
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respectively. As can be seen from the figure, the difference between the three grids is small. Considering
the requirements of the plasma model for the grid, the fine mesh (260,000 cells) is selected.

VAWT dynamic stall is a complex unsteady flow phenomenon; hence, the time step sensitivity
verification is necessary. Figure 8b shows the verification of three different the time step sizes on
base-line case. It can be seen that large time step size (Δt = 0.0003 s) makes the tangential force larger.
Since the frequency of the plasma pulsed actuation is high, the minimum time step size is selected.
When the time step size is Δt = 0.0001 s, the blades rotate 0.2 degrees per time step.

It is important and necessary to choose a suitable turbulence model for numerical simulation.
A large number of scholars [36–39] have used k-ω SST model to solve VAWT problems. Therefore,
this paper does not perform additional verification on the turbulence model.

The convergence criterions are that all the parameters was set to 10–4 at each time step and the
tangential force coefficient of a blade exhibits significant periodicity. Figure 9 shows the variation of the
tangential force coefficient with azimuth over 15 cycles. As can be seen from the Figure 9, the solution
of the last 10 cycles have converged. In this paper, we use the time average result of the last 10 cycles.

  
(a) Grid sensitivity (b) Time step sensitivity 

C
t

θ 

Ct

θ 

Δt
Δt
Δt

Figure 8. CFD validation: the tangential force coefficient with azimuth.

 

C
t

θ 

Figure 9. Convergence criterion: the tangential force coefficient with azimuth.

2.5. H-Type VAWT Aerodynamic Parameters

Several major aerodynamic parameters are described below to characterize VAWT dynamic stall.
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The tip speed ratio λ is the blade linear velocity to the free stream velocity U∞, which is used to
describe the blades’ rotation speed. It is defined as

λ = RΩ/U∞ (3)

where R is the radius of the rotor andΩ is the angular velocity of the rotor.
The relative velocity ratio Ûrel is the instantaneous relative velocity of the blade Urel to the free

stream velocity. It is defined as

Ûrel =
Urel
U∞

(4)

The angle of attack based on the instantaneous relative velocity is

αrel = tan−1(
sinθ
λ+ cosθ

) (5)

The αrel varying with azimuth is shown in the Figure 10. It can be seen that the lower the tip
speed ratio, the larger the amplitude of αrel.

The tangential force coefficient Ct and the power coefficient Cp represent the ability of the blade
and the rotor to generate energy, respectively.

The tangential force coefficient is defined as

Ct =
Ft

1/2ρU2
∞S

(6)

where Ft is tangential force of a blade, and S is the maximum projected area of a blade.
The power coefficient is defined as

Cp =
3Ft · λ

1/2ρU2
∞A

(7)

where A is the frontal projected area of wind turbine.

 

α 

θ 

α =26 

λ = 1
λ = 1.5
λ = 2
λ = 2.5

 λ = 3

Figure 10. Angle of attack with azimuth.

2.6. Parameter Settings

The research scheme is shown in Table 1. In Scheme 1, the VAWT dynamic stall at five different
tip speed ratios is studied. On the basis of Scheme 1, taking λ = 2.15 as an example, given the actuation
duty cycle, and the pulse actuation frequency f, the effects of five plasma actuator positions on VAWT
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are investigated. In Scheme 3, given the plasma actuator position, the effects of 10 plasma actuation
intervals on VAWT dynamic stall are studied.

Table 1. Parameters of the simulations.

Parameter Settings λ Actuator Position Dtc f /Hz Actuation Interval

Scheme 1 1~3 - - - -
Scheme 2 2.15 5 different positions 0.2 383 -
Scheme 3 2.15 0.3c 0.2 383 10 different actuation intervals

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Computational Results Verification

Figure 11 shows the comparison of the experimental data [32] and the two-dimensional numerical
simulation data for wind turbine power coefficient. It can be found that the simulation results of
both Zuo et al. [22] and this paper can reflect the variation tendency of Cp, but the numerical values
are always larger than the experimental values. Because the two-dimensional numerical simulations
ignore the end loss of the three-dimensional blades [40] and the influence of the support structure.
Reference [40] pointed out that the two-dimensional URANS simulation can capture most of the details
for the VAWT flow field. This paper mainly studies the flow separation and control technology on the
VAWT, so the two-dimensional URANS simulation is adopted.

 

C p

λ
Figure 11. Comparison of experimental data and numerical simulated data for wind turbine
power coefficient.

3.2. Influence of Tip Speed Ratio

Five tip speed ratios, λ = 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3, were investigated. Figure 12 shows the variation of
the blade tangential force coefficient Ct with azimuth at different tip speed ratios. In a rotation cycle,
the Ct basically exhibits a double-peak variation. The maximum tangential force coefficient Ct max

and its corresponding azimuth θct.max, with increasing tip speed ratio, increase first and then remain
unchanged. It can be seen that when the blade moves to the downwind side, the Ct value is around 0
due to the influence of the upstream wakes.
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Figure 12. Tangential force coefficient of a blade with azimuth.

In [20], the VAWT consists of NACA0015 airfoil, which is a thin thickness airfoil. The dynamic stall
phenomenon of this kind of wind turbine is expressed as the formation, development and shedding
of the leading edge vortex on the blade or airfoil. The VAWT selected in this paper consists of the
NACA0022 airfoil, which is a medium thickness airfoil. In [41], the aerodynamic performance of the
four VAWT airfoils (NACA0012, NACA0022, NACA5522, and LS0421) was compared. The study found
that the NACA0022 airfoil performs better at small tip speed ratios. The dynamic stall phenomenon is
not exactly the same as the above literature. The main difference is that there is not only the leading
edge vortex on the blade, but also a trailing edge vortex with the same direction of rotation.

Figure 13 shows the vorticity (normalized to cωz/U∞) contour at specific azimuths for blade 1
during a cycle at λ = 1.5. For ease of understanding, the correspondence between vortex and Ct

is indicated by arrows. It should be pointed out that only under this condition, the dynamic stall
occurs twice, which is represented by two distinct peaks on the Ct curve, which is the same as the case
studied in [11]. The first dynamic stall has gone through four stages a, b, c, and d. The α at point a is
small, resulting in a minor Ct. As the angle of attack increases with azimuth, Ct increases significantly.
The azimuth of point b corresponds to the maximum of Ct, in which the flow separation from the
trailing edge almost rolls up to the leading edge. It can be considered that the movement process of the
blade in range a to b is in keeping with the static stall feature. At azimuth c, a leading edge vortex
appears, and the vortex adheres to the surface and keep on growing. Under the influence of the leading
edge vortex and the non-slip wall condition, a secondary vortex whose rotation direction is opposite
to the leading edge vortex is formed. Point d is the minimum of Ct. At this time, the leading-edge
vortex extends to one chord length above the suction side, while the boundary layer rolls up and
forms a trailing edge vortex close to the surface. Those two vortices interact with each other and
obtain circulation in the shear layer to strengthen the vorticity. After that, the leading edge vortex and
the trailing edge vortex gradually shed off, and the boundary layer reattaches to the leading edge.
The first dynamic stall ends. At the same time, the second dynamic stall occurs on the downwind side.
The four typical moments (e, f, g, and h) correspond to the formation, development, and shedding of
the leading-edge vortex, and the reattachment of the boundary layer at leading edge. Different from
the upwind-side dynamic stall, the trailing edge vortex on the downwind side is not formed on the
surface, which is affected by the free flow below the rotor. In this figure, the trajectories of the leading
edge vortex and the trailing edge vortex on the upwind and the downwind side can also be observed.
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Figure 13. Tangential force coefficient of a blade and vorticity contours with λ = 1.5.

Figure 14 shows the vorticity (normalized to cωz/U∞) contours of the blade 1 for selected azimuth
at different tip speed ratios. The major vortex structure and its motion state can be clearly observed.
The development and their interaction of the leading edge vortex and a pair of trailing edge vortices
can be found out. Comparing the vorticity contours, we can see the delay effect of the VAWT dynamic
stall at high tip speed ratio. The delay effect means that as the tip speed ratio rises, the VAWT dynamic
stall is delayed. The higher the tip speed ratio, the smaller the amplitude of the angle of attack and the
relative speed, and the less evidently the dynamic stall occurs.

Figure 14. Vorticity contours with different λ for selected azimuth.

Figure 15 shows the vorticity contours for different tip speed ratios at θ = 120◦. In order to
facilitate the observation and comparison, the coordinates of the blade are transformed. Although the
blades rotate to the same azimuth, the vorticity contours are totally different. It can be considered that
these five vorticity fields (from λ = 3 to λ = 1) can represent the VAWT dynamic stall at different stages.
At the same azimuth, the high tip speed ratio corresponds to a small angle of attack, and the dynamic
stall delay is more distinct at high tip speed ratios.
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Figure 15. Vorticity contours with different λ at θ = 120◦.

Figure 16 shows the azimuth of the maximum tangential force coefficient θct.max as a function
of the tip speed ratio, and the horizontal axis is divided by five tip speed ratios. It can be seen from
the figure that the θct.max increases first and at a level between 90◦ and 100◦ with the increase of λ.
Figure 17 shows the angle of attack of the maximum tangential force coefficient αct.max as a function
of the tip speed ratio. It was found that when λ ≤ 2, the αct.max is approximately above 26◦, which is
similar to the result observed in [15]. As can be seen from Figure 10, the relative angle of attack of the
blade can be higher than 26◦ only when λ ≤ 2; when λ > 2, θct.max = θα, max, where θα, max represents
the azimuth of the maximum angle of attack, which is also observed in Figure 17. In summary, it can
be considered that when the blade moves to an angle of attack higher than 26◦, or when moving to
the maximum angle of attack (the maximum angle of attack αmax is less than 26◦), the tangential force
reaches a maximum value and the flow begins to stall. The specific reasons have been analyzed above,
as shown in Figures 10 and 15.
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Figure 16. θct.max of a blade with λ.
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Figure 17. αct.max of a blade with λ.
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Figures 18 and 19 show the change of the azimuth θct.mix and the angle of attack αct.mix with the
tip speed ratio, respectively, where the minimum tangential force coefficient is located. It was found
that θct.mix rised with the tip speed ratio, while αct.mix reduced with the tip speed ratio. The tangential
force stall azimuth interval is defined as θct.stall,

θct.stall, = θct.mix − θct.max. (8)

Figure 20 shows the variation of θct.stall, with the tip speed ratio.
It is found that the tangential force stall azimuth is about 60◦ ± 5◦ when the blade is moving at a

low tip speed ratio (i.e., αmax > 26◦); while the stall azimuth is about 80◦ ± 5◦ at high tip speed ratio.
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Figure 18. θct.mix of a blade with λ.
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Figure 19. αct.mix of a blade with λ.
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Figure 20. θct.max-mix of a blade with λ.
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3.3. Influence of Plasma Actuation Flow Control Strategy on VAWT

In this part, the wind turbine is selected to operate at a tip speed ratio of 2.15. Because according
to Figure 11, when the tip speed ratio is 2.15, the wind turbine has a maximum power coefficient in
the experiment.

The effect of the plasma actuator positions on VAWT was studied. The actuator is placed at
5% c, 30% c, 50% c, 70% c, and 90% c from the leading edge, respectively. Cp of the VAWT with
different plasma actuation positions is shown in Table 2. The baseline case is uncontrolled VAWT
rotate at a tip speed ratio of 2.15. In contrast, it has been found that using plasma actuator at these five
positions can increase the Cp of the VAWT. The optimal position is at 30% c and the power is increased
by 36%. Figure 21 shows the variation of the tangential force coefficient with azimuth at different
plasma actuator positions. In general, the actuation increases the maximum tangential force of the
blade. At 15◦ < θ < 165◦, plasma actuation can significantly increase the tangential force. However,
when θ > 165◦, the actuation has less effect.

Table 2. Cp with different plasma actuator positions.

Position of the Plasma Actuator Cp

Baseline 0.261
5% c 0.324

30% c 0.358
50% c 0.355
70% c 0.315
90% c 0.262
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Figure 21. Tangential force coefficient with azimuth at different plasma actuator positions.

Figure 22 shows the relative velocity contour with relative velocity streamlines. The flow fields
before and after the controlled (the plasma actuator is at 30% c) were compared. When the actuator
is at 30% c, plasma actuation can suppress flow separation, but does not completely eliminate flow
separation. The baseline case forms a secondary vortex at θ = 135◦, while the controlled case is
formed at θ = 155◦. Therefore, arranging the plasma actuator at 30% c, plasma actuation will delay the
formation of the secondary vortex. It can also be seen from the comparison that the plasma actuation
can accelerate the detachment of the vortex on the blade.
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Figure 22. Relative streamlines and relative velocity contours with azimuth for baseline and plasma
controlled case (actuator at 30% c).

Ten control strategies were studied. The research schemes are shown in Tables 1 and 3. According
to that mentioned above, when the tip speed ratio is 2.15, it can be predicted that the H-type VAWT
tangential force starts to stall at θ = 95◦ ± 5◦, and ends the stall at θ = 155◦ ± 5◦. The plasma actuation
control strategies are developed accordingly.

The specific control strategy is shown in Table 3. Case 1 is a baseline and no plasma actuation is
applied. In Case 2, the plasma is continuously pulsed on each of the blades during the rotation cycle.
In Cases 3–10, the plasma is pulsed in different azimuthal intervals.

Table 3. Strategies of plasma actuation control.

Strategy Actuation Azimuth Interval Strategy Actuation Azimuth Interval

Case 1 No control Case 6 70◦ to 150◦
Case 2 Global control Case 7 60◦ to 150◦
Case 3 90◦ to 160◦ Case 8 60◦ to 130◦
Case 4 90◦ to 150◦ Case 9 60◦ to 120◦
Case 5 80◦ to 150◦ Case 10 50◦ to 110◦

Figure 23 shows the variation of the tangential force coefficient with azimuth at the plasma
actuation. It can be confirmed from the Case 1 curve that the above prediction is accurate. In general,
within 90 ◦ < θ < 180 ◦, the tangential force coefficient is significantly improved by plasma, and has
little effect on other azimuths. Cases 3, 4, and 7–9 show that the end azimuth of the actuation has little
impact on the tangential force. Case 4–7 are used to investigate the effect of the starting actuation
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azimuth on the tangential force. It is found that the early actuation increases the tangential force and
the peak value is higher. Cases 9 and 10 are a set of controlled trials. In the case of the same actuation
interval size, the influence of the starting and ending position on the tangential force is studied. There
is no significant difference between Case 9 and 10, however, when θ > 150◦ the tangential force of Case
10 is lower than Case 9.

 

C t

θ 

Figure 23. Tangential force coefficient of a blade with azimuth at plasma actuation.

Aerodynamic figure of merit (AFM) [42] is introduced to determine whether the active flow
control strategy is cost effective. AFM is defined as

AFM =
Pcontrolled − Pactuators

Pbaseline
(9)

where Pcontrolled is the power of controlled VAWT, Pactuators is the plasma actuators consumption,
and Pbaseline is the power of uncontrolled VAWT. When AFM > 1, the power consumption of actuators
is less than the additional output of VAWT, and the control strategy is feasible.

Table 4 shows the Cp and AFM for different control strategies. The power of VAWT can be directly
calculated from the above, and the energy consumption of the plasma exciter is 6.67 W/m [16,17,43].
It can be seen that Case 2 increases the Cp up to 36%, but it is not suitable. Cases 6–10 are feasible, and the
maximum Cp can be increased by 34.3%, in which Case 9 is optimal. Considering the consumption of
the plasma actuator, Case 9 has the highest AFM value, which means that Case 9 consumes less energy
and produces considerable power. Within the scope of the study, it is necessary to apply control in
advance to achieve better control results.

Table 4. Cp and AFM at plasma actuation.

Strategy Cp AFM Strategy Cp AFM

Case 1 0.261 - Case 6 0.331 1.033
Case 2 0.358 0.304 Case 7 0.343 1.048
Case 3 0.296 0.928 Case 8 0.331 1.062
Case 4 0.299 0.968 Case 9 0.326 1.072
Case 5 0.310 0.982 Case 10 0.322 1.056
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, the phenomenological model and URANS simulation are used to study the VAWT
dynamic stall phenomenon with different tip speed ratios. The effects of plasma actuation on the
aerodynamic performance of the blade are explored, and the following conclusions are drawn:

1. As the dynamic stall of the vertical-axis wind turbine occurs, the boundary layer separation
moves from the trailing edge to the leading edge. The boundary layer will reattach to the blade
surface with the leading edge vortex and the secondary vortex shedding. With the increase of the
tip speed ratio, the delay effect of the dynamic stall is more obvious.

2. The tip speed ratio affects the maximum and minimum values of the tangential force for a blade.
When the tip speed is low, the maximum tangential force is at the azimuth of the α = 26◦, and the
minimum value is at the following 60◦ ± 5◦ azimuth. When the tip speed is high, the maximum
tangential force is at the azimuth where the maximum angle of attack is, and the minimum is at
the following 80◦ ± 5◦ azimuth.

3. The pulsed plasma actuation can effectively enhance the power of the vertical-axis wind turbine,
and the actuation at 60◦ to 120◦ azimuth is optimal.
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